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Summary
The rapid rise of energy demand and the depletion of fossil fuels are the driving force for
exploring the renewable energy sources. Among several renewable energy techniques, water
electrolyzers (WEs) and fuel cells (FCs) are the two important method for energy storage and
conversion. The regenerative fuel cell consist of four different reactions, such as hydrogen
oxidation reaction (HOR), oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in FCs stack and hydrogen evolution
reaction (HER), oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in WEs stack. The most active catalyst for HER,
ORR and HOR is commercial Pt/C whereas IrO2 is the best catalyst for OER. However, their
electrocatalytic stability, abundance and energy efficiency is significantly low and that restricted
the practical application of FCs and WEs devices. We have synthesized various dimensions metal/
metal oxide nanostructures and their activity towards HER, HOR, ORR, OER was explored.
Au-aerogel supported on CNx catalyst exhibited superior catalytic activity towards HER
and ORR. The Au-aerogel-CNx composite shows ORR onset potentials at 0.92 V and 0.43 V (vs
RHE) in 0.5 M KOH and H2SO4 solution. The activity of Au-composites is morphology dependent
and ORR and HER performances on porous Au-aerogel-CN x composites is better than that of
AuNPs-CNx catalyst and commercial flat gold electrode.
The HER activity of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst is 4 and 6.5 times better than commercial
Pt/C in acid and base. The HER/HOR activity of Pt-(PtO2)-NSs/C and PtOx-free PtNSs/C catalysts
are comparable in acid. The presence of PtOx in Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C makes this Pt-catalyst 5 fold
higher HER/HOR active in base media than that of PtOx free PtNSs/C catalyst al. We have
demonstrated hydrogen binding energy and oxophilicity are the two equivalent descriptors for
HER/HOR in basic media. Here we propose a bi-functional mechanism for the enhanced alkaline
HER/HOR activity of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst.

In 0.5 M HClO4, 3D-IrO2 supported on N@C exhibited superior activity towards OER with
a low overpotential of 280 mV at 10 mA/cm2, a low Tafel slope of 45 mV/dec and ~98% faradic
efficiency. The mass activity and turnover frequency (TOF) at an overpotential are also 32 times
higher that of commercial IrO2. The HER performance of this 3D-IrO2/N@C is comparable to that
of commercial Pt/C catalyst in acid. This 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst was also applied as cathode and
anode for over-all water splitting.
AgNWs supported on CNx showed superior activity towards HER in acid and base with
onset potential of 0 mV in both the medium. It requires over-potentials of 25 mV and 85 mV to
achieve the current densities of 10 and 50 mA/cm2 respectively in acid whereas 110 mV and 290
mV needed to attain the same current densities in base. Furthermore, this AgNWs-CN x catalyst
showed superior activity towards ORR and comparable to that of Pt/C in base. This catalyst also
showed excellent methanol tolerance and superior durability in ORR.
The development of rapid and reliable methods for highly sensitive, selective glucose and
H2O2 detection is necessary in many fields such as clinical diagnostics, food industry, sustainable
fuel cell, environmental analysis. The 2-D hybrids of Ag nanoparticles and carbon nitride were
applied for sensitive sensing of glucose and H2O2 in aqueous media. The lowest detection limits
achieved by this Ag-CNx electrode for H2O2 and glucose were 0.6 nM and 0.6 M respectively.
Released contaminants from industries create havoc pollution. Among these toxic threats,
dyes are more concerned to us because of their high chemical and biological stability which makes
difficult to remove from water. Ultra-small AuNPs supported on CN x was found to be very
effective for removal of various organic dyes through absorption and photocatalysis. Excellent
photo degradation rate constants for RhB (0.024 min-1), MB (0.024 min-1) and MR (0.02 min-1)
were observed although high concentration of dyes were used for degradation.
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polarization curves of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C, commercial
Pt/C, PtNSs/C, N@C and GCE in 0.5 M H2SO4 with
scan rate 10 mV/s at 1600 rpm rotation. Comparison
of (b) Geometric current density (c) SA (d) MA of Pt(PtOx)-NSs/C , PtNSs/C and commercial Pt/C. (e) The
HER Tafel plot of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C , commercial Pt/C
and PtNSs/C
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Figure 4.7

(a) Chronoamperometric responses of Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C, commercial Pt/C and PtNSs/C catalyst at η
=−25 mV in (RHE). (b)Chronoamperometric stability
of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C for 40 h
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Figure 4.8

(a) LSV polarization curves of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C,
commercial Pt/C, PtNSs/C and N@C in 0.5 M KOH.
Comparison of (b) Geometric current density (c) SA
(d) MA of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C , PtNSs/C and commercial
Pt/C. (e) The HER Tafel plot of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C ,
commercial Pt/C
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Figure 4.9

(a) LSV curves on the Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst at the
ﬁrst cycle and after 1000 cycles (scan rate 50 mV/s).
(b) Chronopotentiometric stability of Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C, commercial Pt/C at 10 mA cm-2
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Figure 4.10

(a) LSV polarization curves of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C,
commercial Pt/C, N@C and GCE in 1 M KOH with
scan rate 10 mV/s at 1600 rpm rotation. Comparison
of (b) Geometric current density (c) SA (d) MA of Pt(PtOx)-NSs/C , and commercial Pt/C in 1 M KOH.(e)
Chronoamperometric study of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 1 M
KOH at constant current density of 10 mA/cm 2
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Figure 4.11

(a) Nyquist plot of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C at different
overpotentials and its corresponding semicircle fit.
Inset: an equivalent circuit for the fitting of the EIS
spectra. (b) logRct-1 vs overpotential plot of Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C composite. iR-corrected and non iR-corrected
comparison of (c) geometric current density and (d)
SA for Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and commercial Pt/C at
different base concentrations
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Figure 4.12

(a, b) HER/HOR polarization curves (going positive
direction) of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 0.1 M HClO4 and 0.1
M KOH solution saturated with H2 (∼1 atm) with
diﬀerent rotation speeds at a scan rate of 10 mV/s
(inset: Koutecky−Levich plot at 0.15 V and 0.3 V in
RHE). (c-d) Kinetic current vs potential plot (ButlerVolmer plot) of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C-(RT) at
0.1 M HClO4 and 0.1 M KOH
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Figure 4.13

(a) HOR polarization curves of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C. (b)
Normalized HOR polarization curve in different
buffer solutions for Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C. (c) HOR
polarization curves of PtNSs/C. (d) Normalized HOR
polarization curve in different buffer solutions for
PtNSs/C. All experiments were done in H2 saturated
different buffer solutions at 10 mV/sec scan rate with
1600 rpm
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Figure 4.14

(a) Required HOR overpotential for both the catalysts
at half of the normalized current density (0.5ilim) at
different pH. (b) The limiting HOR current density for
both the catalysts at different pH solutions. All
polarization curves are iR corrected accordingly
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Figure 4.15

CVs of (a) Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and (b) PtNSs/C in
different pH for Pt (110) and Pt (100) in N2 saturated
medium at 30 mV/sec. (c) The plot of HBE vs pH of
Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C
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Figure 4.16

(a) CO stripping voltammetry of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and
PtNSs/C catalyst in acid medium (b) Comparison of
onset potential of CO stripping with different pH of
Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C
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Figure 4.17

HER/HOR overpotential required for 1mA/cm2
current density for Pt (110) and Pt (100) plane of Pt(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C composite
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Figure 4.18

Schematic diagram of bi-functional mechanism of
HOR on Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst in basic medium
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Figure 4.19

(a) HER activity of (current normalized by surface
area of the catalyst) of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and Pt/C in
acid and alkaline medium and (b) corresponding SA
plot of both the catalysts at ƞ= 0.1
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Figure 4.20

Schematic representation of bi-functional mechanism
of HER on Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst in basic medium
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Figure S4.1

(a, b) TEM images(c) FESEM images of Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C composite
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Figure S4.2

p-XRD of PtNSs/C composite
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Figure S4.3

(a,b) FESEM images of PtNSs/C composite showing
the interconnected PtNPs.
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Figure S4.4

Comparison of high resolution XPS spectra of (a) C1s
(b) O1s (c) N1s of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C
composite
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Figure S4.5

(a,b) EDS spectrum of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C where it
clearly confirms the presence of carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen and platinum
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Figure S4.6

(a, b) EDS spectrum was taken on PtNSs/C where it
clearly confirms the presence of carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen and platinum
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Figure S4.7

CV curves of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C, Pt/C in KOH
electrolyte of different concentrations. All CV
experiments were performed with 30 mV/s scan rate
with a constant Pt loading of 28.57 µg/cm 2
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Figure S4.8

CV curves of (a) Pt/C and (b) Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 0.5
M H2SO4.ECSA was calculated from the shaded
UPD-Hdes region. All CV experiments were performed
with 30 mV/s scan rate with a constant Pt loading of
28.57 µg/cm2
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Figure S4.9

Pt 4f XPS spectra of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C (a) before and
(b) after HER study. (c) TEM image of Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C after HER stability
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Figure
S4.10

(a) HER LSV curves of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C, Pt/C, CNx
and GCE in 0.1 M KOH with scan rate 10 mV/s.
Comparison of (b) geometric current density (c) SA
(d) MA at -0.1 and -0.2 V of Pt/C and Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C
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70

Figure
S4.11

iR and diffusion corrected polarization curve at 1600
rpm in (a) 0.1 M HClO4 (b) 0.1 M KOH
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Figure
S4.12

CO stripping voltammograms of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C at
different pH solutions
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Figure
S4.13

CO stripping voltammograms of PtNSs/C at different
pH
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Figure
S4.14

Niquist plot of different catalysts (a) Pt-PtO2 (without
support), Pt-PtO2 + CNx physical mixture, Pt/C, Pt(PtOx)-NSs/C and (b) N@C in 0.5 M KOH at a
constant voltage -20 mV (RHE). (c) HER activity of
different catalysts Pt-PtO2 (without support), Pt-PtO2
+ CNx physical mixture, Pt/C, Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 0.5
M KOH and (d) Chronopotentiometric HER stability
of Pt-PtOx (without support), Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 0.5
M KOH
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Figure 5.1

UV-Visible spectra of H2IrCl6 and N@C mixture in
different time
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Figure 5.2

(a) p-XRD of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid. (b) p-XRD of
3D-IrO2/N@C on Ti foil (blue line) and only Ti foil
heated at 400 0C
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Figure 5.3

FESEM images of 3D-IrO2/N@C prepared at (a) 400
0
C (b, c) 500 0C
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Figure 5.4

(a) HRTEM image of 3D-IrO2/N@C (b) SAED image
of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid
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Figure 5.5

FESEM image of (a) N@C (b) N@C-Ir4+ complex
before heating. The FESEM image 3D-IrO2/N@C
prepared at (c) 300 0C (d) 400 0C (inset: high
magnification image) (e, f) 500 0C
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Figure 5.6

(a, b) EDS line profile and elemental weight
percentage of the 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid (heated at 400
0
C). (c-g) STEM image and TEM-EDS elemental
mapping of 3D-IrO2/N@C
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Figure 5.7

(a) XPS survey scan of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid. Highresolution XPS spectra of (b) Ir4f (c) O1s (d) C1s of
3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid
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Figure 5.8

(a) LSV polarisation curves of 3D-IrO2/N@C, comm.
IrO2, comm. Pt/C in 0.5 M HClO4 with scan rate 10
mV/s (b) Required overpotential required for
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achieving 10 mA cm-2 current density for of 3DIrO2/N@C catalyst
82

Figure 5.9

(a) MA of 3D-IrO2/N@C, comm. IrO2, comm. Pt/C at
1.58 V. (b) MA of 3D-IrO2/N@C and comm. IrO2 at
different overpotentials (c) TOF of 3D-IrO2/N@C and
comm. IrO2 at different overpotentials. (d) Tafel slope
of 3D-IrO2/N@C and comm. IrO2
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Figure 5.10

(a) Steady-state chronoamperometric stability of 3DIrO2/N@C and comm. IrO2 in 0.5 M HClO4 at a
constant potential of 1.51 V. (b) Theoretical and
experimental measured O2 by the 3D-IrO2/N@C
electrode at 25 mA cm-2 current density. (c) LSV
polarization curve normalized by mass of the catalyst
of 3D-IrO2/N@C on Ti foil and GC surface
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Figure 5.11

(a) OER activity of 3D-IrO2/N@C at different metal
loading in the electrode. (b) Mass activity (with
respect to Ir) of 3D-IrO2/N@C with different Ir
loading in the 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst. (c) (a) LSV
curves (b) Mass activity of 3D-IrO2/N@C catalysts
prepared at different calcination temperature ranging
from 100 to 600 0C. Amount of Ir loading kept same
(120µgIr cm-2)
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Figure 5.12

(a) p-XRD of 3D-IrO2/N@C before and after 10 hrs of
OER stability. High resolution 4f XPS spectra of (b)
Ir (c) O1s (d-e) FESEM images of 3D-IrO2/N@C after
10 hrs OER stability
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Figure 5.13

HER performance of various electrodes: (a) LSV
polarization curves of 3D-IrO2/N@C, comm. IrO2,
comm. Pt/C in 0.5 M HClO4 with scan rate of 10 mV/s
in N2 saturated medium. (b) Overpotential required to
achieve 10 mA/cm2 current density for 3D-IrO2/N@C,
comm. Pt/C and comm. IrO2 catalyst. (c) MA of 3DIrO2/N@C, comm. Pt/C and comm. IrO2 at -50 mV.
(d) Tafel slope of 3D-IrO2/N@C, comm. Pt/C and
comm. IrO2 (e) Steady-state chronoamperometric
stability (at 35 mV) of 3D-IrO2/N@C and comm. Pt/C
in 0.5 M HClO4
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Figure 5.14

(a) LSV polarization curve of overall water splitting
using 3D-IrO2/N@C as a cathode as well as an anode
in 0.5 M HClO4 at 10 mV/s scan rate. (b) The
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chronoamperometric response of 3D-IrO2/N@C at
1.55 V. Inset: Photograph of cathode and anode
88

Figure 5.15

(a) CV curves of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid with a
different scan rate starting from 30 to 300 mV/s. CV
curves of (b) comm. IrO2 (c) Ti foil in a potential
range 0.75- 1.25 V (vs RHE) with different scan rate
in 0.5 M HClO4. (d) Linear plot of double layer current
vs scan rate 3D-IrO2/N@C comm. IrO2 and Ti foil in
0.5 M HClO4 at a potential of 1.1 V in RHE
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Figure 5.16

(a) EIS spectra of 3D-IrO2/N@C in 0.5 M HClO4 at
different voltages. Inset: Equivalent circuit for the
fitting of the EIS curves. (b) Comparison of EIS
spectra of the different catalysts at 1.52 V. (c)
Comparison of EIS spectra of 3D-IrO2/N@C, a
physical mixture of IrO2 and CNx, IrO2 (IrO2 was
synthesized by heating Ir salt at 4000C) and (d) CNx at
1.52 V (RHE)
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Figure 6.1

p-XRD of AgNWs-CNx composite
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Figure 6.2

(a-d) TEM images of AgNWs-CNx composite in low
and high magnification showing interconnected
nanochains of Ag. (e) SAED profile of corresponding
AgNWs-CNx composite. (f) HRTEM images of Ag in
AgNWs shows preferential growth on Ag(111)
surface
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Figure 6.3

(a-c) FESEM images of interconnected AgNWs-CNx
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Figure 6.4

(a) FESEM image of interconnected AgNWs. (b) EDS
profile of AgNWs-CNx composite taken from Figure
6.5a. (c, d, e) Corresponding EDS mapping for
element Carbon, Nitrogen, Silver respectively
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Figure 6.5

(a) XPS survey scan of AgNWs-CNx and XPS spectra
of (b, c, d) Ag3d, C1s, N1s spectra of AgNWs-CNx.
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Figure 6.6

(a) HER performance of ac-AgNWs-CNx with
repeated LSV polarization scan at 50 mv/sec scan rate.
(b) LSV polarization of Pt/C, ac-AgNWs-CNx, CNx
and GC at 10 mv/sec scan rate. (c) HER Tafel plot
(log│j│vs potential) of ac-AgNWs-CNx and Pt/C. (d)
EIS study of ac-AgNWs-CNx at different
overpotential at onset of HER (-0.01 to 0.03). (e) log
Rct-1 vs Potential plot shows the Tafel slope value is 30
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mv/dec. (f) HER activity of ac- AgNWs-CNx at 1st
cycle and 15,000th cycle. Inset: Chronoamperometric
study of ac-AgNWs-CNx and Pt/C electrode for long
time (>35 hr). Experimental condition: 0.5 M H2SO4,
N2 atmosphere, 1600 rpm rotation.
96

Figure 6.7

(a) LSV polarization curve of Pt/C, ac-AgNWs-CNx,
CNx and GC at 10 mV/sec scan rate. (b) HER Tafel
plot (log│j│vs potential) of ac-AgNWs-CNx and
Pt/C. (c) HER activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx at 1st cycle
and 1500th cycle. (d) Chronoamperometric study of
ac-AgNWs-CNx electrode and Pt/C for long time (30
hr). Experimental condition: 0.5 M KOH, N2
atmosphere, 1000 rpm rotation. ac-AgNWs-CNx was
used after 4000 LSV scan in H2SO4.
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Figure 6.8

(a) LSV polarisation curve of Pt/C, ac-AgNWs-CNx,
CNx and GC in O2 saturated 0.5 M KOH at 100
mV/sec scan rate. ac-AgNWs-CNx was used for ORR
studies. (b) LSV polarisation curve of ac AgNWs at
different rotation varied from 200 to 2150 rpm. (c) KL plot of ac-AgNWs-CNx electrode constructed from
Figure b (d) ORR Tafel plot (log│j│vs potential) of
ac-AgNWs-CNx and Pt/C.
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Figure 6.9

(a) ORR activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx at 1st cycle and
1000th cycle in a O2 saturated 0.5 M KOH. (b)
Comparison of ORR LSV cycling stability between
Pt/C and ac-AgNWs-CNx. (c) CV of ac-AgNWs-CNx
and Pt/C in a N2 saturated 0.5 M KOH contain 1 M
methanol. (d) LSV curve of ac-AgNWs-CNx in an O2
saturated 0.5 M KOH contain 1 M methanol shows
methanol tolerance of the electrode
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Figure 6.10

100

Figure 6.11

(a) LSV polarisation curve of Pt/C, ac-AgNWs-CNx,
CNx and GC in O2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 at 100
mV/sec scan rate (b) LSV polarisation curve of acAgNWs-CNx at different rotation varied from 250 to
2500 rpm. (c) K-L plot of ac-AgNWs-CNx electrode.
(d) ORR activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx at 1st cycle and
10,000th cycle in an O2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4
(a) CVs of 0.5 M [FeCN6]3-/4- solution at GCE and acAgNWs-CNx electrode in N2 saturated 0.1 M H2SO4
solution. (b, d) CVs of GC electrode and ac-AgNWsxxvii
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CNx electrode in different scan rate ranging from 100
to 700 mV/sec. (c, e) Cathodic and anodic current vs
(scan rate)1/2 plot shows a linear fit in both the
electrode
101

Figure S6.1

(a-c) TEM images of AgNWs composite in low and
high
magnification
showing
interconnected
nanochains of Ag. (d) HRTEM images of Ag in
AgNWs. (e) TEM EDS profile has taken on AgNWsCNx composite
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Figure S6.2

CVs of AgNWs-CNx in O2 saturated and N2 saturated
0.5 M H2SO4
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Figure 7.1

(a) FT-IR spectra and (b) UV-Visible spectra of free
g-CNx and in the presence of Ag+ ions

276
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Figure 7.2

p-XRD of g-CNx and Ag-CNx composite

278
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Figure 7.3

Two dimensional self assembly of silver nanoparticles
on CNx sheets: (a) and (b) TEM images showing
AgNPs highly dispersed on CNx sheet (c) EDX
spectrum on this sheet. (d) Size distribution of AgNPs
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Figure 7.4

Comparison of XPS spectra of (a) C1s, (b) N1s of AgCNx, Ag+- CNx and CNx, (c) Ag 3d XPS spectra of AgCNx, Ag+- CNx
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Figure 7.5

FESEM images showing assembly of AgNPs on CNx
sheets prepared from evaporation of (a) zero hrs (b) 7
hrs (d) 14 hrs old stock solution on Si wafer. (c) SEM
image of ordered 2D assembly of AgNPs on a very
thin CNx sheet from 7 hrs old stock solution on Si
wafer (inset of (c) showing heptamer arrangement of
AgNPs)
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Figure 7.6

SEM images of AgNPs dispersed on CNx sheets
prepared from evaporation of 7 hrs old solution. The
average sizes in (a), (b) and (c,d) are 3-4 nm, 5-6 nm
and 8-10 nm respectively
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Figure 7.7

Comparison FT-IR spectra of Ag+-CNx and Ag(0)CNx
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Figure 7.8

(a) CVs of 2 mM H2O2 in 0.01M PBS at bare and AgCNx/GC electrode. (b) CVs of Ag-CNx/GC electrode
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in absence and presence of 2 mM H2O2 in 0.01M PBS
(pH=7) solution
111

Figure 7.9

(a) Amperometric response of Ag-CNx/GC electrode
on successive addition of H2O2 into 0.01M PBS with
stirring. Inset: lower concentration regime. (b) Lower
concentration regime (c) Calibration curve of current
vs. H2O2 concentration
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Figure 7.10

Amperometric responses of Ag-CNx/GC electrode at
a potential of -0.7V on subsequent addition of 5 mM
dopamine (DA) 5 mM ascorbic acid (AA), 5 mM DGlucose, 5 mM L-Glycine, 5 mM L-Cysteine, 5 mM
L-Tyrosine, 5 mM L-Tryptophan and 5 mM H2O2
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Figure 7.11

(a) CVs of Ag-CNx/GC and only GC electrode in
presence of 2 mM H2O2 and Ag-CNx/GC electrode in
absence of H2O2 in 0.05 M NaOH solution (b)
Amperometric response of Ag-CNx/GC electrode on
successive addition of H2O2 into 0.05M NaOH with
stirring. (c) Lower concentration regime of
amperometric curve. (d) Calibration curve of current
vs. H2O2 concentration
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Figure 7.12

(a) CVs of 20mM glucose in 0.05M NaOH at bare GC
and Ag-CNx/GC electrode. (b) CVs of Ag-CNx/GC
electrode in absence and presence of 20 mM glucose
in 0.05 (M) NaOH solution
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Figure 7.13

(a) Amperometric response of Ag-CNx/GC electrode
on successive addition of glucose into 0.05 M NaOH
with stirring at 1.0 V. (b) Calibration curve of current
vs. glucose concentration at 1.0 V. (c) Calibration
curve of current vs. glucose concentration (100 μM 2 mM) (d) Calibration curve of current vs. glucose
concentration (2 mM - 30 mM)
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Figure 7.14

(a) Amperometric response of Ag-CNx/GC electrode
on successive addition of glucose into 0.05M NaOH
with stirring at 1.5 V (b) Lower concentration regime
of amperometric curve. (c) Calibration curve of
current vs. glucose concentration (lower concentration
regime)
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Figure S7.1

SAED image of AgNPs taken from Figure 7.6(b)
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Figure S7.2

(a) C1s and (b) N1s XPS spectra of CN x
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Figure S7.3

(a, b) TEM images of CNx sheets prepared from gCNx
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Figure S7.4

AFM images of thin CNx sheets and its height profile
shows thickness 2.0 to 2.5 nm
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Figure S7.5

SEM image of AgNPs assembly on CNx sheet
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Figure S7.6

(a) and (b) SEM images showing ordered assembly of
AgNPs on thin CNx sheets
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Figure S7.7

SEM image of highly ordered 2D assembly
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Figure 8.1

p-XRD of g-C3N4 and Au-CNx composite
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Figure 8.2

(a, b) TEM images of g-carbon nitride
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Figure 8.3

(a, b, c) TEM images of Au-CNx composite shows
ultra-small AuNPs are highly dispersed on the CNx
sheets. (d) Size distribution plot of Au NPs taken from
Figure 2d. (e, f) SEAD and EDS spectra of Au-CNx
composite respectively, has taken from Figure 8.3a
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Figure 8.4

EDS spectra Au-CNx composite prepared on silicon
wafer
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Figure 8.5

TGA spectra of Au-CNx (blue line) and CNx (red line)
at N2 atmosphere
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Figure 8.6

(a) XPS spectra of 4f orbital of Au (b, c) The deconvoluted spectra of 1s carbon(C) and nitrogen(N) of
Au-CNx respectively

315

130

Figure 8.7

(a) UV-Visible spectra for the reduction 4-NP
catalysed by Au-CNx composite. 4-NP is represented
by green colour curve, red color curve is in presence
of only NaBH4 without catalyst and blue color curve
represent reductive product 4-AP. (b) The stability of
the Au-CNx catalyst with 5 successive cycles keeping
the conditions same at every cycles

316

131

Figure 8.8

(a, d) UV-Visible absorption spectra of aqueous
solution of RhB and MB respectively at different time
interval in presence of Au-CNx catalyst. (b, e) Plot of
C/C0 vs time for RhB and MB dyes respectively where
C0 is initial concentration of dyes (70 ppm) and C is
the concentration at different time interval.(c, f)
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Fitting of different isotherm model with adsorption of
RhB and MB on Au-CNx surfaces respectively. All the
experiment was done with 1 ml of 70 ppm dyes with 1
mg Au-CNx catalyst
132

Figure 8.9

(a) UV-Visible absorption spectra of aqueous solution
of MR at different time interval in presence of AuCNx catalyst. (b) Plot of C/C0 vs time for MR dyes
respectively where C0 is initial concentration of dyes
(20 ppm) and C is the concentration at different time
interval. (c) Fitting of different isotherm model with
adsorption of MR on Au-CNx surfaces. All the
experiment was done with 1 ml of 20 ppm dyes with 1
mg Au-CNx catalyst
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133

Figure 8.10

(a, b) Change of Zeta potential of g-CNx and Au- CNx
composite with different pH respectively. (c, d) The
adsorption–desorption cycle of RhB and MB
respectively
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Figure 8.11

Degradation of 30 ppm RhB, 35 ppm MB, and 35 ppm
MR dye by Au-CNx under irradiation of visible light,
natural sunlight, and UV light. (a, d, g) The change of
UV-Visible absorption spectra of RhB, MB, MR over
Au-CNx catalyst on irradiation of visible light
respectively. (b,e,h) Change of the concentration. (c)
of RhB, MB, and MR relative to their initial values
(C0) with time on irradiation of different lights. (c, f,
i) The pseudo first order kinetics plots of RhB, MB,
MR degradation under different UV, Visible and
natural sunlight respectively
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Figure 8.12

(a) Reusability of Au-CNx catalyst for degradation of
30 ppm RhB dye where conditions of each cycle are
kept same
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Figure 8.13

(a) Fluorescence emission spectra of g-CNx
and Au-CNx composite (b) Scavenger effect on rate of
30 ppm RhB dye degradation
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Figure 8.14

(a) UV-vis absorption spectra for degradation of RhB
under irradiation of visible light. (b) Normalized
absorption spectra of different N-de-ethylated
intermediate products taken from Figure 8.14a
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138

Figure 8.15

ln (C0/C) vs time plot of different concentration of
RhB under visible light illumination
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Figure 8.16

pH dependent degradation efficiency of 70 ppm RhB
with Au-CNx catalyst
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Figure 8.17

(a-e) represent LC-MS mass spectra of different Nalkylated intermediate, formed during degradation of
RhB
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Figure 8.18

A proposed mechanism of photocatalytic degradation
of dyes (a) under sunlight or visible light and (b) under
irradiation of UV light in presence of Au-CN x catalyst
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Figure S8.1

AFM images of thin CNx sheets and its height profile
shows thickness 2.0 to 2.5 nm

342

143

Figure S8.2

Degradation of 250 ppm RhB dye by Au-CNx under
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction:

Nanocomposite

for

Environmental

and

Electrochemical Energy Conversion Applications
1.1 ABSTRACT
In this present thesis, our prerequisite of current and future energy have been reviewed and
the need of renewable/alternate energy conversions and storage procedures are being
explored. The insight of the fuel cells and water electrolysers are discussed also. This
section gives a general portrayals, reaction mechanisms and kinetics of different fuel cell
reactions, for example, hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR), oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR) and water electrolyser reactions, to be specific, hydrogen evolution reaction (HER),
oxygen evolution reaction (OER). Brief accounts of theoretical backgrounds for the
development of various efficient electrocatalysts for different renewable processes have
been exploited. A general description in the electrochemical sensing of glucose, hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) and photocalytic dye degradation have been discussed. This chapter also
describes a brief idea about the different dimensions of nanoparticles, stabilisation of the
nanoparticles by using support and their synthesis procedures. At the end, aims of the
present thesis has been revealed.
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1.2. INTRODUCTION
Last few years, we have become more reliant on non-renewable based energy
technologies. Upto 17th century our energy requirement was satisfied by several renewable
energies like water, wind, firewood. These energy sources are directly or indirectly related
to the sun, since solar energy is mainly responsible to produce these energies. Mankind faced
a drastic increase in energy demands from 18th century onwards due to the increased
dependence on machines and technologies. Maximum contribution towards the energy
requirements came from coal, oil and natural gas1. The fossil fuel had replaced the several
ancient energy sources except the energy harvested from water. The fossil fuel are blend of
hydrocarbons started from the decayed remains primordial creatures and plants, in a
roundabout way, their energy likewise begin, from the sun. Be that as it may, the fossil fuel
are utilized at a far more prominent rate than their formation for example energy put away
for more than billions of years was overwhelmed by in about hundred years. Almost 80% of
usable energy produced from fossil fuels such as oil, coal and gas (Figure 1.1. a). United
States Energy Information Administration (US-EIA) revealed that, world-wide energy
intake is 14 Terawatt hour (TWh) per year nearly and at the end of the year 2050 it will
nearly become double (Figure 1.1. b)2. Fossil fuels are not are not feasible energy sources
and they will at some point or another exhaust. Apart from that, they are the reason for the
large amounts of unsafe gases, responsible for ozone layer depletion as well as global
warming, which is certainly a threat towards human civilization. It results in the temperature
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increase of our planet and compromising the lives on it. Furthermore, due to the temperature
upswing, the polar ice of Arctic and Antarctic has been constantly melting which is creating
the sea levels higher 3,4.

(a)
(b)

Figure 1.1. (a) Percentage of energy consumption from different Sources. (b) Predicted
world energy consumption for upcoming years (Adopted from Wikipedia).

Middle East nations have vast storage of fossil fuels and other nations are reliant on them
for the continuous supply. Incomplete combustion of these fossil fuels also produces several
toxic gases such as nitrogen dioxide, nitrogen monoxide, sulphur dioxide and carbon
monoxide etc. These are the major air pollutants that can cause severe damage to the human
health and plant growth leading to complete breakdown of human civilization. Coal mining
has created many unlucky deaths throughout the year and oil spilling in seas during transport
sometimes has shattered our ecosystems. Least can be done until & unless we focus on the
renewable energy sources. After 1950, we initiated to use uranium, a source of nuclear
energy. But uranium, like other fossil fuels, is also non-renewable and setting up a plant is
too costly. Renewable energy can be derived from unlimited sources. Over the past few
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years, we have started to proceed with new renewable energy sources and has upraised older
one. Renewable energy offers openings for an infinite, viable energy resource with less
environmental pollution. It is unpleasant reality that lots of industries around the globe are
still reliant on fossil fuels for producing electricity. Undoubtedly, power production
efficiency of these fuels are very effective, but these are not meant for the long run. Fossil
fuels will drain eventually and the industries have to must return to renewable sources.

1.2.1. Difference between Renewable and Alternative Energy Sources

Appropriate renewable energy can be assumed as energy sources refilled by natural
procedures when we make them use. Sun is the ultimate sources of all energy and it is true
for the renewable energy sources as well. Direct use of solar energy i.e. solar heating process
or indirect use e.g. hydroelectric energy, wind energy, and energy from biomass. Storage of
renewable energy can be exhausted if we use them very fast which they become replenished.
On the other side, judicious uses of this type energy can last endlessly. Also, some other
alternatives sources are present and they are not renewable. In spite of the fact, these are
“alternative energy” instead of calling “renewable energy”, these energy sources are more
productive than more established advances. Utilizing this, they help us make our current
energy supplies last more and give us additional time before we come up short of fossil and
nuclear fuels. There are a few sustainable power sources that are being used today. Recorded
underneath are brief depictions of these assets.
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1.2.2. Renewable energy and other alternative energy sources

Hydropower:

Hydropower is one of the first-born and leading renewable energy source producing
electricity from the energy of flowing water. This is made by development of huge water
reservoir and after that discharging water through turbines to reap power. Emission less
energy are produced from hydropower but making reservoir can create significant ecological
problems for quality of water, water bodies and wildlife habitat.

Biomass:

Biomass is another important renewable energy source. Biomass fuel mainly
constitutes of organic components such as industrial, rural waste, wood and so on. It can
substitute 15% of coal utilization as a fuel in common power supply. Biomass contains less
sulphur, which implies less measure of sulphur dioxide will be discharged in our climate.
Gasification of biomass produce methane gas and combustion of methane in boiler are used
to run steam turbines or used in gas turbines directly and replying engines. Several industries
i.e. sawmills and paper mills frequently ignite their wood waste to harvest heat and
electricity.

Geothermal:

The warmth stockpiling inside the earth is utilized by geothermal power plants to
yield steam, which produce forces to the turbines that produce electrical energy. Geothermal
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power plants can even draw high temperature water stored underground or can warm water
by driving it into warm, dry stones. Heat energy, put under earth surface are recovered by
exhausting wells. Boring and inspection for profound assets is in all respects expensive. It
may incite the possibility that this geothermal energy can't be viewed as inexhaustible, as at
some point in future the centre of the earth will be cold. In any case, that require tremendous
time which can thus consider it as practically inexhaustible. It has verifiably been restricted
to territories close to the tectonic plate boundaries.

Wind Power:

The energy of the flowing air revolving the specially designed aerodynamic blades
connected to a hub produces wind power. The hub then is coupled to a shaft that revolves a
generator. Large scale wind turbines size varies from 50 kW to over four MW. Under 50 kW
are appropriate for domestic and farming use. Wind has been the fastest growing energy
source in the western countries over the past few years and very significant developments in
wind energy technology has been noticed.

Solar Energy:
Recent day’s solar cell is well known to all of us because of its wide spread
applications. Solar energy is converted to several form of energy such as solar electricity,
solar hot water and photovoltaic (PV). Sunlight is directly converted to electrical energy
using solar cells in PV technology. PV technology is more real for domestic use as operation
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is simple and hassle free. In PV technology a semiconductor material is used that shows
photovoltaic effect in presence of sunlight.

1.3. Fuel Cells
A fuel cell is an electrochemical device/cell that transforms the chemical energy to
electrical energy through an electrochemical reaction occurring in an electrode5. A fuel cell
is an alternative energy device. But it is worth mentioning that, not necessarily it should be
renewable energy device until and unless the source of the fuel used in the cell is renewable.
On the other hand it is comparable with battery but unlike a battery, whose energy production
capacity is restricted to the amount of chemicals stored inside, a fuel cell has the continuous
capability of creating energy on condition that fuel is provided5 (Figure 1.2). Convention
fuel cells electrochemically combine hydrogen and oxygen to yield electricity without
combustion. The source of oxygen is air, while the other component hydrogen could easily
be produced from water (using electricity).
+

+

Hydrogen

=
Air

-

-

Figure 1.2. Schematic diagram of battery and non-combustive fuel cell.
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This technology is more than 150 years old and it shows boundless promises in fuelling
vehicles and providing energy for domestic applications. One fuel cell is equivalent to a 1
volt battery. We can easily produce large amps of electricity by staking of a large number of
individual fuel cells as shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3. A schematic representation of the Fuel cell Stack (Adopted from Jolt Plastics
innovation).

Renewable Fuel cells (RFCs) constitute of mainly two sections- one is fuel cell stack and
another is electrolyser stack6 (Figure 1.4). Generally, H2 behaves as the energy carrier which
reserves renewable electricity by electrochemical splitting of water into the corresponding
H2 and O2 in an ‘electrolysis mode’. This H2 is further stored on-site and for the time being
it is consumed; providing electricity whenever it is needed. Furthermore, RFCs are
exclusively used in different vehicles, aircrafts and supply power for residential as well as
commercial purposes. Being economically inexpensive, RFCs constitutes are used for
centralized grid energy storages. Among the different fuel cells, H2-O2-H2O fuel cell7 is a
fascinating candidate for future renewable energy conversion technology; where electricity
is generated from the chemical energy of H2, used as flexible energy carrier8.
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Figure 1.4 Schematic diagram of a RFCs showing the two main components: Fuel cell and
electrolyzers.

The electrolyser can generate fuels from renewable resources (i.e. water) and store the
electrical energy as of chemical bond. Depending upon the nature of the electrolytes, RFCs
are generally classified into two types; (1) proton exchange membrane (PEMFC) and (2)
anion exchange membrane (AEMFC). The PEMFC system is generally worked under acidic
electrolytic (i.e. lower pH) environment wherein the protons (H) are generated from
electrolytes or products of anodic reactions, exchanged between anodic and cathodic
compartments9. AEMFC system is mainly worked under alkaline electrolyte environments
(i.e. higher pH) and exchanges hydroxyl anion between anodic and cathodic compartment.10
1.3.1. Parts of Fuel cell:
These are the following four parts constitutes the FCs.
a) Anode: Anode is the negative pole of FCs and it uptakes the electrons that are generated
from the oxidation of H2 molecule and can be transported through an outer circuit.
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b) Cathode: Cathode is the positive side of FCs which is in charge for conducting the
electrons back from the outer circuit again, produced reduced oxygen and then recombines
oxidized hydrogen to form water.
c) Electrolyte: It is a solid or liquid part of the Fuel cell that helps to transfer charger between
the two electrodes.
d) Catalyst: Catalysts are special class of materials that facilitates the reaction of oxygen and
hydrogen. In general, the thin film coated platinum on carbon paper or cloth acts as catalyst
surface
1.3.2. Types of Fuel cell
There are several types of fuel cell till now invented. Few of them are as following
(a) Proton Exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)
(b) Alkaline fuel cell (AFC)
(c) Phosphoric-acid fuel cell (PAFC)
(d) Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)
(e) Molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC)
But PEMFC has some advantages over the other fuel cells such as its low operating
temperature, higher power efficiency than the other fuel cell, small in size, thus easily
portable, cheap.

1.4. Various Reactions Involved in RFCs
The RFCs mainly consist of four different reactions namely hydrogen oxidation
reaction (HOR), oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in fuel cell stack and hydrogen evolution
reaction (HER), oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in water electrolyzer stack. All the
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electrochemical processes occurred in the RFCs and corresponding over potentials are
shown in Figure 1.5.
HOR : H2  2H+ + 2e

ORR : 2H2O  O2 + 4H+ + 4e-

HER : 2H+ + 2e-  H2

ORR : O2 + 4H+ + 4e-  2H2O

Figure 1.5. Various electrochemical processes with polarisation curves (Adopted from
Chem. Soc. Rev., 2015, 44, 2060 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry).

The sequential steps occurs in FCS are shown in Figure 1.5, Figure 1.6 and demonstrated as
follows:
First step: Hydrogen fuel and oxygen is directed to anode and cathode compartment.
Second step: In anode, hydrogen get oxidised into hydronium ion (H3O+) which is known
as hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR).
Third step: In the cathode compartment oxygen is reduced into hydroxide ion (OH-) which
is known as oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).
Step IV: The positive H3O+ ions from anodic side cross the PEM membrane and combined
with OH- ion (anodic compartment) to generate water.
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Step V: Electron is moved through external circuit from anode to cathode and generated
electricity.
The half- cell reactions have been discussed as follows:
1.4.1. Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction:
In the PEMFCs, H2 and O2 are used as reactant for HOR at anode and ORR at cathode
in strong acid environment (Figure 1.6). PEMFCs cell has higher power effectiveness and
eco-friendly due to their more ability to convert H2 into H2O. But it requires suitable catalyst
for this process, else the process will be slow and required higher potential. The trend of
activity is followed the order Pt>Ir>>Rh>Pd11,12. Platinum being a precious metal, can
promise a sensibly decent HOR performance in significantly less loading of (≤
0.05 mgPt cm−2) at the anode side of PEMFCs. But due to the sluggish kinetics, ORR
occurred at the cathode side requires a high loading of Pt (0.2–0.4 mgPt cm−2). Therefore, it
creates a bottlenecks of commercialization of PEMFCs and currently suffers from the lack
of cathodic electrocatalysts with high activity, stability, and low cost. Compared to the
PEMFCs based technologies, AMFCs or alkaline electrolyzer are exceedingly attentiongrabbing as highly active, earth plentiful and inexpensive transition metal catalysts for ORR
and OER are available in alkaline media13,14. Another benefit of AFCs over PEMFCs is
much higher stability of transition metal catalysts towards ORR and OER in basic
condition15,16 . However, even for the commercial Pt/C electrocatalyst the HOR kinetics in
alkaline media is two orders of magnitude lower than that of in acidic media and this remains
a great challenge to the scientific community. Therefore, it requires a high stocking of Pt at
the anode of AMFCs to achieve a considerable activity.
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Figure 1.6. Schematic representation of PEMFCs (Adopted from Fuel Cell Store, USA)

Thus, extremely effectual HOR catalysts are of prime important for the development of
AFCs and alkali electrolyzers till now. The insights of HER/HOR in basic media should
comprehend for the advancement of new effective HER/HOR catalysts for AMFCs and
alkaline electrolyzer. Two conflicting mechanisms are reported so far17-22 for the lower
performance of HOR in basic media – (1) influence of hydrogen binding energy (HBE) and
(2) influence of OH- adsorption (oxophilicity) of the metal. Acidic media, HOR/HER
follows via either Tafel-Volmer or Heyrovsky-Volmer mechanism17,18, 23.
Tafel: H2 + M ↔ M-Hads
Volmer: Hads-M ↔ H+ + e- + M
Heyrovsky: H2+M ↔Hads-M + H+ + e-

Therefore, in acid media, undoubtedly HBE is the foremost descriptor for HOR/HER18, 24,25.
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In alkaline medium the reaction proceed via following steps:
Tafel: H2 + M ↔ M-Hads
Heyrovsky: H2+M + OH- ↔ Hads-M + H2O + eVolmer: Hads-M ↔ H+ + e- + M
It is not clear of the role OH- ion in alkaline media26. Several scientific community
recommended that proton (H+) is formed from desorption of Hads and then quick
recombination of H+ and OH- ions to form water (Figure 1.7 a, b).
Hads-M↔ H+ + e + M
H++ OH-↔ H2O
Thus, in this mechanism like acid medium HBE is the prime descriptor for HOR/HER in
basic media 11, 27-29. A different possibility is also exist here. Catalyst surface can adsorb OH–
ions to form OHads species which can react with neighboring Habs to generate water molecule.
OH- + M  M-OHads
M-OHads + M-HadsH2O + 2M

If the catalyst surface adsorbed OH- ions then reaction between Hads and OHads occurs
through the bi-functional mechanism. Thus, the catalyst surface with higher OH- adsorption
will heighten the HOR activity in basic media20,30 (Figure 1.7 c and d). Therefore, either
HBE or oxophilicity of the catalyst is the main descriptor for the HOR in basic media. Y.
Yan18,27 et al. have revealed that HBE is sole descriptor for HER/HOR and volcano-shaped
curves were acquired when HBE and HER/HOR exercises of various monometallic metals
surface are plotted. Durst and coworkers31 additionally demonstrated higher HBE can be
connected by the poor HER/HOR action in basic media.
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Figure 1.7. (a-b) Possible reaction mechanism of HOR in alkaline condition with effect of
OH- ion in electrolyte and (c-d) effect of adsorbed OHad on the surface of catalyst (Adopted
from Nano Energy 2018, 44, 288 with permission of The Elsevier).
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J. X. Wang32 et al. have shown due to the alteration of total HBE to a lesser value, Ru-Pt
core-shell nanoparticle can enhance multiple times of HOR/HER mass activity with contrast
to bulk Pt. Wang and coworkers28 have expressed HOR action of PtRu composite impetus
in basic media is two-fold than that of Pt in spite of the fact that on-set potential for OHadsorption of Pt is lower recommending that oxophilicity of metals doesn't assume a
noteworthy job in HOR activity. S. S Wong33 et al. has reasoned that the electronic impact
forced on Pt by Ru considerably control HBE values which governor the HOR action. As of
late, our group29 additionally demonstrated that HBE is the singular descriptor for HOR in
basic media for Pd-CNx composite. Then again, D. Strmcnik et al.20 revealed that
oxophilicity of metals assumes noteworthy job to decide the HER/HOR activity in basic
medium. They have recommended that the poor HOR movement in basic media is expected
to non-accessibility of OHads species in the impetus surface and furthermore demonstrated
that HOR action can be improved by alloying Pt with more oxophilic metals, for example,
Ni. Although HOR/HER in alkaline medium were studied in several reports (Figure 1.7 cd), it is still not flawless why the HOR activity in basic medium is poor. Thus there is a need
of methodical revision to apprehend the HOR/HER in alkaline medium.
1.4.2. Oxygen Reduction Reaction:

Electrochemical oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is an important cathodic half-cell
reaction in fuel cells. ORR is the main reaction for PMEFCs including direct methanol or
formic acid fuel cell (DMFCs/DFFCs), Zn-Air batteries and Li-Air batteries. Platinum is the
best known catalyst for the ORR. But, the high cost and scarcity of platinum prevent its wide
spread commercialization. It is important to develop ORR active cathode for
commercialization of fuel cell. Enormous efforts have been spent during the past decades on
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finding an economically viable novel and better catalyst for this purpose. Recently noble
metal nanoparticles were found to be most promising electrocatalyst due to their high surface
area and their cost effective of production since small amount of metal are used in their
synthesis34,35. Pt3Ni36 and Pt3Co37 alloys have shown better performance than pure Pt.
Research so far attributes the improved activity to a change in band structure. Maintaining
low costs is often the key in the universal adoption of a technology, and the use of platinum
based catalysts is in direct conflict with this principle. Two approaches have been proposed
to rectify the issue regarding the high cost of platinum: (1) increase the utilization or
effectiveness of platinum catalysts, so less platinum need to be used, or (2) completely
replace platinum catalysts with non-precious alternatives. In the long term, it is far more
desirable to take the second approach and completely replace platinum with non-precious
metal catalysts as the first approach does not address the issue of limited world supply of
platinum. The development of low cost of highly active ORR catalysts consisting of
abundantly found materials will greatly benefit the commercialization of PEM fuel cell and
metal-air battery technologies. A common approach to developing low cost active ORR
catalysts is the use of high surface area carbon along with a transition metal and nitrogen
pore filler. Pyrolysis of the carbon/transition metal/nitrogen precursor results in active ORR
catalysts exhibiting high stability in both alkaline and acidic conditions. A second approach
is to synthesize transition metal macrocyclic molecules but these macrocycles are not stable
in acidic conditions without adjusting the molecular structure of the macrocycle. The main
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goal of this research is the development of highly active nanostructured non-precious ORR
catalysts for both acidic and alkaline conditions. The electrochemical oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) is a fundamental cathodic process occurred in fuel cells. The ORR is a
complex multi electron transfer reaction with involving different elementary steps with
different intermediates. The reaction steps in acidic medium are as follows:

Oxygen can electrochemically reduce either directly to water via (direct 4e reduction,
O2+2H2O+4e  4OH-) or through the formation of H2O2 (2e reduction, O2+2H2O+2e 
OH2- + OH- ) and then this peroxide can be reduced to water (series 4e pathway, OH2- +
H2O+2e  3OH-) or chemically decomposed on electrode38. In this regard production of
H2O2 is not desirable for fuel cell as it corrode the membranes in cell assembly. Sometimes,
it can also undergo one electron pathway to form superoxide species (O2) in non-aqueous
aprotic solvents or in alkaline medium. Several efforts have been made for preparation of
noble metal based catalysts to reduce the ORR over-potential as well as the H2O2 formation.
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1.5. Electrolyser:
Electrolysers, split water into hydrogen and oxygen by the means of using electricity.
It happens through an electrochemical reactions (2 H2O → 2 H2 + O2) that does not require
any heavy machinery or revolving parts, which makes it extremely hassle free. It is entirely
trustworthy and can deliver extremely pure hydrogen in a non-dirtying way as far the source
of the electric is sustainable. The ultrapure hydrogen created from an electrolyser is ideal for
use in the energy productions. There is not a much deference in an electrolyser and hydrogen
fuel cell, aside from the reaction that happen in the anode and cathode are switched. In a fuel
cell, the anode is the place hydrogen gas is devoured, and in an electrolyser, the hydrogen
gas is delivered at the cathode. Electrical energy is extremely necessary for the electrolysers
to finish the reactions. In ideal case, the electrical energy required for the electrolysis reaction
should originate from sustainable power sources, for example, wind, sun based or
hydroelectric sources. A few instances of uses in which electrolyzers would be especially in
fuel cell–controlled vehicles, and convenient gadgets. As illustrated in Figure 1.8
electrolysers do have a positive (anode) and a negative (cathode) terminal, like a battery. H2
gas is produced on the negative terminal whereas O2 gas is produced on the positive (Figure
1.8). We can collect these gases in empty cylinders and use them in our needs. These are the
following reactions occur in electrolyzers:
Anode: 4H+ + 4e– → 2H2
Cathode: 2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e–
Overall: 2H2O (l) + 4H+ + 4e– →2H2 + O2 + 4H+ + 4e–
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Figure 1.8. Schematic diagram of water electrolyser (Adopted from Nanoscale, 2016, 8,
15033-15040 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry).

The electrolyser technology can be classified into two categories: 1) Proton electrolyte
membrane water electrolyser (PEMWEs) and 2) Alkaline electrolyte membrane water
electrolyser (AEMWEs). The first commercially available AEMWEs has 40-80% efficiency
of current density in-between 250-500 mA cm-2 whereas PEMWEs has the same efficiency
with the current density ranges from 1500 to 2000 mA cm-2. Although both the processes
have same efficiency, PEMWEs has several advantages over AEMWEs because of its higher
current density, low operational temperature and it has produced high purity of H2. In
addition, cheap material is being used in AEMWEs unlike the case of PEMWEs. Therefore,
both the processes are equally vital for the enlargement of WEs technology.

1.5.1. Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER):

Hydrogen is well known as one of the greenest fuel and energy bearer. Yet, creation
of unadulterated hydrogen is a difficult undertaking. Electrocatalytic water splitting is one
of the sustainable method to deliver unadulterated H2. HER occurs in the cathode and Pt,
undoubtedly is the most vigorous catalyst in acid. The main drawback of Pt-based catalysts
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are high price, scarcity and poor stability of in acid media that hinder its wide spread
applications. This drawback can be removed by using low cost transition metal catalyst or
alloying transition and noble metal or minimum use of noble metal for desired activity. So
it is the important to develop Pt nanostructured material with varying size and morphology
for their high catalytic activity and high stability so that a very low amount of catalyst serve
a desired amount of hydrogen generation. Several transition metal catalyst is also possess
good HER activity in acidic medium39,40 such as cobalt phosphide (CoP), iron phosphide
(FeP), Molybdenum phosphide (MoP), molybdenum sulphide (MoS2), molybdenum
selenide (MoSe2). Though Pt supported on carbon is the best catalyst in acidic medium but
its activity is 2 orders lower in base12. Suggested by the reaction chemistry, there is an
additional energy barrier present in alkaline medium for HER and the electrocatalyst has to
overcome this barrier41. It has been experimentally found that the catalyst with an additional
active component which enhance the water dissociation step has higher HER activity in
alkaline medium. For instance Markovic group20 has established the Ni(OH)2 ornamented
on Pt catalyst to increase the HER activity of Pt by depressing the energy barriers for water
dissociation. Several single non noble metal or mixed non noble/transition metal based
catalysts was well known for their HER activity in alkaline medium. The HER reaction
mechanism are as follows:

HER mechanism in acidic condition:
1. Volmer step: M+ H3O+ + e- → M-Hads + H2O
2. Heyrovsky step: M-Hads + H3O+ + e- → M + H2 + H2O
3. Tafel step: M-Hads + M-Hads → 2M + H2
HER mechanism in alkaline condition:
1. Volmer step: M + H2O + e- → M-Hads + OH2. Heyrovsky step: M-Hads + H2O + e- → M + H2 + OH-
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3. Tafel step: M-Hads + M-Hads → 2M + H2
M is the catalyst surface.
1.5.2. Oxygen Evolution Reaction (OER):

Water electrolysis is extremely inhibited by the kinetically sluggish OER as it is not
favourable both kinetically and thermodynamically. A huge amount of struggles have been
dedicated to improve catalysts for the OER process. Systematically OER in acid solutions
was studied by Miles and Thomason and they showed the activity trend of OER is Ir> Ru>
Pd>Rh >Pt>Au>Zr>Ti>Ta42.

In acidic medium noble metal Ru, Ir-oxide and their

compounds show best OER activity and the activity order is Ru>Ir>Pt. But IrO2 shows better
stability than RuO2. Hence IrO2 is considered as state of art catalyst in acidic medium for
OER. On the other hand, 3d transition metals like iron, cobalt, nickel etc. catalysts the better
OER activity in alkaline medium than under acidic medium43. OER activity in alkali medium
for transition metal catalyst depend on the OH–M2+δ bond strength. The OER activity trend
is as NiOx > CoOx> FeOx > MnOx as observed by Trotochaud et.al. and their catalytic
activities for OER is directly proportional to the OH–M2+δ bond strength (0<δ<1.5 ) with the
order of Ni<Co<Fe<Mn44. This bond strength can be tweaked by alloy formation. Such as
alloying Ni with Cu and Mn decreases the OER activity while doping of Co and Cr increases
the OER activity. Similarly it is established that tailoring of Fe ominously upsurges the OER
activity. As for example Ni-Fe film prepared by Louie and Bell shows when 40% Fe is
present in the film then OER activity is 2 times higher with compared to Ni film and 3 times
higher with compared to a Fe film45. Oxides with layer structure including metal hydroxides
(M(OH)2; M = transition metals) and metal oxyhydroxides (MOOH) generally own very
high electrocatalytic OER activity. The crystal structure is stack layered conformation,
sandwiching with proton between layers. Then the transition metals are situated in the
octahedron centre with oxygen anions on the corners as [MO6] subunits and these subunits
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again linked to individually through sharing the edges to form 2-D layers. Consequently,
layer structure oxides are known as layered double hydroxides (LDH), and this family is
typically cobalt- and nickel based composites because of their outstanding OER activity.
One reason behind this is the poor stability of the transition metal based systems under acidic
conditions as it is known to leach out in the acidic electrolyte solution.
Unlike HER, OER mechanism is more complicated and involved more number of
reaction pathways in both acidic as well as alkaline medium. In alkaline condition, all the
proposed mechanism begin with the elementary step of hydroxide co-ordination on the
active catalytic site followed by other elementary reaction pathways. The energy barrier
associated with each and every elementary step leads to increase in over potential of the
catalysts and makes OER more kinetically sluggish. The peroxide intermediate formed on
the catalytic interface plays an important role in delivering the di-oxygen molecules during
the reaction. The most accepted OER mechanism in alkaline condition is given below46.

1.6. Theoretical Aspect of Electrochemical Reaction:
Electrochemistry expands vastly as the need for sustainable energy increases, thus a
huge consideration was rewarded for find out mechanistic pathway of several
electrochemical reactions. Sabatier principle in combination with density functional theory
(DFT) is a novel way of to understand trends in catalytic activity is. Several studies have
been conceded to rationalization of the relative electrocatalytic activities of different
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electrode materials in terms of a descriptor. A single parameter called as descriptors which
controls the catalytic process. For HER/ HOR and OER/ORR, this descriptor can be
represented as the interaction between reaction intermediate and the catalytic surface.
When j0 is plotted vs. ΔGmax(U0), a volcano-shaped plot is obtained as shown in Figure 1.9a.
Volcano plots play a vital role in electrocatalysis, which was discovered to seventy years
ago. Considering Langmuir type adsorption, HER rate expression appeared as a volcanotype plot, where the maximum activity is observed at ΔGH* = 0 and this is the most common
shape. If we consider other adsorption models, other shape of these plots are also probable.
Volcano plot also resembles the Sabatier principle and it holds that the suitable binding
energies for reactive intermediate species will show highest catalytic activity. As shown in
Figure 1.9a, intermediates activation on the surface is problematic when the intermediates
bind too weakly (fall into the right side of the plot). However if they bind too strongly (fall
into the left side of the plot), all available surface sites are occupied (poisoning effect). So,
considering the above fact more favourable is metal surface with moderate binding
energies. For HOR/HER, two competitive processes are happened. One is chemical
adsorption, other is desorption of H* atoms on the surface of the electrode and these two
simultaneously control the rates of H2 production (Figure 1.9 b, c). Therefore, GH* value is
considered as the main descriptor for HER. Proposed volcano‐type plot associated of J0 for
HER with the thermodynamically derived ΔGH* is shown in Figure 1.9c. This volcano plot
shows a maximum peak at ΔGH*=0 with two symmetrical linear branches towards ΔGH*>0
and ΔGH*<0. However, obtaining the exact thermodynamic value of ΔGH* is the main
challenge regarding the construction of volcano plot. Nørskov et al.47 first time demonstrated
DFT study for the calculation of exact ΔGH* for different systems for an constructed volcano
plot for different metal catalysts as shown in Figure 1.9c which clearly shows that the metals
(Ag, Cu, Au), positioned at right side of the volcano plot, adsorb hydrogen weakly and those
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which positioned at left side (Mo, Nb, W) adsorb H strongly although both the cases exhibit
low J0 value. However, the elements, much closed to maximum peak point show moderate
hydrogen adsorption (Pt, Pd, and Rh, have very high values of J0). Moreover, the activity
trends of different systems for different electrochemical processes such as ORR and OER
can be described by volcano plot (Figure 1.9d and 1.9e).
(a)

(b)

HOR

(d) ORR

(e)

(c)

HER

OER

Figure 1.9. Volcano plot for (a) over-all electrochemical processes, (b) HOR, (c) HER and
(d) ORR (e) OER. (Adopted from Chem. Soc. Rev., 2015, 44, 2060 with permission of The
Royal Society of Chemistry)
In volcano plot, the free energy for OH* oxidation on catalyst site (ΔGO*−ΔGHO*) is used as
descriptor for the OER48 whereas for ORR49,50 the free energy changes for intermediate (O*)
binding (ΔGO*) is used as descriptor.

1.7. Kinetics of Electrochemical Reaction:
The electrochemical process is all about the transfer of the charge through the interface
between electrode and electrolyte solution in an electro chemical reaction. This charge
transfer process occur via two main procedures:
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1.

Faradaic process: in this process charge transfer happened across the interface of

electrode and electrolyte.
2.

Non-Faradaic process: no transfer of charge across the interface of electrolyte-

electrode but the double-layer charging may happen due to some chemical reactions or
change in the oxidation states.
Both the faradic and non-faradic process involves at electrode/electrolyte interfaces during
any electrochemical process. But, faradic process is the prime importance of study. The
overall reaction for faradic process on the electrode surface can be described as:
Ox (aq) + ne (electrode) = Red (aq)
In an electrochemical reaction, a faradic process can be symbolised as:
𝑖𝑎 = 𝐹𝐴𝑟𝑜 𝑐𝑂𝑥

Where 𝑖𝑎 is current flow from electrode, F is the Faraday’s constant (84548 C mol-1), A is
the electrode surface area, 𝑟𝑜 is the electron transfer rate and 𝑐𝑂𝑥 is the concentration of the
reactant. Except the rate of the electron transfer from the electrode, all terms, represented
here are constant. Furthermore, the rate of the electron transfer is depend on the potentials
applied on the electrode. So, in equilibrium state, the potential applied on electrode can be
given by
∆𝐺 = - 𝑛𝐹𝛥𝐸

Where 𝛥E is the electrode potential, n is the number of electrons transferred and ∆G is the
free energy of the activation barrier.
In electrochemistry two important terms are described as follows:
(a) Overpotential (): It is defined as the difference in electrode potential at equilibrium
(Ee) and the potential at a given current density (Ei).
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 = Ee-Ei
(b) Charge Transfer Coefficient () and Butler-Volmer Equation:
It is defined as the amount of charge transfer at a particular overpotential. The free energy
of activation barrier will be defined as:
∆𝐺𝑐 = ∆𝐺𝑐,𝑒𝑞 + 𝛼𝑐 𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂
∆𝐺𝑎 = ∆𝐺𝑎,𝑒𝑞 − 𝛼𝑎 𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂

Where ∆𝐺𝑐,𝑒𝑞 and ∆𝐺𝑎,𝑒𝑞 are the potentials independent activation energy, 𝜂 is the
overpotential applied on electrode F is the faraday’s constant, 𝛼𝑎 and 𝛼𝑐 are the anodic and
cathodic charge transfer coefficient. The rate of a reversible electrochemical reaction can be
written as:
𝑟 = 𝑘𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑥 − 𝑘𝑐 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑

Where 𝑘𝑎 and 𝑘𝑐 are the rate constant of anodic and cathodic process.
According to Arrhenius equation, the rate constant of a reaction is given by
𝑘 = 𝑘0 𝑒

For anode

−𝐸𝑎⁄
𝑘𝑇

𝑘 𝑎 = 𝑘0 𝑒

−∆𝐺𝑎⁄
𝑅𝑇

𝑘 𝑐 = 𝑘0 𝑒

−∆𝐺𝑐⁄
𝑅𝑇

For cathode
Where 𝑘0 defined as potentials independent rate constant and other terms are defined their
usual meaning.
Now putting the value of ∆𝐺𝑎 and ∆𝐺𝑐 we get
𝑘𝑎 = 𝑘0 𝑒

(−∆𝐺𝑎,𝑒𝑞 +𝛼𝑎 𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂)
⁄
𝑅𝑇

𝑘𝑐 = 𝑘0 𝑒

(−∆𝐺𝑐,𝑒𝑞 −𝛼𝑐 𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂)
⁄
𝑅𝑇

As the equilibrium activation free energy term is also a potential term, therefore we can write
𝑘𝑎 = 𝑘0 𝑎 𝑒
𝑘𝑐 = 𝑘0 𝑐 𝑒

𝛼𝑎 𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂⁄
𝑅𝑇

−𝛼𝑐 𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂⁄
𝑅𝑇

So now if we put the equation in
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𝑟 = 𝑘0 𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑥 𝑒

𝛼𝑎 𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂⁄
𝑅𝑇

− 𝑘0 𝑐 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒

−𝛼𝑐 𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂⁄
𝑅𝑇

If we transform the rate of the reaction in terms of the current, we get
Or 𝑟 =

𝑖
𝑛𝐹

= 𝑘0 𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑥 𝑒

Or 𝑖 = 𝑛𝐹𝑘0 (𝑐𝑜𝑥 𝑒

Or 𝑖 = 𝑖0 (𝑐𝑜𝑥 𝑒

𝛼𝑎 𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂⁄
𝑅𝑇

𝛼𝑎 𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂⁄
𝑅𝑇

𝛼𝑎 𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂⁄
𝑅𝑇

− 𝑘0 𝑐 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒

− 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒

− 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒

−𝛼𝑐 𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂⁄
𝑅𝑇

−𝛼𝑐 𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂⁄
𝑅𝑇

−𝛼𝑐𝑛𝑒𝐹𝜂⁄
𝑅𝑇

𝑎

) as 𝑘0 𝑐 = 𝑘0 = 𝑘0

) where 𝑛𝐹𝑘0 = 𝑖0

Here 𝑖0 represented the exchange current density.
So finally we get the classical Butler-Volmer equation:
𝑖 = 𝑖0 (𝑐𝑜𝑥 𝑒

𝛼𝑎 𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂⁄
𝑅𝑇

− 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒

−𝛼𝑐𝑛𝑒 𝐹𝜂⁄
𝑅𝑇 )

The Butler-Volmer equation51 is the most fundamental equation for electrochemical kinetics.
The connection between the total current density, exchange current density, transfer
coefficient and overpotential (Figure 1.10a) can be correlated by this equation. At higher
overpotentials the reaction will be out of equilibrium. Either the anodic or the cathodic
current will dominate in the total current density measurement. Then the Butler-Volmer
equation will turn into these following forms:
log(𝑖) = log(𝑖0 ) +

𝛼𝑐 𝜂𝐹
2.303𝑅𝑇

𝛼 𝜂𝐹

𝑎
log(𝑖) = log(𝑖0 ) − 2.303𝑅𝑇

at higher cathodic potentials
at higher anodic potential

These two equations are called as Tafel Equations. The logarithm of the current density
(log|i|) vs overpotential plot will give a linear slope, is called Tafel slope (Figure 1.10b)52.
Exchange current density (𝑖0 ) and Tafel slope

2.303 𝑅𝑇
𝛼𝑎/𝑐 𝑛𝑒 𝐹

can be obtained from Tafel analysis.

The Tafel slope is expressed in units of mV decade−1. The equation may be written in
different way as:
η = a + b logi0
where a and b are the constant.
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Figure 1.10. (a) Butler-Volmer plot, (b) Tafel Plot for electrochemical reaction. (Adopted
from the Global Climate and Energy Project by Thomas Jaramillo, Stanford University)

The Tafel slope determines the electrocatalytic performance of the catalyst in a particular
electrochemical reaction over a potential ranges. Smaller the Tafel slope signifies the faster
rate of catalysis i.e. required lower potential for a particular current density. The theoretical
Tafel slope value for a multistep reaction, comprising a series of elementary steps can be
represented by:

𝑏=

2.303 × 𝑅𝑇
×𝐹

Where Temperature (T), charge transfer coefficient (a) and R is gas constant, F is the
Faraday. The exchange current density (i0) is equivalent to the rate constant of a
heterogeneous catalyst. It provides both the thermodynamics as well as the kinetic
information. Higher i0 value defines no activation barrier (faster rate) in electrolysis reaction
whereas; low i0 reflects the high activation barrier (sluggish reaction).
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1.8. Glucose and H2O2 sensing
Diabetes mellitus is more commonly known as diabetes, considered by high blood
sugar and has become a widespread epidemic now a days. It is one of the reasons of disability
in the 3rd – world country and greatly accountable for numerous hitches such as frequent
urination, heart disease, increase thirst and blindness. Conferring by the World Health
Organization (WHO), roughly 350 million people globally are being suffered from diabetes
and, based on present forecasts, diabetes will be the 7th foremost cause for death by 2030.
Controlling diabetes is undoubtedly to be one of the most thought-provoking health
problems in current scenario. Diabetes mainly occurs because of either insufficient
production of the insulin in the body (Type 1 diabetes) or by the failure to usage produced
insulin by the body (Type 2 diabetes). So far, regular monitoring of blood glucose in diabetic
patient is most vital in order to control glucose concentration53. Therefore, it's of prime
importance to develop a fast, reliable and sensitive glucose detector to perceive the blood
sugar level and reducing the chance of sickness or further complications. The many years
evolution of enzymatic glucose sensors can be concise mostly into three generations54. The
initial enzymatic detection of glucose was established using glucose oxidase (GOx) enzyme
in the 1960s validated by Lyons and Clark53. In this method amount of oxygen intake by the
enzyme-catalysed reaction was examined in this method. This was again improved by Hicks
and Updike followed by Guilbault and Lubrano53. They developed a different way to detect
glucose based on the detection of hydrogen peroxide. The detection of glucose was all about
the catalytic oxidation of glucose by the help of oxygen and an active component of GOx
(i.e. flavin adenine dinucleotide). This produce the redox product of glucolactone and
hydrogen peroxide (Figure 1.11). However, main constraints of this generation enzymatic
glucose sensors are: strong oxygen dependency, the co-existence of redox-active species
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that could interfere in the detection such as amino acids, uric acid, ascorbic acid and other
drugs.
The second generation glucose sensor was introduced in 1980s, constructed by using
mediators and it is able to simplify electron transfer in the reaction medium (Figure 1.11).
However, owning to the possible bio-toxicity of mediators, in-vivo operation of the second
generation glucose sensor is questionable. Furthermore, the existence of other redox-active
species in blood also affects the accuracy of the glucose sensor as these redox species
possibly participates with the mediators.
The third generation of glucose sensor eliminated the employment of the mediator
and it work on the direct electron transfer between the electrode and the enzyme.
Immobilization of the GOx is essential here and some porous materials have serve the
purpose for immobilisation. Though third generation sensors showed some enhancement
over their first and second generation sensors (Figure 1.11), their use still limited from the
enzyme's activity which is very sensitive with air, moisture, temperature. The thick enzyme
layer also create problems for effective electron transfer.
However, due to several drawbacks of the first, second and third generation glucose
sensors, additional progress of glucose sensor is highly expected. This has introduced the
glucose oxidation directly on the electrode surface. This is called as non-enzymatic glucose
(NEG) sensors and categorises as fourth generation of glucose sensor technology. A
tremendous effort is invested on NEG sensing in world-wide, as proved by the whopping
number of publications over recent years.
1.8.1. Mechanism of glucose oxidation
Enzymatic sensing of glucose is mainly based on the enzyme, GOx which is acted as a
catalyst, but in NEG sensors, surface atoms themselves performed as the electrocatalysts. In
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NEG sensing, electrocatalysts existing at the electrode surface are the prime reasons for the
detection limit of glucose sensing.

Figure 1.11. Schematic representation for first, second and third generation enzymatic
glucose oxidation. (Adopted from Mater. Sci. Eng. C 2017, 70, 1018 with permission of
The Elsevier)

To explain the glucose oxidation mechanism, two models have been proposed mainly till
now. The first model is familiar as activated chemisorption model, was proposed by
Pletcher55. According to this model, the glucose molecules adsorption take place on the
surface of the electrode initiated the oxidation step by formation of a bond with the glucose
molecules and electrode surface. Now, the H-atom besides to the hemiacetal carbon of
glucose (see Figure 1.12a) is extracted. This H-atom bonds with the same electrode surface
at a position adjacent to the bound glucose. Thereby desorption of the glucose molecule
occurs due to the dropping of the glucose–metal bond strength occurred due to the change
in the oxidation state of the glucose molecule and metal electrode. The second model, is
known as ‘Incipient Hydrous Oxide Adatom Mediator’ (IHOAM) model, proposed by
Burke. This model56 was originally based on the opinion that the active metal atoms with
low lattice stabilization energy on the electrode surface, can improved the reactivity. An
incipient hydrous oxide (OHads) layer is made due to the pre-monolayer oxidation step of
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catalyst surface atoms, which is supposed to facilitate the glucose oxidation at the catalyst
surface. Figure 1.12b shows a schematic illustration of the IHOAM model. Although both
of these models are not widely recognised till now but they can still be used to enlighten
glucose oxidation mechanism for noble metal electrodes such as Au and Pt. But these
explanations are not fully valid to several transition metals electrodes. Redox centres of the
transition metals can describe the glucose oxidation on such metals.

(a)
(b)

Figure 1.12. A schematic representation of (a) adsorption theory with adjacent adsorption
site of nanostructured electrode and (b) IHOAM model. (Adopted from Anal. Chim. Acta
2018, 1033, 1 with permission of The Elsevier)

1.8.2. Sensing of H2O2

Sensitive, selective H2O2 detection by fast and trustworthy methods is essential in
many grounds such as medical diagnostics, liquid-fuel cell, chemical, fabric and food
industry etc. H2O2 is takes part in quite a few biological processes and is one of the vital side
products of several enzyme-catalysed reactions in organism. It also plays a vital role as a
waving molecules in several biological processes such as immune cell activation, apoptosis
etc. Conventional techniques such as titration, fluorometric, chemiluminescent,
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electrochemical methods are available for determination of H2O2 but electrochemical H2O2
sensing can offer a rapid, sensitive and cost effective means57. CNT, graphene and metalmetal oxides, metal hexacyanoferrates shows promising activity towards H2O2 sensing.

1.9. Removal of Dye
Textile industries expel a lot of dye stuff in the environment creating major pollutant,
as organic dye molecules are carcinogenic in water bodies, therefore there is a need to treat
the containment of waste water. Not just the textile industries but paper industries , leather
tanning, food industries and hair coloring industries in addition increase the concentration
of these organic molecules in our environment , therefore it is major challenge to degrade it.
Dye has a several adverse effect on human being, plant species and aquatic animals and
environment. It is hazardous, carcinogenic, interrupt photosynthesis and increase the COD
& BOD58. This became an inspiration or motivation for photocatalytic dye degradation. Dyes
can be removed from water by either adsorption or by degradations. It is also important of
regeneration of the catalyst after treated with dyes. But it is difficult to regenerate dyes after
adsorption. Hence degradation method is more fruitful. Dye stuffs also became one of the
best candidate to study photocatalytic properties. Dyes are classified in the chemical entity
of chromophore. For dye degradation purpose, thiazine has been mostly studied (mostly
methylene blue 37%) then are xanthane (consisting of Rhodamine B) and then there are azo
dyes, though it is mostly azo dyes which has significant contribution in acting as pollutant
in the environment. TiO2 was one the initial material for photocatalytic dye degradation
though it showed activity only in the UV region58. UV consist of very low percentage of
solar spectra that appears on earth’s troposphere , therefore it is preferable for the catalyst to
show good visible light activity, also UV light is harmful for most species on earth. Doping
the material with different impurities is method to reduce the band gap of the material to
make it visible light active for the purpose of photocatalytic degradation. Initially TiO2 was
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doped with different nonmetallic element like nitrogen, carbon, sulphur and their
composites59-60, also by different transition metal61-62 and coupling with photocatalysts of
other semiconductor to achieve desired band gap58. Doping can cause for some problem in
catalyst regeneration doe to the leaching process. Another semiconductor material carbon
nitride shows a visible band gap and well known for its photocatalytic activity such as
photocatalytic water splitting.
1.9.1. Mechanism of Dye degradation
Dye degradation takes place with two mechanism, indirect mechanism and direct
mechanism .In direct mechanism imitate from photo excitation process where photo electron
are excited from valence band to conduction band leading to creation of holes (h+) and net
result is electron hole pair (Figure 1.13).The hole react with water to form OH radicals which
extremely reactive species and degrade the adsorbed dye.

Figure 1.13. Schematic mechanism of dye degradation.

The photo generated electron react with O2 to form superoxide radical which are another
reactive species and formation of superoxide radical will also make sure that no
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recombination takes place. In Direct method the ground state dye get excited to triplet excite
dye which further gets converted semi oxidized radical later on reacting with superoxide and
OH radical getting degraded (Figure 1.13).

1.10. Nanoparticle: An Overview and Preparation
In the previous two decade nanoparticles demonstrates a consistently expanding
application to various fields of science. They are the scaffold between bulk materials and
atomic or molecular structure. Nano-containing terms that emerge as often as possible in
scientific reports, books just as in papers and that have gotten comfortable to the greater part
of the general population. The nanosize-world is normally estimated in nanometres (1 nm
relating to 10-9 m) and it includes frameworks whose measure is above atomic measurements
and underneath plainly macroscopic ones (by and large > 1 nm and < 100 nm).
1.10.1. Classifications of nanoparticles
There are different methodologies for classifications of nanomaterials. These are
described in below.
Zero dimension nanostructures:
Zero dimension (0-D) nanostructures are known where all the dimensions are
restrained within the nanoscale. The wide demonstration of 0-D nanostructures are
nanoparticles and quantum dots. The widely used method for synthesis of zero dimension
nanostructures is template based method. Several templates have been used so far for
synthesizing 0-D nanoparticles. As for example polymer micelles63, carbonaceous
saccharide microspheres64, porous silica65, lyotropic liquid crystal66 assemblies used widely
for 0-D nanoparticle synthesis. Electro deposition method67, hydrothermal method68,
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microwave assisted solvothermal synthesis method69, sol-gel process70, CVD technique71,
sonochemical72 synthesis method are also used widely.
One dimension (1-D) nanostructures:
1-D materials include nanotubes, nanobelts, nanorods, nanoribbons, nanowires and
hierarchical structures. 1-D framework, for example, thin film or fabricated surfaces, has
been utilized for quite a long time in gadgets, science and engineering. Fabrication of thin
films (1-100 nm) or monolayer is now very common in PV cells or catalysis. LLC templateassisted synthesis method73, electrodeposition method74,

electroless deposition75,

hydrothermal synthesis76, sol-gel technique77, CVD technique78 are the most applied
methods for the formation of 1D materials.
Two dimension (2-D) nanostructures:
2-D nanostructures have the two dimensions and are not restricted to the nano range.
2-D nanostructures display plate-like shapes. 2-D nano-structures include nanosheets,
nanoplates, nanodisks, nanofilms, nanolayers etc. 2-D nanostructures possess several low
dimension characteristics different from the bulk materials, thus withdrawn a huge interest
in nano materials research. As for example graphene a 2-D nanostructure materials has
shown enormous applications in nanomaterials field and also are used as promising support
material for several nanoparticles79-81. First single layer graphene was discovered by Geim
and Novoselov82 from pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) in 2004 by via adhesive tape. Single layer
graphene is important for its high charge transfer, optically more transparent, high thermal
conductivity and specific area. After that numerous approaches have been established for the
synthesis of few layers graphene. For instance liquid exfoliation method83, mechanical
exfoliation method82, chemical oxidation and reduction method84, CVD method85 and
chemical synthesis method86 can produce high quality graphene. Graphene supported
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semiconductors and noble metal NPs shows enormous applications in fuel cell, sensors,
photovoltaic and environmental applications79-81, 87. 2-D nanostructures can be synthesized
by several chemical process. Several group has prepared nanodisks and nanosheets like
structures by using a soft template cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) micelle.
Noble metal such as Ag, Pd, Pt nanoplates and nanosheets can be synthesized in this
method88,89. MnO2 nanowalls, Co nanowalls, In(OH)3 nanosheets can be synthesised by
electro deposition technique90-92. Several 2-D transition metal oxide nanostructures and
carbon based nanostructures can be synthesized by solvothermal method70. Formation of 2D film can be achieved by simple and flexible sol-gel process77 and pure 2-D nanostructure
can be formed by CVD method93.
Three dimension (3-D) nanostructures:
These materials are in this manner described by having three discretionarily
dimensions over 100 nm, bulk nanomaterials can be made out of a numerous arrangement
of nanosize materials, most regularly in various directions. As for the nearness of highlights
at the nanoscale, 3-D nanomaterials can contain scatterings of nanoparticles, groups of
nanowires, and nanotubes or just as multinanolayers (for instance nanodendritic structures,
spring-like nanocoils, and nanoflowers). 3-D nanostructures possess high surface area
arising from their quantum size effect compared to their bulk counterpart. Therefore it has
withdrawn a huge attention to synthesized 3-D nanomaterials with a restrained structure and
morphology. Due to the 3-D structure and porosity it allows a better contact with the
involved molecules that make 3-D structure a promising candidate for several catalysis
battery electrode material. As for example 3-D porous graphene network consists of
graphene foam and graphene aerogel shows enormous possibilities in lithium ion batteries
and supercapasitors and can be produced by a simple hydrothermal method starting from
graphene monolith94. ZnO nanosheets and nanorods95, TiO2 hierarchical structure96 can also
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be made using this method. CVD method is also well known for the growth of 3D
nanostructures such as aligned nanowalls and nanowires synthesis97.
Nano particles has several advantages over bulk materials. NPs are extremely
reactive in catalysis reaction owing to their elevated surface to volume ratio. The reduction
of size in the nanoparticles causes a significant change in reduction potential as compared to
the bulk materials as their Fermi potential become more negative. This exciting property
helps in electron transfer in several catalysis reactions. A change in optical properties was
also observed in nanomaterials compared to the bulk materials. For 0-D nanomaterials,
where all the dimensions are at the nanoscale, an electron is confined in 3-D space, no
delocalisation of electron takes place. For 0-D nanomaterials, where every one of the
quantities are at the nanoscale, an electron is kept in 3-D space, no delocalisation of electron
happens. For 1-D nanomaterials, electron imprisonment happens in 2-D while delocalization
happens along the long axis of the nanowire/rod/tube. On account of 2-D nanomaterials, the
conduction electrons will be kept over the thickness however delocalized in the plane of the
sheets. The littler in the dimensions of the nanostructure, the more extensive is the partition
between the energy levels, prompting a range of discreet energies. But stabilisation of small
NPs are really challenging task. Because of their high surface energy they continually will
attempt to agglomerate to reduce surface energy. Uninhibited agglomeration of nanoparticles
may happen because of alluring van der Waals forces between particles. In order to avoid
aggregations organic molecules or polymer was used as capping agent98. Similarly
mesoprorous silica99, metal organic framework100, CNT101 has been used for long time
(Figure 1.14). These are called support materials. A support material ideally should have
these properties (a) as (i) higher number of stabilisation site for NPs allowing uniform
dispersions of NPs on surface for maximum ECSA, (ii) higher porosity that enhances
reactants goes in and product goes out (ii) higher electrical conductivity which minimize the
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interfacial resistance, (iv) it should be compatible for different fabrications processes (v)
higher stability under both transient and operational conditions and (vi) it should be cheap
and environment friendly. But the presence of the support materials sometimes hindered the
activity of NPs. Porous carbon supported NPs offered a better catalytic activity. As for
example carbon black with high surface area was used for commercial noble metal NPs
support. But the problem associated with the carbon as it is less stable in strong oxidizing
conditions. As for example commercial Pt/C is relatively less stable in PEMFC due to the
oxidisation of carbon support. Graphene an allotrope of carbon can be used for stabilisation
of NPs. Graphene is highly needed as it can be used as a two dimension (2D) catalyst support
as high electrical and thermal conductivity, mechanical elasticity and theoretical high surface
area is well known for graphene. In any case, two vital hindrances remain in developing
enormous scale graphene-supported catalyst systems. Firstly low wettability of graphene in
several solution and the second one is the low attachment between nanoparticles and
graphene sheets. These result increases the dissolutions of metal NPs and lowers the stability
under different electrochemical or heterogeneous catalytic applications.

Figure 1.14. Examples of different supporting materials used to stabilise nanoparticles
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Several literature reports102-104 suggested that heteroatoms (N, S) doped on the graphene
improves the metal NPs anchoring ability and the catalytic activity of the graphene. Another
two dimensional materials graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) consists of moderate band gap
has attracted a significant consideration which turns to be a potential candidate in the
photocatalysis, several organic reaction and fuel cell applications. It is a class of polymeric
materials consisting mainly carbon and nitrogen105. Replacing of the carbon atom by a
special manner in a carbon materials they can be obtained. First synthesized by Berzelius in
1834 and later named melon by Liebig. In recent decade also its potential value is not
discovered for its chemical inertness in strong acidic and alkaline conditions. C: N ratio
should be 0.75 for the fully polymerized g-C3N4 and cannot be virtually gained. g-C3N4 can
be simply synthesized from cheap materials such as melamine. Thermal condensation is the
easiest technique for the synthesis of the nitrogen-rich species, especially melamine which
will undergo self-condensation with de-ammonation process. Hypothetically, there are seven
phases of CNx that naturally exist but g-C3N4 is considered the most stable one under ambient
conditions106. The C3N4 has two structural isomers- first one ((Fig. 1.15.a) comprises by the
condensed tri-s-triazine (heptazine) units and the second one (Fig. 1.15.b) is composed of
the condensed s-triazine subunits. Several reports have shown that g-C3N4 is a promising
support for several metal NPs107,108.

Figure 1.15. Proposed structures of g-C3N4 with (a) heptazine building block, (b) s-triazine
building block.
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1.11. Synthesis Procedures of Metal Nanoparticles in Liquid Phases:
Several techniques have been reported so far for synthesizing nano materials. These
process are listed below.
Colloidal method:
This is the easiest and well established method to synthesis nanoparticles. This
method follows the precipitation process in wet chemistry where solutions of different ions
are mixed together to form precipitations under controlled temperature and pressure.
Eminent scientist Michael Faraday synthesised beautiful red colloidal gold dispersion in
1850s which are still stable and kept at Royal Institute, London. For synthesis of colloidal
NPs using of some stabilising agents is necessary otherwise van der walls forces works
between the NPS and make them agglomerated. Particles can be stabilised by steric effect
and electrostatically. Steric stabilisation can be done by using polymers and surfactants onto
the surface of the colloidal NPs. Coating or capping of NPs by the means of molecules that
form bonds or chemisorbed NPs are found extremely fruitful process for the stabilisation.
As for examples thiols and dithiols are found good stabilizers for MNPs (particularly Au and
Ag).
Sol-Gel method:
Sol-gel is another well-established wet chemistry method which offers numerous
NPs synthesis with novel, predefined properties at a low production cost. It can be described
as formation of a network structure through the condensation reaction reactions of a
molecular precursors. A sol is recognised as a steady dispersion of colloidal particles and gel
is famous as three dimensional continuous network with enclosed by a liquid phase. The
idea behind sol-gel synthesis is as following:
(a) Dissolve the precursors in a liquid to form a solution i.e. hydrolysis.
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(b) Then dehydration of the solution to form the wet-gel through the van der Waals forces
or hydrogen bonding.
(c) If the gel is dried by evaporation, then the capillary forces will shrink the gel structure
network. This collapsed network is called Xerogel. If drying is performed under supercritical
conditions i.e. CO2 super critical drying the gel structure may be reserved and a gel with
large number of open pores may be formed. This is called an aerogel which possess very
low density.
(d) Thin film also can be produced by spin coating or dip coating.
The benefits of sol–gel processing are the high purity of the nanostructures and uniform size
and shape achievable at low temperatures.
Chemical reduction method:
Chemical reduction method deals with the reduction of precursor salt in aqueous or
non-aqueous solution in present of reducing agent. For make it environmental friendly
aqueous medium is favourable. Several reducing agent are well known such as gaseous H2,
solvated alkali metal borohydride (NaBH4, LiAlBH4), ethylene glycol, hydrazine hydrate
(N2H4‚H2O) etc.
High-energy milling:
High energy milling is a non-equilibrium process resulting bulk materials to a
nanostructures. Following process takes place in high energy milling:
(a) Deformation in shear bands in materials containing a high dislocation density.
(b) Random orientation of grains takes place, i.e., low angle grain boundary to high angle
grain boundary to grain boundary sliding rotation.
(c) Annihilation or recombination or rearrangement of dislocation to form sub-grain
structure with smaller dimensions.
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Sonochemical Methods:
Sonochemistry is the effect of ultrasound to chemical process. The mechanism can
be described as sonochemical effects in liquids is the result of acoustic cavitation. It is high
energy process which operate at 20-40 kHZ. It helps to reduce the layers, exfoliate of the
nanomaterials as well as reduction of the nanomaterials. The suggested mechanistic
pathway109 for sonochemical formation of metal nanoparticles is described below:
(a) First sonolysis of water and water converted to Ḣ and ̇OH
H2O = Ḣ + ̇OH this Ḣ actually acts as a reductant of metal salts.
(b) Second step is the generation of an secondary radical which promotes the reduction rate
RH+ Ḣ = Ṙ +H2
(c) Third step is the reduction of metal salt by .H formed form sonolysis of H2O
M+x + Ḣ or Ṙ = M(0)
Microwave Irradiation:
Microwave irradiation methods are very frequently used for synthesis of NPs. It is
occurred through an interaction between light waves and polar solvents. It is a greener
synthesis method by restricted it low solvent consumption and it is energy efficient. The
microwave irradiation on a high dielectric solvent generates very fast and uniform heating
which further allows a quick reduction of the metal precursor and deposits on the support
materials. Several groups have reported the synthesis of supported metal NPs from the
solution of the metal salts by irradiating microwave light. Advantages of microwave
irradiation methods over the conventional heating’s are (a) reaction parameters can be
monitored precisely (b) very fast heating during microwave irradiation decreases the reaction
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time. (c) Formation of very small as well as very narrow size distribution (d) formation of
highly pure of nanoparticles.
Photodeposition:
Nanoparticles can be synthesized by light assisted method. Different wavelength
ranges of light such as visible, UV, X-ray have been used for the reduction and deposition
of metal nanoparticles. For example AuNPs can be deposited on TiO2 surface by the
photochemical deposition of a gold precursor (HAuCl4), using a mercury lamp.

1.12. Aims of the Present Thesis:
1) Design and synthesis of 0-D, 1-D, 2-D and 3-D metal or metal-oxide nanostructures by
mechanical and/or chemical processes.
2) Graphitic carbon nitride (g-CNx) has been developed as a supported material for different
metal and metal oxide nanostructure.
3) The g-carbon nitride or nitrogen doped carbon based composite materials have been
characterised by p-XRD, FT-IR, XPS and UV-Vis spectroscopy.
4) Morphological studies of 0-D, 1-D, 2-D and 3-D hybrid nanomaterials were executed by
using FESEM and TEM instrument.
5) Different electrocatalytic applications for energy storage and conversion such as HOR,
HER, OER and ORR were exploded with different g-CNx based hybrid materials.
6) Mechanism of electrocatalytic HOR, HER, OER and ORR on the different catalysts
surface were also deliberate.
7) Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), double layer capacitance, and
electrochemical surface area (ECSA) were calculated to understand the factors
responsible for superior activity.
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8) Very small nanoparticles supported on g-CNx (2D hybrid) was studied for several
biomolecules sensing.
9) Photocatalytic application of 2D hybrid nanocomposite is also shown in this thesis.

1.13. Scopes and Challenges of the Present Thesis:
The forgoing discussions clearly demonstrate that there is an upsurge in the research
activities of nanocomposites owing to their potential applications such as electrochemical
energy conversion, sensing as well environmental application. The present thesis is mainly
concerned with the rational design, syntheses and characterizations of various supported
metal or metal-oxide nanostructures and their various potential applications as
electrocatalysts for energy conversions as well as sensing and photocatalytic applications.
The main benefit of the present thesis is the easy synthetic procedure for the development of
nanocomposites showing efficient catalytic behaviour.
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CHAPTER 2
General Experimental Methods and Techniques
2.1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter manages the fundamental principles of different instruments which
have been utilized in this present thesis. The exploratory subtleties, associated with this
theory work for different experiments have been quickly talked about.

2.2. Materials:
The materials and synthetic concoctions engaged with this thesis are legitimately
taken from commercially available sample without further purification. A list of the names
of materials and synthetic substances engaged with the thesis, alongside their formula,
provider is appeared in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. List of the chemicals along with formula and company name.
Name of Chemicals

Chemical formula

Company name

Formamide

HCONH2

Sigma Aldrich

Gold (III) chloride trihydrate

HAuCl4. 3H2O

Sigma Aldrich

Silver nitrate

AgNO3

Alfa Aesar

Chloroplatinic acid hexahydrate

H2PtCl6. 6H2O

Merck

Chloroiridic acid

H2IrCl6.xH2O

Sigma Aldrich

Sodium borohydride

NaBH4

Merck

Potassium hydroxide

KOH

Merck

Sulphuric acid

H2SO4

Merck

Nitric acid

HNO3

Merck

Hydrochloric Acid

HCl

Merck

Perchloric acid

HClO4

Alfa Asear
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Acetic acid

CH3COOH

Sigma Aldrich

Boric acid

H3BO4

Sigma Aldrich

Sodium bicarbonate

NaHCO3

Merck

Phosphate buffer solution

PBS

Merck

Platinum on graphitic carbon

Pt/C (40 wt% or Sigma Aldrich
10%)

Iridium oxide

IrO2

Alfa Aesar

Ethanol

CH3CH2OH

Merck

Acetone

CH3COCH3

Merck

Isopropanol

CH3CHOHCH3

Merck

Water

H2O

Milli-Q Merck

2.3. INSTRUMENTS and INSTRUMENTAL TECHNIQUES
X-ray diffraction (XRD):1,2
X-Ray diffraction (XRD) a non-destructive method used to study the identifications
of phase of crystalline materials, which is good enough to get idea of a unit cell. XRD uses
X-ray as the light source and as they have wavelength in nanometre region, X-ray scattering
from the sample give rise to interference pattern. X-rays are created from X-ray tube which
are shaped from warmed tungsten tube encased in a cleared ceramic vessel as cathode and
cooled Cu foil as anode. The electrons which are radiated from tungsten are quickened
towards a metal (water cooled) and give out the electrons from the internal shells of Cu
atoms– coming about an unwinding of valence electron to inward position prompting the
creation of X-beam. Cu-source can create X-beam of two trademark wave lengths, for
example, Cu Kα (λ = 0.154 nm) and Cu Kβ (λ = 0.139 nm). For appropriate obstruction Xbeam ought to be monochromatic and utilization of nickel channel ensure that Kβ gets
assimilated and just Kα is given out. A light emission beam is centred on the sample and
dispersed beam is determined by the detector. 2 theta is angle formed in between incoming
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and outgoing direction of beam. The estimation of 2 theta is utilized to quantify the d spacing
i.e. interplanar distance of two planes in a crystal utilizing the Bragg's diffraction condition
(Figure 2.1):
nλ = 2dsinθ

( n is an integer: 1,2,3…)

Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of an X-ray scattering (Adopted from Wikipedia).

In this thesis, X-ray spectra were collected on Bruker DAVINCI D8 ADVANCE
diffractometer equipped with Cu K radiation (λ 0.15406 nm).

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM):3
TEM is regularly used in the field of material science. Nanowires, quantum dot and
various nanoparticles and their quality, shape, size density can be studied using TEM. One
can also study the defects, composition and composition of in the semiconductor. The
principle of TEM is similar to that of microscope just in place of light, electrons are used.
Monochromatic beam of electron is generated by electron gun. This stream is concentrated
to a thin, coherent beam by condenser lenses. The beam is concentrated to thin, coherent
beam by condenser. The beam is restricted by the condenser aperture, eliminating high angle
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electrons. After hitting the specimen some part of it gets transmitted depending on the
thickness and transparency of the specimen. This transmitted portion is directed by the
objective lens into an image. The image is moved down the column through the intermediate
and projector lenses, being magnified all the way. The image strikes the fluorescent screen
and light is generated. The darker area represent that less amount of electron could transfer
whereas lighter areas of the image represent more electrons respectively .It can be useful for
production of image, diffraction pattern depending on the operation mode.
In case of HRTEM both use of scattered and transmitted beam of electron to create
an interference image giving out the image of the sample. One can study lattice
imperfections and crystal structures of various material in the range of atomic unit with high
resolution for the characterization of point defect, dislocation and surface structures.
SAED is selected area electron diffraction pattern, provides the indices based on
which we can calculate the d-spacing of crystals. Additionally, the pattern obtained also
informs us about the crystallinity of the samples. The crystal planes of the sample, parallel
to the direction of propagation of the electron beam will be diffracted according to the
Bragg’s law. This diffraction pattern is a Fourier transformation of the periodic potential of
the electron. These diffracted electrons along with the electrons in the primary interfere
causing a back transformation (or inverse Fourier transform) resulting in an image.
In this thesis, the morphology and chemical composition of the as-prepared samples
were observed by transmission electron microscopy in JEM –2100, JEOL and JEM –2100F,
JEOL operated at 200 kV.
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Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM):4
FESEM is used to produce high-resolution three-dimensional images, about the
morphology. Electrons from the electron gun are emitted in a high vacuum from the cathode
and accelerated by the anode. The vacuum assistances is to make sure any atoms and
molecules present in the column from interacting with the electron beam and producing good
quality imaging. The electron beam is focussed by the condenser lenses. Produced magnetic
field is deflected back and forth. The beam, focused by the objective lens to very fine spot
(1-5 nm), scans the sample surface in a raster pattern. Surface sample is scanned is done in
raster pattern focussing on a very fine spot. Primary electron interacts with surface sample
atom producing secondary emission which are detected and image is formed out of it. Angle
and velocity of the secondary beam is directly connected to object surface structure.
In this thesis, Field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) data collected
on Carl Zeiss, Germany (Model: ∑igma).

Electron gun
Electron beam
Primary condenser
lens

secondary condenser
lens

Deflection coils

X-ray detector

Sample

Secondary detector
Vacuum pump

Figure 2.2. Schematic diagram of FE-SEM (Adopted from Wikipedia).
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Energy-Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS):
Elemental composition can be identified and studied through EDS spectroscopy. No
need to have separate instrument as EDS is preinstalled with electron microscope SEM and
TEM. The working principle is based on the characteristics. X-ray generated during the
interaction between sample and incident electron beam. Electron hole pair is formed when
incident X-rays interact with the sample. Upon applying a high bias voltage across the
crystal, the electrons and holes move to electrodes on opposite sides of the crystal, producing
a charge signal which is passed to the pulse processor. The energy of incoming X-rays is
proportional to the size of the signal. Therefore from the current from that is produced from
each X-ray, the energy of the X-ray can be calculated.
Energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) were taken from the spectrometer attached to
Carl Zeiss (Germany made, Model: ∑igma)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS):5
To gather qualitative and chemical information from the substance i.e. to do surface
analysis, XPS is used. The elemental composition, electronic state and empirical formula for
the substance can be measured using this technique. Al kα X-rays is a source for the X-ray
emission causing the photoelectron to be emitted from sample surface. By measuring the
photoelectron energy (binding energy) and the intensity of photoelectron peak, chemical
state and quantity of an element can be determined. These photoelectrons originate from a
depth of <10 nm, therefore the information obtained is from within this depth for XPS
measurement.
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Figure 2.3. Schematic representation of working principle of XPS (Adopted from
Wikipedia).

XPS measurements were performed using Kratos Axis Ultra and VG Microtech
under ultra-high vacuum condition, using a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray was used as the
source.

Fourier Transform Infra-red Spectroscopy (FT-IR):6
For the study of the functional group present in the molecule a very sensitive
instrument called FT-IR is used. FT-IR works the in the region of infra-red from
electromagnetic spectra. The absorption is the function of the vibrations of bonds present in
the molecule. The frequency ranges that can be measured are typically over the range of
4000 – 400 cm-1. Before measuring or studying the sample it is required to first do
background emission then one can proceed to measuring emission spectra of the sample.
The absorption spectra is directly proportional to the ratio sample spectra to the background
spectra. Less amount of the sample requirement and very high sensitivity is major reason
why FT-IR is excessively used in chemical characterization.
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All FT-IR spectra in this thesis was were collected from Perkin Elmer RXI FT-IR
spectrophotometer.
UV-Vis spectroscopy:
UV-Visible spectroscopy is an absorption spectroscopy in work in the region of
visible (400-1200 nm) and Ultra-Violet (200-400 nm). It work on the principle when sample
absorb light the electron excitation takes place from ground state to higher excited state.
It follows Lambert Beer’s law which is
𝐼

A= log( 𝐼0) = ε c l
Where A is the optical density or absorbance, I0 is the incident light intensity and I
is the transmitted light, ε is the molar absorption coefficient, c is the concentration of the
solution of the sample and l is the path length of light beam passing through the solution.
The optical absorbance of the synthesized compounds was studied using Varian Cary
100 Bio UV-visible Spectrophotometer.

Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA):
TGA is widely used to examine the thermal stability and chemical composition of
the sample. TGA measurement offers evidences about physical phenomena of a sample,
such as phase transitions, adsorption, desorption and chemical phenomena such as thermal
decomposition. In nitrogen atmosphere the change of weight percentage of the material is
studied by heating the substance at variable temperature.
TGA of as synthesized sample was carried out by TA Instrument (Model: Discovery
TGA).
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Inductive Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES):8
It is a purely analytical technique and used for the revealing for the individual
elements. It is very useful to determine trace amount of metal in any substance such as food,
water. It is basically a flame technique with a flame temperature varies from 6000 to 10,000
K. The ICP-OES instrument consists with an atomizer and an analyser. The inductive couple
plasma act as atomizer and optical emission spectroscopy as an analyser. It works on the
principle of emission, argon act as a carrier gas which pushes through differential vacuum
interphase and when it cools down emission rays are released. Emission rays are being
directed into the optical emission chamber, corresponding to the photon wavelength
followed by the measurement. From the position of the photon rays, the element is
determined and the intensity of the photon determines the content ICP-OES measurements
have several advantages over other experiments such as:
(a) Multiple elements can be measured simultaneously using ICP-OES process.
(b) Low chemical and ionization interference.
(c) It is very sensitive technique can go in the range of part per billion.
(d) It can produce very stable result.
In this thesis, ICP-OES was performed on iCAP 7000 Series (Thermo Scientific).

Elemental Analysis:8
Elemental analysis is an analytical analysis that can decide the sum (in type of weight
percent) of components present in the sample. The CHNS analysis specifically measures the
amount of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and sulphur in the sample. The sample is followed by
combustion process at high temperature in presence of ultra-pure oxygen and then passed
through gas chromatography set up, later on thermal conductivity is studied using thermal
conductivity detector. In combustion process, (at1000° C), hydrogen to water; nitrogen to
nitrogen gas/ oxides of nitrogen and sulphur to sulphur dioxide and carbon is converted to
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carbon dioxide. After that, the gases enter a mixing volume chamber to make a homogeneous
mixture at constant temperature and pressure. The homogeneous mixture then passes
through a series of thermal conductivity detectors and provides the amounts.
In this thesis, EuroEA Elemental Analyser was used for CHN measurement of as
synthesized sample.
Electrochemical measurement:9
All electrochemical performance test was done in a conventional three electrode set
up as shown in Figure 2.4 and data were recorded from an electrochemical workstation
(Autolab, Metrohm, PGSTAT 302N). Glassy carbon electrode (GC, diameter 3 mm and 5
mm) or metal foil electrode (i.e. Ti foil) was used a working electrode whereas platinum
wire/mesh and Ag/AgCl in 3 M KCl was used as counter and reference electrode. Before
performed any electrochemical study, GC was were polished with alpha alumina powder
(0.3 micron) suspended in deionized water on a Nylon polishing pad (Metrohm). After each
polishing the GC electrode was rinsed with deionized water and sonicated for 2 min in
ethanol. The current density reported herein was normalized by the geometrical area of the
working electrode for HER, HOR, ORR, OER and all potentials were shown in reversible
hydrogen electrode (RHE) or Ag/AgCl scale. The potential measured in Ag/AgCl were
converted into RHE by Nernst equation, ERHE = E
Ag/AgCl is

Ag/AgCl+

E0 Ag/AgCl+ 0.059 pH where E

the working potential, E0Ag/AgCl = 0.1976 at 250C. Several technique which are used

extensively as describes bellow:
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Reference
electrode

RDE
controller

Working
electrode
Counter
electrode

Figure 2.4. Photograph of conventional three electrode setup of Autolab instrument
(Adopted from Metrohm).10

Voltammetry:
Voltammetry is where potential is changed with certain rate and the comparing
current is recorded. It is surface fragile technique. It gives the estimation of the current
(charge) exchange between electrode and electrolyte interfaces. Two sorts of Voltammetry
are for the most part used to understand the electrochemical process11-(a) cyclic voltammetry
(CV) wherein the progressions of potential happen straight from one potential (V1) to
another potential (V2) and afterward it is changed from V2 to V1. (Figure 2.5.a) (b) Linear
sweep voltammetry (LSV) where the potential changes from one potential (V1) to another
potential (V2) (Figure 2.5.b) and then don’t come to the reverse. Voltammetry procedure
can give the current versus potential plot of various interface process however the
identification of procedure is troublesome. For a constant potential the steady state current
at the interfaces consist with four components: i = ireaction1 + icorrosion + ireaction 2 + icharge. LSV
is a voltammetric method to measure the current density at a working electrode based on the
overpotential. Both CV and LSV process are mainly used to study HOR, HER, OER and
ORR.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5. Voltage vs. time profile of (a) cyclic voltammetry and (b) linear sweep
voltammetry.

Chronoamperometry (CA):
In the CA technique, current is measured at a constant potential with time. Stability
of the electrocatalysts can be measured from this method. This technique can also help to
measure Tafel slope. Quantitative information such as the amount of total charged passed
through the electrode is obtained by the integrating the current over a certain time.
Chronopotentiometry (CP):
CP is a galvanostatic technique where a required current is being fixed and measure
the required potential to keep that current varies over time. We can also use the CP to know
the stability of the electrocatalysts.
Impedance spectroscopy:12
Electrical resistance, R, is correlated to the resistance of circuit elements toward the
flow of electrical current. Based on Ohm’s law, the resistance is the ratio of input voltage,
E, to the output current, I
𝑅=

𝐸
𝐼
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Like resistance, impedance also demonstrates the resistance of the circuit toward the
electrical current flow. It is represented by real part, but it also has an imaginary impedance
component which correlates to the electrical energy storage ability of the circuit. This
definition of impedance can be applied in both direct and alternating current. For real circuit,
relation between impedance and frequency dependent resistance can be written as
𝑍𝜔 =

𝐸𝜔
𝐼𝜔

Where 𝑍𝜔 is the impedance, 𝐸𝜔 is the frequency dependent potential and 𝐼𝜔 is frequency
dependent AC current.
The sinusoidal potentials response signal for AC current is
E(t) = E0 sin (ωt)
where potential and measured AC current are also in the same frequency but in different
phase.

Table 2.2. The details description of Bode and Nyquist plot.
Parameter
Process

Nyquist plot
The individual

electron

Bode plot
transfer The individual

process was describes.

transfer

electron

process

was

was

well

describes.
Frequency

Frequency was not well defined.

Frequency
defined.

Nature

In presence of large impedance, small Both
impedance was not well defined.

small

impedance

and
was

simultaneously.
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Where the radial frequency ω = 2πf.
The corresponding AC current signal follows as:
I(t) = I0 sin(ωt+ 𝜑)
Where 𝜑 is the phase difference and I0 is the response signal amplitude.
Now in according to the impedance (𝑍𝜔 )𝐸0 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝜔𝑡)

𝑍𝜔 = 𝐼

0 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡+𝜑)

𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝜔𝑡)

= 𝑍0 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡+𝜑) = 𝑍0 {cos(𝜑) + 𝑖 sin(𝜑)}= 𝑍𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 + 𝑍𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔

Table 2.3. The components and their indication for equivalent circuit.

Equivalent

Impedance

Resistance

R

Capacitance

C

Constant phase element

Q

Inductance

L

Warburg Impedence

W

Indication

So total impedance is a complex quantity and has two counterparts one is real part another
is imaginary part. The EIS of a compound can be represented by two ways (a) by plotting
the real part on x-axis and the negative of the imaginary part on the y-axis, producing a
Nyquist plot. (b) Logarithm of both x-axis and y-axis produced Bode Plot. A detail
descriptions of the Bode and Nyquist plot are describes in Table 2.2. For a particular circuit
if capacitive and resistance elements are parallel to each other than the Nyquist plot would
look like the one where low frequency is plotted on the right side and high frequency data
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is placed on the left side. The electrochemical cell can be represented by a network frame of
passive electrical elements and it’s called equivalent circuit. The elements of equivalent
circuit are presented in Table 2.3.

Gas chromatography (GC):
GC is a quantification and separation technique for the mixture of components. In GC,
retention coefficients of an individual elements take a vital role for the separation of the
elements in a liquid or solid stationary phase in a column. It consists with mainly three parts:
injector, column and detector. The column, is attached between injector and detector, and
placed in an empty space, called oven. Oven, column, injector can be heated at different
temperature as per the requirement of the samples. A carrier gas i.e. argon is continuously
flowed continuously through the column in a certain flow rate (sccm). A gas tight syringe is
used to take sample (H2, O2) from the headspace of the electrochemical cell and injects in
the injection port. Thereafter, the carrier gas pulled the sample gas through the column and
depending on their retention coefficients, different analyte arrived to the detector separately
at different time intervals. Thermal conductivity detector (TCD) with argon (Ar) as a carrier
is used for the gas phase analysis.
In this study, GC instrument (Thermo Scientific, Model: Trace 1110) equipped with
TCD and argon as carrier gas was used.

Faradaic efficiency:
It is comparison between the theoretical and experimental amount of evolved gas in
an electrochemical reaction. The amount of the evolved gas from cathode and anode was
quantified by GC. A 250 ml five neck sealed glass cell was used for measure the amount of
O2 and H2. Before starting the experiment, the glass cell have purged with Ar (99.9%) for
30 min to remove contained O2 and H2. The chronoamperometry experiment was performed
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with modified working electrode at a particular current density and at different time interval
gas was analyzed with GC instrument. The theoretical amount of gas (O2 and H2) was
calculated from accumulated charge during galvanostatic electrolysis by assuming 100%
faradic efficiency.
Theoretical amount (n in mole) of gas (H2, O2) =

𝑄
𝑒×𝐹

=

𝐼×𝑡
𝑒×𝐹

Where I is the current in Amp, t is time in sec, e is the number of electrons which is 2 for
HER and 4 for OER and F is the Faraday constant (96485.3 C mol-1). From these two faradic
efficiency of the catalyst towards OER and HER can be easily calculated.

Turn Over Frequency (TOF) Calculation13:
Assuming Every metal atom presence on the glassy carbon electrode are involved in
OER/HER reaction, the TOF per active site for OER/HER reaction was calculated by
following equation:
TOF(𝐻2 /O2/s) =

Total oxygen/Hydrogen turnover per geometrical area of working electrode
Total no active site per geometrical area of working electrode

TOF(s-1) =

𝐽×𝐴
4×𝐹×𝑛

Where J is the current density (mA cm-2) at particular overpotential (= 0.35 V), A is the
geometrical area (cm-2) F is the Faraday constant (96485.3 C mol-1) and n is the mole of the
active site on the electrode.

Double layer capacitance:
The double layer capacitance (Cdl) of the catalyst was measured form the CV plot of
the catalyst taken in a non-faradic region with a small potential windows. Before taken the
charging-discharging CV plots in different scan rate, working electrode was scanned 20 CV
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cycling in a particular potentials region to stabilize the electrode. The slop of the linear pot
of current density (mA cm-2) at a particular potential (RHE) vs scan rate, gives the Cdl (mF
cm-2). In addition also we have calculated the roughness factor (Rf) of the materials was
calculated from Cdl by
Rf = Cdl/Cs
Where Cs is the double layer capacitance of an atomically smooth planar surface of per unit
area under identical conditions. Here, we considered bear GC electrodes as the planer
surface. For bare GC electrode Cs is considered as 0.082 mF cm-2.

ECSA calculation from under potential H-desorption method14:
ECSA was calculated from the hydrogen desorption (UPD-Hdes) peak of CV curves.
After double layer correction UPD-Hdes peak of CV has been used to calculate the
electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) by the following equation:
ECSA = S/m x v x c
Where S is double layer corrected area under hydrogen desorption curve, v is the scan rate
(mV/s), c is the required charge to oxidize a monolayer of hydrogen on the platinum surface
(mCcm-2), the value of c is 0.21 mC cm-2 (required charge per cm2 for hydrogen monolayer
oxidation), m is the Pt loading on the electrode surface (mg).

CO stripping measurement15:
CO stripping measurement was performed by first holding the electrode potential at
0.1 V (RHE) for full monolayer adsorption of CO on metal surface. Then N2 was flowed to
remove the dissolved CO from the solution. Then CV scan was performed at 30 mV/s where
the forward scan represents the CO stripping at different pH. The different pH solution was
prepared by mixing of 0.2 M H3PO4 and 5 M KOH.
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CHAPTER 3
Gold Aerogel Supported on Graphitic Carbon Nitride:
Synthesis, Characterisation and Applications in Oxygen
Reduction Reaction and Hydrogen Evolution Reaction
3.1 ABSTRACT
Fabrication of high surface area interconnected porous network of metallic nanomaterials is
important for their applications in various fields such as catalysis, sensors, and
electrochemistry. In this chapter we have shown a facile bottom up synthesis of high surface
area and porous gold aerogel supported on carbon nitride sheets (CNx). The reduction of
HAuCl4 in presence of carbon nitride nanosheets using sodium borohydride and ultrasonic
treatment produces gold aerogel supported on carbon nitride (Au-aerogel-CNx). When the
reduction of HAuCl4 in presence CNx nanosheets was done only with ultrasonication, highly
dispersed ultra-small (̴ 2 nm) gold nanoparticles on CNx sheets (AuNPs-CNx) were formed.
The Au-aerogel-CNx and AuNPs-CNx composites exhibited superior electro catalytic
activity towards oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in alkaline and acidic media. The Auaerogel-CNx composite show ORR onset potentials at 0.92 V and 0.43 V (Vs RHE) in 0.5
M KOH and H2SO4 solution. The four electron oxygen reduction process occurs at these
supported catalysts in both alkaline and acidic media. In alkaline (KOH) medium the onset
potential at Au-aerogel-CNx is more positive (̴ 30 mV) than that of commercial Pt/C catalyst.
The composites display excellent methanol tolerance and comparable durability with
commercial Pt/C. Furthermore, the Au-aerogel-CNx composites exhibited high catalytic
activity for hydrogen reduction reaction (HER) with small onset potential of -30 mV and a
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Tafel slope of 53 mV dec-1 in acidic medium. At a small Au loading of 0.130 mg cm-2, this
catalyst also exhibit a current density of 10 mA cm-2 at a low overpotential of -185 mV with
an excellent stability. The ORR and HER performances on porous, Au-aerogel-CNx
composites is better than that of AuNPs-CNx catalyst and commercial flat gold electrode.
The superior ORR and HER activity at Au-aerogel-CNx composite are originated from the
unique synergistic effects between porous Au network and carbon nitride (CNx) support.

3.2 INTRODUCTION
Porous materials have attracted a tremendous attention in last few years due to their
exceptionally high catalytic activity1-3, electrical conductivity4 and mechanical properties5.
These properties arise due to their ability to interact with the atoms or ions or molecules
throughout the bulk of the materials, not only by their surfaces. In last decade porous
metallic network structures have gained a tremendous attention for their various kinds of
biological sensing applications6,7 and catalytic3 or electrocatalytic applications8. Metal
aerogels is a new type of porous solid materials that have extremely low density, high
porosity, high surface area, high electrical conductivity and catalytic properties. The
properties of nanoparticles such as catalytic activities retain in the metal aerogel and it may
thus bridge the gap between nanomaterials and macromaterials. It was reported that the
properties of some of metal aerogels are superior to that of metal nanoparticles because of
combined effects of nanoparticles in the aerogel9. Since the discovery of aerogel in 1963
by Kistler10, enormous efforts have been paid to synthesis various aerogels. Several
approaches are available in literature for synthesis of different non-metal aerogel such as
carbon aerogel11, silica aerogel12, organic-inorganic hybrid13, metal oxide14, and metal
chalcogenides15. But only few methods are available for the production of metal aerogel8,16109
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. For example, Eychmüller and coworkers8,16 have reported synthesis for monometallic,

bi-metallic and composite aerogels based on controlled aggregation of metal nanoparticles
using controllable destabilization and spontaneous gelation methods. Leventis and his coworkers17,18 developed methods for synthesis of different metallic (Fe, cu, Ni, Co) aerogels
by nanosmelting (sol-gel method) of hybrid polymer-metal oxide composites. A combustion
method for synthesis of porous metallic aerogel was also reported by Tappan et al.19. The
synthesis metallic aerogel supported on a two dimensional conducting support and their
catalytic applications so far is not reported.
The synthesis of supported nanostructured compounds and studies on their catalytic
properties has attracted so much attention to the scientific community recently since catalytic
support is not only stabilize the nanoparticles, but also enhances their catalytic activities in
some cases. For example, supported gold nanoparticles, display superior catalytic activity
for various chemical reactions20, such as low temperature catalytic combustion, partial
oxidation of organic molecules, reduction of oxygen and hydrogen peroxide. It is also well
known that the catalytic activity of gold catalyst depend not only size of nanoparticles, but,
the nature of the support materials, preparation methods of the catalysts are also important
for their superior catalytic activity. The remarkably high catalytic oxidation of CO over
gold nanoparticles dispersed on various metal oxides catalyst was explained due to the
synergic effect between gold nanoparticles and metal oxides21-23. Graphene has already
become a promising candidate as a two dimensional support for different nanoparticles due
to its unique properties24. Another 2D material, graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) which has
similar structure like graphene is a promising support for various nanomaterials. The
graphene/ g-C3N4 supported metal or semiconductor nanoparticles have confirmed to be
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effective materials for photocatalysis25-27, catalysis2,28 and biosensor applications29,30.
Though C3N4 supported nanoparticles were reported by several groups26,27,30 but C3N4 or
any other 2D material supported metal Au aerogel is not reported so far. However few selfsupported metal aerogel and their applications are available in literature. For example
synthesis of Pt-aerogel and Pt based bi-metallic was reported for ORR31. Pd-aerogel was
reported for formic acid oxidation32, ethanol oxidation33.
The concern about the energy shortage and environmental pollution is rising due to
use of fossil fuel; there are thus always need of alternate renewable green sources of
energy34,35. The electrochemical energy generation such as fuel cell and electrochemical
water splitting is one of the most viable green approaches for energy generation. The oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR) and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) are the two important
processes that are involved in fuel cell and electrochemical water splitting. Without any
suitable catalyst, both these reactions (HER and ORR) show a sluggish kinetics. Platinum
is the best known catalyst for the both processes. But, the high cost and scarcity of platinum
prevent its wide spread commercialization. It is important to develop non platinum based
ORR active cathode for commercialization of fuel cell. Enormous efforts have been spent
during the past decades on finding an economically viable novel and better catalyst for this
purpose. Recently noble metal nanoparticles were found to be most promising
electrocatalyst due to their high surface area and their cost effective of production since
small amount of metal are used in their synthesis. Bulk gold metal shows moderate ORR
activity and its activity depends on the size in nanoparticles. For example Crompton and coworkers36 showed that ultra-small (1.5-2 nm) citrate capped gold nanoparticles acts as
negative catalyst for ORR in compare to Au macro-electrode. It is also reported by them37
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that the 17-40 nm AuNPs showed comparable ORR properties with Au electrode and H2O2
was the final product due to two electron reduction of oxygen. M. Bron38 has claimed that
surface specific activity and number of transferred e in ORR process of carbon black
stabilized AuNPs are independent with different sizes (2.2-42.3nm). T. Inasaki et al.39
reported that SA increases with decreasing particle size and number of electron transferred
per O2 molecule also increases. S. Guerin et al.40 found that the specific activity towards
ORR decays rapidly with decreasing particle size below 3 nm. Although several reports on
ORR activity Au nanoparticles are available, they are still inferior in compared to platinum.
Electrolysis of water to generate hydrogen through HER process in acidic medium
i.e electro-catalytic reduction of proton to molecular hydrogen shows a promising approach
to produce a clean energy34,35. An efficient HER catalyst is required to produce a large
cathodic current densities at low overpotential41. The research efforts are going to find
suitable hydrogen evolution catalyst based on more economical materials such as Ni Based
catalyst42-43, Mo based catalyst41,44-46, other transition metal phosphides47,48 etc., which may
replace the expensive Pt catalysts. The gold surface shows moderate HER activity. Although
some reports of HER on gold are available, but, these are mostly dedicated to either
influence of surface structure49 on the HER rates or effects of organic molecules on HER
performances50. J. Perez et al.51 reported pronounced structural sensitivity of Au crystal face
and

they

have

shown

the

catalytic

activity

decreases

in

this

sequence

Au(111)<Au(100)<Au(110). Negative HER activity of small (1-2 nm) AuNPs was also
reported recently36.
Herein, we report here facile synthesis of gold aerogel supported on thin carbon
nitride sheets (Au-aerogel-CNx) and their applications in oxygen reduction (ORR) and
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hydrogen evolution (HER) reactions. Highly porous interconnected metal nanoparticles
network are formed on CNx support due to reduction HAuCl4 in presence of g-CNx
nanosheets with NaBH4 and ultrasound treatment; whereas only ultrasonic reduction
(without NaBH4) produces highly dispersed ultra-small ( ̴2nm) gold nanoparticles supported
on CNx sheets (AuNPs-CNx). The Au-aerogel-CNx and AuNPs-CNx, composites exhibited
superior electrocatalytic activities towards ORR in acidic and basic medium. The ORR
activity of Au aerogel composite in basic medium is better than that of commercial Pt/C
whereas it is lower than Pt/C in acidic medium; but, better than that of reported gold metal
based electrocatalysts. The oxygen reduction in acidic and basic media occurs via 4 electron
pathways at both AuNPs and Au aerogel supported CNx catalysts. Furthermore, these two
composite also showed superior hydrogen evolution activity in acidic medium.

The

morphology dependent HER behaviour of Au composites was observed in acidic media; Auaerogel-CNx composite showed best performance and flat gold electrode displayed poorest
performance. The Au-aerogel CNx catalyst exhibited an onset potential of -30 mV, current
density of 10 mA cm-2 at small HER overpotential of -185 mV and a Tafel slope of 53 mV
dec-1 with excellent durability. The superior HER and ORR activities at Au-aerogel
supported CNx composite was explained based on synergetic effects of CNx support and
porous gold and strong catalyst-support interaction.

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of Graphitic Carbon Nitride (g-CNx):
The synthesis of carbon nitride (g-CNx) from formamide was done by a microwavemediated method51,52 reported by our group previously. In brief, 30 mL of formamide was
heated using a microwave synthesizer for 2 h at 180 °C. The resulting brown solution was
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evaporated at 180 °C in a rotary evaporator to obtain a bulk amount of black product. This
product was washed with water, filtered and vacuum-dried to give a dry solid of g-CNx.
Preparation of Au-aerogel-CNx composite:
The 5 mg of as prepared g-CNx was dispersed in 3 ml of water by sonication for 10
min. The aqueous solution of HAuCl4 was also prepared in a separate vial. These two
solutions were mixed together followed by sonication for 10 minute. Then solid NaBH4 was
added and the mixture was ultra-sounded with ̴28 kHz frequency for 3 hours at 400 watt.
After ultrasound treatment the freshly formed solid product was separated by centrifugation
at 8000 rpm for 10 minutes. After washing with water, Au aerogel supported CNx products
were dried under vacuum. The 0.162 mmol HAuCl4 and 0.53 mmol NaBH4 solutions were
used for the synthesis of 88 wt% Au-aerogel-CNx whereas 0.235 mmol of HAuCl4 and 0.79
mmol NaBH4 solutions were used for 92 wt% Au-aerogel-CNx. The gold nanoparticles
supported on CNx were produced by only ultrasonic treatment of HAuCl4 (0.147 mmol) in
presence of CNx sheets (5 mg) without any reducing agent26.
Preparation of Au-aerogel-CNx/GC and AuNPs-CNx/GC electrodes:
Glassy carbon electrode (GCE) was polished with 1.0, 0.1 and 0.05 mm alumina
slurry on Buehler micro cloth polishing cloth. After rinsing, the electrode was sonicated in
distilled water about 10 min. 1 mg synthesized composite was dissolved in 1 ml water to
make a stock solution. 15, 11, 10 µl of aqueous stock solution was evaporated on cleaned
glassy carbon electrode to prepare AuNPs-CNx, Au-aerogel-CNx/GC Electrode to maintain
constant amount of Au in every electrode. ORR was done in both alkaline and acidic medium
with the help of linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and cyclic voltammetry (CV)
measurement by using oxygen saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 and KOH with 100 mV sec-1 scan
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rate. For HER analysis LSV measurement was done using nitrogen saturated 0.5 M H2SO4
with 10 mV sec-1 scan rate.

3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.4.1 Characterization of Au composites:
The powder x-ray diffraction (p-XRD) patterns of g-CNx, AuNPs-CNx, Au-aerogelCNx nanocomposites are shown in Figure 3.1. Peak positioned at 2θ value of 27.30
corresponds to (002) plane of g-CNx with interlayer d-spacing 3.27Å which was reported
previously by our group52,53. The additional four well resolved peaks of Au composites
located at 2θ values 38.200, 44.400, 64.500, 77.540 and 81.800 can be indexed as (111), (200),
(220), (311) and (222) reflection planes respectively for pure face centered cubic (f.c.c.) Au
nanoparticles (JCPDS No. 04-0784)54. The p-XRD pattern of Au-aerogel-CNx composite is
further studied by Scherrer analysis (see appendix). The most intense peak positioned (2θ)
at 38.200 was used to calculate the size of Au-aerogel in the composite and the size of ̴ 8
nm gold nanoparticle was obtained from the Scherrer analysis.

Figure 3.1. p-XRD of g-CNx , AuNPs-CNx and Au-aerogel-CNx composite.
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The tunneling electron microscopy (TEM) and field emission scanning electron microscopy
(FESEM) were used to study the morphology of Au-aerogel network supported on CNx
sheets. TEM samples were prepared by evaporation of 10 l aqueous solution of Au aerogelCNx composite on TEM grid. Figure 3.2a shows the TEM image two dimensional thin CNx
sheets which were formed on evaporation of g-CNx. The Ultrasound treatment of HAuCl4
and CNx sheets produces AuNPs-CNx composite. As shown in Figure 3.2b and Figure 3.5a,
nice nearly ordered distribution of 1.0 - 2.5 nm sized gold nanoparticles on CNx sheets were
produced after ultrasound treatment. The formation of noble metal particles on the surface
of CNx sheets resulting from ultrasound treatment without reducing agent was reported by
our group recently26. When the reduction of HAuCl4 in presence of CNx sheets was done
along with NaBH4 and ultrasound treatment, the Au-aerogel supported on CNx sheets is
produced. Some representatives TEM images of Au-aerogel supported on CNx sheets are
shown in Figure 3.2 (c-f) and Figure 3.5 (d-i). In all these images, the ultra-thin Au
nanowires are interconnected to form three dimensional networks like structure with large
number of open pores. The Au aerogel with porous structure are supported on CNx sheets,
which are clearly visible in Figure 3.2d and Figure 3.5h. The nano-chains has uniform
diameter of about 8-10 nm. The coalescence of initial spherical particles into chains structure
is quite obvious in the TEM images. The assembly of 6-8 nm sized nanoparticles of
supported on CNx sheets is also seen (Figure 3.5f), but their abundance are low. Since the
size of independent nanoparticles and diameter of nanochains are quite similar / less, it can
be concluded that the aerogel are directly from the colloidal particles with fusion of
nanoparticles, no pre-agglomeration occurs.
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(c)

(a)
(b)

(f)

(d) C3N4

(e)

Figure 3.2. TEM images of (a) g-CNx sheet (b) AuNPs on CNx (AuNPs-CNx composite)
showing highly dispersed ultra-small AuNPs on the CNx sheets (c, f) Low resolution TEM
images of Au-aerogel supported on CNx showing porous morphology. (d, e) Mid
resolution TEM images of Au-aerogel showing interconnected Au nanochains and CNx
support.

The SAED image of Au aerogel is shown in Figure 3.3a suggesting a polycrystalline
structure. The interlayer spacing calculated from SAED image are 2.36, 2.03, 1.22, 0.946 Å
which corresponds to (111), (200), (220), (311) and (331) planes of f.c.c gold lattice. This
is in good agreement with p- XRD studies (see Figure 3.1) of Au-composites. The HRTEM
images as shown in Figure 3.3b and Figure 3.5i clearly show the lattice fringes with the d
spacing of 2.36 Å corresponding to the (111) plane of face centered cubic gold suggests the
gold aerogel are generally growing along the Au (111) planes. The orientations of these
lattice fringes are same. This From TEM analysis it can be concluded that interconnected
Au network was formed due to ultrasound treatment in the mixture of HAuCl4, CNx and
NaBH4.
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(b)

(g)

Figure 3.3. (a) SAED images of Au-aerogel-CNx (b) HRTEM images of Au-aerogel-CNx
showing preferential growth along Au (111) plane.

FESEM images (Figure 3.4 a, b, c) also have been taken also to study the surface
morphology of the composite on silicon substrate. FESEM samples were prepared by
evaporation of 30 µl stock solution with 0.5 mg/ml concentration on Si wafer. In FESEM
images it is clearly visible of the interconnected porous network with ultrathin wire like
structure with many bifurcations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.4. FESEM images of Au-aerogel-CNx shows highly porous morphologies of
interconnected nanoparticles
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(c)
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(g)

(f)

(e)

(i)

(h)
C3N4

Figure 3.5. (a) TEM images of AuNPs-CNx formed from ultrasound treatment of HAuCl4
with CNx (inset: particle size distribution graph, particle size are in the range of 1 nm - 2.5
nm). (b, c) TEM images of Au-CNx composite (formed from ultrasonic treatment on 0.162
mmol of HAuCl4 and 0.10 mmol of NaBH4) showing highly dispersed AuNPs of less than
1 nm on CNx sheet in Figure 3.5b and few nano chains on S1c. (d, e) TEM images of Auaerogel-CNx formed when 0.162 mmol HAuCl4 and 0.53 mmol NaBH4 was used and (f)
TEM images showing 6-8 nm AuNPs distributed on CNx sheet. (g, h) TEM images of Auaerogel-CNx formed when 0.235 mmol of HAuCl4 and 0.79 mmol of NaBH4 was used. (i)
HRTEM image of Au-aerogel-CNx.
To understand the formation mechanism of Au-aerogel on CNx sheets, the structural
morphologies of several compounds, prepared by varying amount of NaBH4, were examined
using TEM. When no NaBH4 used, only ultrasonic treatment of HAuCl4 and CNx yields
nearly ordered, highly dispersed AuNPs of size ̴ 2nm on CNx sheets are formed as shown in
Figure 3.2b and Figure 3.5a. The size of these particles is in between 1.0 – 2.5 nm with mean
diameter of 2 nm. Addition of small amount of NaBH4 (0.10 mmol) during synthesis
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process, highly dispersed gold nano-dots of size less than 1 nm on CNx are formed and
some nanochains with single or few branches are also visible indicating initiation of aerogel
formation (Figure 3.5b, c).

Figure 3.6. TGA curves of Au-aerogel(1)-CNx, Au-aerogel(2)-CNx, AuNPs-CNx and CNx.

Since the amount of CNx nano-sheets and HAuCl4 were taken same with varying in amount
NaBH4 in synthesis of these two Au-aerogel composites, same amount of Au atoms is
produced due to ultrasonication with or without NaBH4. Some of gold atoms are utilized
for the formation of gold nanochains when synthesis was done in presence of small amount
of NaBH4. This explains why gold nanoparticles (less than 1nm) produced with small
amount NaBH4 are smaller than that of (2nm) when ultrasonication was done without any
reducing agent. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 3.2 (d-f) and 3.3 (d-i), highly porous,
interconnected gold nano chain network structure (aerogel) supported on CNx sheets are
formed when sufficient NaBH4 (0.53 or 0.79 mmol solution) was added during synthesis
process. These TEM images clearly show the aerogels are composed of ultrathin gold
nanochains with a diameter of 8-10 nm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7. (a) ) UV-Visible spectrum of g-CNx and Au-aerogel-CNx. (b) FT-IR spectra of
CNx (red line), AuNPs-CNx (green line) and Au-aerogel-CNx (blue line).

Freshly prepared g-CNx and solid, obtained from evaporation of aqueous dispersion of Auaerogel-CNx and AuNPs-CNx were used for FT-IR measurement. The ultrasonication of
HAuCl4 without NaBH4 produces gold atoms (nanoparticles) slowly due to slow reduction
of HAuCl4, and AuNPs are physically adsorbed on the surface of CNx sheets. Since the fast
reduction of HAuCl4 with NaBH4 produce large number gold atoms in a very short time,
nucleation and uncontrolled growth of nanoparticles occurs on CNx sheets to form porous
network of gold on CNx support. The exact amount of gold loading in Au-aerogel-CNx was
determined by Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) method also. TGA curves (Figure 3.6)
shows 82 wt% loading of Au on Au-Aerogel supported CNx whereas Au loading is 58% in
AuNPs-CNx composite. In order to achieve higher Au loading samples were also prepared
with higher amount of HAuCl4 and NaBH4 taking constant amount of CNx sheets. The
highest loading we could achieve is 92 wt% gold when 0.235 mmol HAuCl4, 0.79 mmol
NaBH4 were used for synthesis.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.8. (a) XPS survey scan of Au-aerogel-CNx. XPS spectrum of (b) Au 4f orbital
and (c) C1s for Au-aerogel-CNx (black line), AuNPs-CNx (blue line), g-CNx (red line). (d)
Comparison of N2p XPS spectra of g-CNx, AuNPs-CNx, Au-aerogel-CNx.

The amount of gold loading in these catalysts was also determined by inductively coupled
plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES), measurement and the concentration of
carbon and nitrogen was determined by EDX and XPS analysis. The exact wt% of Au
present in Au-aerogel-CNx and AuNPs-CNx composite was 85.4 and 55.9 respectively. The
carbon: nitrogen ratio in Au-aerogel-CNx and AuNPs-CNx was 1.25:1 and 1:1.1
respectively. Figure 3.2f and Figure 3.5g represent the Au-aerogel-CNx composite with 92
wt% Au loading. Width of nano chains is almost same as 82 wt% loading sample but, pores
size become small due to large number of interconnections between nano chains forming
highly porous Au network on CNx support and nanoparticles are clearly visible in the
nanochains since large amount of Au precursor were used. The 82 wt% and 92 wt% Au
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loading in Au-aerogel supported CNx composite is abbreviated as Au-aerogel(1)-CNx and
Au-aerogel(2)-CNx respectively.

1. HAuCl4
2. NaBH4

Dispersed in water

Drying on a
solid substrate

Ultrasound

AuNPs Chemically
attached to CNx sheets
HAuCl4
Ultrasound

AuNPs still attached
to CNx sheets

Drying on a
solid substrate

Dispersed in water

Physically absorbed
AuNPs on CNx sheets

AuNPs free
from CNx sheets

Scheme 3.1. Schematic representations of formation of Au-aerogel and AuNPs on CNx
sheet.

Figure 3.7a shows the UV-Visible spectrum of aqueous solution of g-CNx and Au-aerogelCNx. The strong surface plasmon peak at 540 nm for Au-aerogel-CNx compound suggests
the presence of Au nanostructure. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and FT-IR
spectroscopy were used to examine the change of electronic structure of CNx framework in
presence of AuNPs and Au-aerogels. The FT-IR spectra of g-CNx as shown in Figure 3.7b,
two peaks, at 1230 cm-1 and 1400 cm-1, are due to aromatic C=N stretch and 1600 cm-1
can be assigned as C=N stretching51,52. These three peaks disappeared and a new intense
peak at 1380 cm-1 appeared when AuNPs are dispersed on CNx matrix. The FT-IR spectrum
of Au-aerogel-CNx compound is also completely different from that free CNx and AuNPsCNx compound. The peaks at 1116 and 1024 cm-1 can assigned C-N single bond and peak
at 1636 cm-1 is attributed to C=N double bond. The aqueous solutions of AuNPs-CNx and
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Au-Aerogel-CNx compounds were evaporated separately and solid products were used for
FT-IR measurements. However, FT-IR spectra of freshly prepared powder sample were also
taken. The IR spectrum of freshly prepared powder AuNPs-CNx compounds is similar to
free CNx compound whereas spectra of freshly prepared Au-aerogel-CNx is completely
different from free CNx compound (Figure 3.7b and S3.1 a, b). This indicates that Au aerogel
is chemically attached to CNx sheets and AuNPs are physically adsorbed in freshly prepared
AuNPs-CNx powder sample. Figure 3.8a shows the survey scan of the XPS spectrum which
clearly indicates the presence of gold, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms in AuNPs-CNx
composite. It is well known that the binding energy spectra of Au 4f of metallic AuNPs is
appeared as doublet with binding energy 83.9 eV for 4f7/2 and 87.3 for 4f5/2 peak55. Figure
3.8b display the Au 4f spectrum for Au-aerogel-CNx and two peaks appeared at 84.7 and
88.4 eV. The peaks at 84.7 and 88.4 eV can be assigned to au 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 photoelectron.
This binding energy shift suggests the strong interaction between Au aerogel and the CN x
support. The carbon 1s (C1s) and nitrogen 1s (N1s) XPS spectra of the CNx were
deconvulated to three and two main Gaussian peaks, respectively (Figure S3.2 a, b). The
peaks at 285.45 (C1s) and 286.35 eV (C1s) were assigned to the presence of (sp2) N–C]N
(carbon bonded to two nitrogen atom) and C(–N)3 (planner trigonal carbon geometry),
respectively whereas the peaks at 400.3 and 401.4 eV suggest the presence of (sp2) C–
N(sp2) or a pyridine moiety and quaternary nitrogen, respectively. The comparison of C1s
and N1s XPS spectra of CNx, AuNPs-CNx and Au-aerogel-CNx are shown in Figure 3.8c
and 3.8d respectively. This shows the positions as well as the shapes of the C1s XPS
spectrums of CNx in the presence of Au-aerogel-CNx are significantly different than that of
free CNx. The C1s peaks became broad and shift of 1.6 eV towards higher binding energy
was observed when Au-aerogel is supported on CNx framework, but the position of N1s
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peaks remain unaffected. Therefore, the change of binding energy of carbon and Au confirm
there is strong interaction between carbon and Au in Au-aerogel-CNx composite. As shown
in Figure 3.8d binding energy of 1s nitrogen in AuNPs-CNx is 1 eV higher than that of free
CNx whereas position of C binding energy is almost remain same, only broadening of the
peak is observed (Figure 3.8c). Thus, it can be concluded that nucleation of Au nanoparticles
occurs at carbon site in case of Au-aerogel-CNx whereas nucleation occurs at nitrogen site
for AuNPs-CNx. Based on TEM, SEM, XPS, FT-IR spectroscopic studied, formation
mechanism of Au metal aerogel supported on CNx sheets was proposed (Scheme 1). Since,
during the synthesis of Au-aerogel-CNx composite, large number Au atoms are produced in
very short time due to fast reduction of HAuCl4 by NaBH4, nucleation of AuNPs carbon
center in CNx sheets and finally growth takes place to form Au-aerogel on CNx sheets.
However, when there is no NaBH4 used reduction of HAuCl4 due to ultrasonication,
produces gold atoms slowly, and gold particles are physically adsorbed on the surface of
CNx sheets leading to precipitation of AuNPs-CNx composite. On evaporation of aqueous
solution of AuNPs-CNx composite on a solid substrate, first 2D sheets of CNx sheets are
formed and nucleation at nitrogen atom, followed by growth occurs to form assembly of
gold nanoparticles on CNx sheets. Formation and evaporation induced ordered assembly of
silver nanoparticles on CNx sheets was also reported by our group recently30.
3.4.2 Electrochemical Characterization
The electrochemical activity of freshly prepared Au-aerogel-CNx composite
modified GC electrode was first investigated using Cyclic voltammetry (CV) with the
[Fe(CN)6]3-/4- redox couple.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 3.9. (a) CVs of 0.5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- solution at GCE, AuNPs-CNx and Auaerogel-CNx modified GC electrode. Electrolyte: 0.05 M H2SO4solution. (b) CVs of
AuNPs-CNx, commercial flat Au electrode, Au-aerogel(1)-CNx, Au-aerogel(2)-CNx in N2
saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution and (c) CVs of AuNPs-CNx, commercial flat Au electrode,
Au-aerogel(1)-CNx, Au-aerogel(2)-CNx in N2 saturated 0.5 M KOH solution. Scan rate
100 mV sec-1.

Figure 3.9a represent the CVs of GC electrode and Au-aerogel-CNx as well as AuNPs-CNx
modified GC electrode recorded in 0.05 M H2SO4 solution containing 0.5 mM K4[Fe(CN)6].
This shows the significant improvement of catalytic activity at Au-aerogel-CNx/GC
electrode in compared to bare GC. It is well known that the electrochemical reaction of
[Fe(CN)6]3/4- is sensitive to surface, but less significant effect on oxygen functionalities in
carbon based electrode56,57. The CV at GC electrode showed a redox peak with a peak
potential difference (ΔEp) of 75 mV indicating a quasi-reversible redox reaction. For Auaerogel-CNx modified GC electrode, both anodic and cathodic current densities were
increased significantly and 13 mV decrease of ΔEp was observed in comparison to bare GC
electrode. The observed ΔEp values at Au-aerogel-CNx-GC and AuNPs-CNx/GC are 62 mV
and 66 mV respectively.
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Table 3.1. Electrochemical parameters deduced from Figure S3.3 such as ΔEp and slope of
cathodic and anodic current of Au-aerogel-CNx, AuNPs-CNx and bare GCE.
ΔEp (mV)

Slope (ia) (µA/Vsec-

Slope (ic) (µA/(Vsec-

1)1/2

1)1/2)

62

94 (R2 = 0.985)

-68 (R2 = 0.990)

AuNPs-CNx

66

64 (R2 = 0.993)

-32 (R2 = 0.997)

GCE

75

28 (R2 = 0.999)

-20 (R2 = 0.997)

Catalyst

Au-aerogelCNx

The decrease of ΔEp value with enhancement of peak currents at Au-aerogel-CNx-GC
suggests facile fast electron-transfer kinetics for this redox couple. As shown in Figure S3.3,
both the oxidation and reduction peak of currents at these three Au-aerogel-CNx/GC,
AuNPs-CNx/GC and GC electrodes increased linearly with square root of the scan rate,
indicating that the reaction is controlled by a semi-infinite linear diffusion. The larger slope
values of the linear regression equation (Table 3.1) and low ΔEp suggest that57 the unique
electron structure and requisite surface structure endows Au-aerogel-CNx film with fast
electron and mass transfer. Voltammetry method was used to further electrochemical
characterization of synthesized composite. CV was done in both 0.5 M H2SO4 and 0.5 M
KOH medium in N2 saturated atmosphere. Representative voltammograms are shown in
Figure 3.9(b, c). In acidic solution the anodic peak at E > 1.4 V can be attributed as the
formation of Au surface oxides and the cathodic peak at 1.1 V to the reduction of these
surface oxides58. The large back ground mainly due to the high surface area of Au-aerogel
on CNx support. In alkaline (KOH) medium Au surface oxidation and reduction are also
visible.
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Table 3.2 ECSA of different catalysts in acidic and basic medium.
Catalyst

Ar cm2

Ar cm2 (Basic)

(Acidic)
AuNPs-CNx

0.14

0.07

Au-aerogel(1)-CNx

1.17

0.6

Au-aerogel(2)-CNx

1.05

0.5

AuE

0.17

0.1

Au oxidation peak is observed at E > 1.2 V and reduction peak at 1.0 V. The real
electrochemical surface area of samples (ECSA) was determined by using cyclic
voltammograms by using charge integration of reduction of gold oxide peak and reduction
value of monolayer is assumed 400 µC cm-2. From CV it is evident that ECSA is increasing
as we entering in porous network structure. The ESCA values of AuNPs-CNx, commercial
flat Au electrode, Au-aerogel(1)-CNx, Au-aerogel(2)-CNx are 0.14, 0.17, 1.17 and 1.05 per
cm2 (Table 3.2) in acidic medium. The surface areas of porous Au-aerogel-CNx samples are
much higher than that of AuNPs-CNx and commercial flat Au electrode. In alkaline medium
also Au-aerogel-CNx has high ECSA value than AuNPs-CNx and commercial flat Au
electrode (Table 3.2).
3.4.3 ORR studies on Au–aerogel-CNx catalysts in alkaline medium:
The electrochemical behavior of Au-aerogel-CNx samples was measured towards
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). ORR is a complex multi electron reaction with involving
different elementary steps with different intermediates59. Oxygen can electrochemically
reduce either directly to water (direct 4e reduction) or through the formation of H2O2 (2e
reduction) and then this peroxide can be reduced to water (series 4e pathway) or chemically
decomposed on electrode or desorbed in bulk.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.10. electrodes (a) LSV curves at Au-aerogel(1)-CNx/GCE, Au-aerogel(2)-CNx,
AuNPs-CNx, CNx modified GC electrode in presence of oxygen saturated KOH medium
and Au-aerogel(2)-CNx in presence of nitrogen saturated solution. (b) Comparison of LSV
polarization curve of Au-aerogel-CNx, Pt/C-GCE with 1000 rpm rotation speed.

Production of H2O2 in fuel cell is never desirable at all as it can corrode the membrane
electrode assembly. Therefore, many efforts have been made for preparation of Pt, Pd, Au
based catalysts to decrease the overpotential and the H2O2 formation. To examine the
catalyst activity we performed the ORR in alkaline medium. Figure 3.10a shows the typical
linear sweep voltammetric (LSV) curves for ORR at CNx, AuNPs-CNx, porous-Auaerogel(1)-CNx and Au-aerogel(2)-CNx modified GC electrodes in O2 saturated 0.5 M KOH
medium with each Au loading of 0.130 mg cm-2. All the modified electrodes show a LSV
peak in O2 saturated KOH solution and the Au-aerogel-CNx modified electrode doesn’t show
any peak in nitrogen saturated KOH medium suggesting the ORR activity of these
electrodes. The CNx modified GC shows a weak peak at 0.48 V (vs. RHE). When GC
electrode was modified with AuNPs-CNx and Au-Aerogel-CNx, a stronger peak was
appeared at 0.61 V and 0.8 V respectively.
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Figure 3.11. (a) ORR polarisation curves of AuNPs-CNx/GCE. (b) K-L plot of the ORR of
AuNPs-CNx/GCE. (c) ORR polarisation curves of Au-aerogel(1)-CNx/GCE. (d) K-L plot
of the ORR of Au-aerogel(1)-CNx/GCE. (e) Au-aerogel(2)-CNx/GCE at different rotation
speed at 0.5 M oxygen saturated KOH solution at a scan speed 100 mV sec-1 with Au
loading of 0.130 mg cm-2. (f) K-L plot of the ORR of Au-aerogel(2)-CNx/GCE. (g)
Voltrametric profile of Au-aerogel-CNx, AuNPs-CNx and GCE in 0.1 M KOH solution
containing 2mM Pb(NO3)2 solution at a scan rate 10 mV sec-1. The main Pb desorption
peaks from Au surfaces are marked. (h) Mass transfer corrected Tafel slope of different
catalyst was shown. All ORR experiments were done at oxygen saturated 0.5 M KOH
solution by at a scan speed 100 mV sec-1. Au loading: 0.130 mg cm-2.

The porous-Au-aerogel(1)-CNx and porous-Au-aerogel(2)-CNx modified GC electrode
showed better ORR activity in compared to AuNPs- CNx electrode, with a much stronger
cathodic peak and more positive onset potential at ̴ 0.92 V with E1/2 of ̴ 0.855 V. The
comparison ORR activity at Au aerogel-CNx catalyst with Pt/C catalyst is presented in the
Figure 3.10b. This shows that half-wave potential (E1/2) for O2 reduction on Au-aerogel-CNx
is more positive potential than the commercial Pt/C catalyst. E1/2 on Au-aerogel-CNx is 30
mV more positive than that of Pt/C. The E1/2 value for AuNPs-CNx was found higher than
Au-aerogel-CNx.
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Table 3.3. Different parameter of synthesized catalyst at 0.5 M KOH.
Catalyst
AuNPs-CNx
Au-aerogel(1)
-CNx
Au-aerogel(2)
-CNx

Ar

E1/2

SA at 0.6V
(mA cm-2)

Tafel slope
(mV dec-1)

1.42
2.91

MA at
0.6V (Ag1)
12
190

0.07
0.6

+0.6
+0.854

0.5

+0.860

2.12

115

130

135
100

This suggests that the porous Au-aerogel-CNx can able to reduce oxygen more easily than
AuNPs-CNx. The kinetics of ORR at the modified electrode is carried out by rotating disk
electrode (RDE) at oxygen saturated 0.5 M KOH solution. Figure 3.11a shows LSV
polarization (current density vs applied potential) curve for ORR on AuNPs-CNx electrode
at different rotation speed varying from 200 rpm to 2500 rpm. From this Figure it is obvious
that current density increases with increasing rotation speed. The number of electron
involved per O2 in ORR can be determined from the Koutecky-Levich (K-L) equation (see
appendix). Figure 3.11b shows that K-L plot of ORR on AuNPs-CNx electrode at different
voltage, ranging from 0.45 to 0.6V constructed from Figure 3.11a. The linearity of K-L plots
and near parallelism of K-L plots suggests first order reaction kinetics towards the
concentration of dissolved oxygen. From K-L plot it can be concluded that mainly a 4e
transfer ORR process predominates over AuNPs-CNx surface. However, a very small
amount of 2e process also occurs in the foot of polarization curve. Figures 3.11c, e show
LSV polarisation curve for ORR on Au-aerogel(1)-CNx, Au-aerogel(2)-CNx modified
electrode at different rotation speeds. The corresponding K-L plot constructed from Figures
3.11c and 3.11e are shown in Figures 3.11d and 3.11f respectively. The n value is 3.5 at 0.7
V for Au-aerogel(2)-CNx electrode and increases with decreasing voltage, reaches 4 at 0.6
V (Figure 3.11f). Similar 4e reduction and some 2e along with 4e reduction process in the
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foot of curve are also observed for Au-aerogel(1)-CNx electrode (Figure 3.11d). Thus, these
results indicate that gold-carbon nitride hybrids favour a 4e oxygen reduction processes. It
is known that the reduction of oxygen at gold surface can occur via either 2e pathway
producing hydrogen peroxide or 4e pathways forming water58. It is also reported that the
surface structure of the gold nanoparticles can influence the electrochemical ORR behavior
of gold nanoparticles60-61. The 4e reduction mechanism takes place on the Au (100) crystal
surface whereas 2e reduction of oxygen occurs on Au (111) and Au (110) crystal surfaces.
In addition, it is also reported62 that ORR activity at these crystal planes decreases in the
order Au (100)>Au (110)>Au (111). The presence of surface modifier during synthesis of
gold nanoparticles can influence the formation of specific surface structure.

(a)
(c)

(b)

Figure 3.12. (a) CVs of Pt-C in N2 saturated (green line), O2 saturated (blue line) and O2
saturated 2 M methanol (red line) in 0.5 M KOH solution (b) Au-aerogel-CNx in N2
saturated (green line), O2 saturated (blue line), O2 saturated 2 M methanol ( red line) 0.5 M
KOH solution. Scan rate 100 mV/sec (c) Chronoamperometric stability in 0.5 M alkaline
medium at Au-aerogel-CNx, AuNPs-CNx and 10% Pt-C at 0.7 V(RHE).

For example, the (100) or (111) facet of gold formed if gold nanoparticle synthesized in
presence of iodide whereas sulphide induces formation of (110) facet of gold60. The highest
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catalytic activity and 4e reduction of oxygen was reported by Hernandez et al.60 when gold
nanoparticles were synthesized in water-in-oil micro emulsion in presence of iodide. Gold
nanoparticles, dispersed in the conducting polymer-poly (aminothiophenol) exhibited 4e
reduction of oxygen due to presence of poly (aminothiophenol), surface modifier61. H
Erikson58, 62 reported at low potential mainly H2O2 (2e) predominates and more negative
potential H2O2 further reduced (4e) to water. Tokeo Ohsaka et al.63 also reported 4e
reduction of oxygen to water on crystallo-graphically oriented Au(100)-like gold
nanoparticles with at a reasonably lower cathodic over potential. In the case of AuNPs-CNx,
Au-aerogel(1)-CNx, Au-aerogel(2)-CNx, n value reaches to 4 at a small overpotential. So it
can be concluded that OH- formation is the major pathway rather than OH2- formation. In
order to get an insight view of Au structuration in Au-aerogel-CNx composites, Pb
adsorption-desorption experiment was performed in 2 mM Pb(NO3)2 dissolved in 0.1 M
KOH solution (Figure 3.11g). The peak potential exhibit here signifies the orientation of Au
surfaces. The main Pb desorption peak for Au (111), (100) and (110) facets generally arises
at 0.435, 0.475 and 0.56 V respectively. Figure 3.11g represents the complete lead under
potential deposition (UPD) curve for AuNPs-CNx modified GC electrode. The strong peaks
at 0.435 and 0.475V suggest that the Au (111) and (100) facets mainly predominate in Auaerogel-CNx with a little lower surface area of Au (110) facets. Since the ORR activity of
Au (100) facet is much higher than that of Au (110) facet, small portion Au (100) crystalline
plane is sufficient to induce 4e reduction of oxygen. It can be concluded that, since synthesis
of Au-aerogel was done in presence of CNx sheets, CNx acts as surface modifier to form
electrochemically active Au (100) crystal plane in Au-aerogel-CNx composite, oxygen
reduction at AuNPs-CNx composite surface thus probably occurs via 4e reduction pathways
to form water. The superior ORR activity at Au-aerogel-CNx in comparison to others can be
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explained by high electrochemical surface area of this catalyst (Table 3.3). The ESCA of
AuNPs-CNx was small and thus E1/2 is less positive. As E1/2 does not provide the intrinsic
property of the catalysts thus the SA and MA values calculated at 0.6 V (RHE) are also given
in Table 3.3 (For detailed information see appendix). The SA values for porous Au-aerogelCNx catalysts are higher than AuNPs-CNx. The considerably lower SA value for small
AuNPs (2 nm) is due to the particle size effect39 and particular crystallographic orientation
of AuNPs58. It is reported recently that negative ORR activity of AuNPs when particle size
is ̴2 nm36, but when particle size was 17- 40 nm37, ORR activity become comparable with
bulk gold. So from above observations it can be concluded that higher particle size in porous
network structure of Au-aerogel supported on CNx is responsible for these higher catalytic
activity. The MA values for porous Au-aerogel(1)-CNx is slightly higher than Auaerogel(2)-CNx and it is much higher than AuNPs-CNx catalyst. Mass transport corrected
reported Tafel slope values for oxygen reduction over bulk gold and platinum is close to 120
mV dec-1. Tafel slope for Pt based64,65 catalysts are in between 60-70 mV dec-1 (at low
overpotential) and increases up to ̴120 mV dec-1 with increasing overpotential. This low
Tafel slope (60-70 mV dec-1) arises due to the formation of clogged oxide species at the
surface active sites. The Tafel plots were obtained after the measured currents were corrected
for diffusion to give the kinetic currents in the mixed activation-diffusion region, calculated
from the equation
Jk = j jd/( jd − j )
where j /( jd – j ) is the mass transfer correction term.
The mass transport correction was made using the limiting
current jd = Bω1/2
where ω is the rotation rate (rpm) of the electrode.
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Mass transfer corrected Tafel plots, constructed from RDE analysis for ORR activities are
shown in Figure 3.11h. The Tafel slope for Au-aerogel(1)-CNx sample is ̴100 mV dec-1
whereas for other two compounds are 130 and 135 mV dec-1 . In all three Au-CNx composites
Tafel slope lies in between 100-140 mV dec-1 which is close to that of bulk Au (120 mV
dec-1) and some Au based catalyst, reported in literature earlier62. This suggests that the
transfer of first electron is the rate determining step for O2 reduction on gold surface in
alkaline medium. The high Tafel slopes of ̴160 mV dec-1 as well as low Tafel slopes of ̴ 60
mV dec-1 were reported by various groups58, 62 in the literature for Au/C ORR catalyst. Table
3.4 listed some Au based catalyst activity reported in literature earlier. This catalyst has a
comparable and in some case better catalytic activity in terms of onset potential and half
wave potential (E1/2). To evaluate the properties of a catalyst, methanol crossover effect
should be evaluated carefully as fuel molecules (methanol, glucose) from anode sometimes
permeate to cathode and seriously affect the activity of cathode material34, 66. Crossover
effect is one of the prime problems in methanol fuel cell for Pt/C catalyst. Figure 3.12(a, b)
shows the cyclic voltammograms of Pt/C and Au-aerogel-CNx electrode in oxygen saturated
0.5 M KOH in presence of 2 M methanol. Pt-C shows a very strong methanol oxidation peak
(0.83 V) and very weak oxygen reduction peak (0.810 V) but no noticeable response for
methanol oxidation was observed in our Au-aerogel-CNx catalyst at that same experimental
condition. In both cases no peak were observed in N2 atmosphere. So we conclude that our
catalyst has high selectivity towards ORR and possess a good tolerance of cross-over effect
of methanol. Besides the high catalytic activity, Au-aerogel-CNx also exhibit considerable
stability. In alkaline medium catalyst was stable up to 25,000 second with retention of
chronoamperometric current is 65%.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.13. (a) LSV curve by AuNPs-CNx, Au-aerogel(1)-CNx, Au-aerogel(2)-CNx, and
flat AuE in presence of oxygen saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution. (b) CVs of different
catalyst at O2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 : Au-aerogel(2)-CNx ( red line), Au-aerogel(1) -CNx
(blue line) AuNPs-CNx (green line), flat Au electrode (purple line) and Au-aerogel(2)CNx in N2 atmosphere. Scan rate100 mV sec-1.
The stability of Au-aerogel-CNx is slightly better than Pt/C where stability of AuNPs-CNx
and Pt/C are comparable. Thus Au-aerogel-CNx is superior to commercial Pt-C catalyst in
terms of ORR peak position, stability and methanol tolerances.
3.4.4 ORR studies on Au-aerogel-CNx catalysts in acidic medium
The catalytic activity of Au-aerogel-CNx was further evaluated by ORR in acidic
medium. As reported, in acidic medium Au possesses modest catalytic activity; but its
catalytic activity is considerably higher than carbon materials. We perform the catalytic
activity of porous Au-aerogel to show the versatility of our catalysts. The CV and LSV
technique was used to evaluate the catalytic efficiency of Au-aerogel-CNx. Figure 3.13a
show the LSV curves of commercial flat Au electrode, AuNPs-CNx, Au-aerogel(2)-CNx,
Au-aerogel(1)-CNx modified GC electrode in 0.5 M H2SO4 with each catalyst loading of
0.130 mg cm-2. For comparison ORR activity of commercial 10% Pt/C was shown.
Commercial flat-Au electrode shows ORR activity with a cathodic peak at -0.05 V with
onset potential of +0.20 V.
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Figure 3.14. (a)ORR polarisation curves of AuNPs-CNx/GCE. (b) K-L plot of the ORR of
AuNPs-CNx/GCE (c) ORR polarisation curves of Au-aerogel(1)-CNx/GCE. (d) K-L plot of
the ORR of Au-aerogel(1)-CNx/GCE (e) ORR polarisation curves of Au-aerogel(2)CNx/GCE at different rotation speed at 0.5 M O2saturated H2SO4 solution at a scan speed
100 mV sec-1 with Au loading of 0.130 mg cm-2. (f) K-L plot of the ORR of Auaerogel(2)-CNx/GCE constructed from the polarisation curves. (g) Mass corrected Tafel
slope of different catalyst was shown.

The Au-aerogel-CNx composites are the most active ORR catalyst with much stronger
cathodic peak and more positive onset potential. The cathodic peaks were observed at
+0.22V (vs.RHE) for Au-aerogel-(2)-CNx and Au-aerogel(1)-CNx modified electrode with
onset potentials of 0.6V and 0.43V (RHE) respectively. The complete CV scan for these
catalysts in O2 saturated KOH medium was given at Figure 3.13b. The ORR performance
of AuNPs-CNx catalyst is better than of flat Au electrode but inferior than Au-aerogel-CNx
electrode. The RDE method was also used to study the kinetics of oxygen reduction in O 2
saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution. Figure 3.14a shows LSV polarization curves (current
density-potential curves) of ORR for AuNPs-CNx electrode at different rotation speed. The
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corresponding K-L plot for AuNPs-CNx electrode is shown in Figure 3.14b. As shown in
Figure 3.14b, the linearity of the plot and parallelism of fitting curves suggests first order
kinetics towards the concentration of O2. The value of n it can be concluded that ORR is
mainly dominated by 4 electron transfer process where O2 is directly reduced to OH-. The
LSV polarization curves of Au-aerogel(1)-CNx and Au-aerogel(2)-CNx modified electrode
are shown in Figure 3.14 (c and e) respectively. The corresponding K-L plots are given in
Figure 3.16c and 3.16d. Like previous case, ORR at Au-aerogel-CNx electrodes in acidic
medium is mainly guided by direct 4 electron reduction mechanism. Mass transfer corrected
Tafel slopes (Figure 3.14g) were found 160 mV dec-1, 155 mV dec-1 and 150 mV dec-1 for
Au-aerogel(2)-CNx, Au-aerogel(1)-CNx, AuNPs-CNx which is slightly higher than the
typical value 120 mV dec-1 reported for bulk Au previously62, 67. The similar high value of
Tafel slope in acidic medium is also reported for carbon supported gold nanoparticles based
catalysts58. Moreover catalyst is well stable in acidic medium.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.15. (a) Chronoamperometric responses of Au-aerogel-CNx and AuNPs-CNx at
0.15 V. (b) Stability of catalyst at up to 10000th cycles. All ORR experiments were done at
oxygen saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 solution at a scan speed 100 mV sec-1. Au loading: 0.130
mg cm-2.

A chronoamperometric measurement (Figure 3.15a) was carried out at a fixed potential at
0.15 V (RHE) where it shows 60% current can be retained after 20000 sec. From Figure
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3.15b it is also evident that a small current density was decreased after 10000 LSV scan. So
Au-aerogel-CNx catalyst shows enough stability in acidic medium also. A comparison with
different Au composite catalyst in this work towards ORR is presented in Table 3.5. From
Figure 3.13a and Table 3.5 it may be concluded that ORR activity of these Au composite in
acid media depends on morphology of the catalysts. The onset potential for oxygen reduction
in acidic medium at commercial flat Au electrode, 2 nm AuNPs supported CNx, Au-aerogel
supported CNx modified GC electrodes are 0.20 V, 0.37 V and 0.6 V respectively and E1/2
values are 0.03 V, 0.21 V and 0.33 V respectively. This suggests that ORR activity on Auaerogel-CNx electrode is highest and commercial flat Au electrode is poorest. The high
electrochemical surface area of Au-aerogel-CNx catalyst is due to its porous interconnected
network and crystallographic orientation of bigger Au particles.

Table 3.4. Comparison of ORR the activity of different catalysts in acidic and alkaline
media.

Catalyst

Medium

E1/2 (V)
(vs RHE)

Tafel Slope (mV
dec-1)

Ref

5 nm Au sphere
30% Au/C
Fex N-NGA
Au@rGO
C−MnxFe3−xO4
NPs
30% Au/C
5 nm Au sphere
2 nm Au thin
film
PtNi-CN1
Pt-dendrimer
Au-aerogel-CNx
Au-aerogel-CNx

Alkaline
Alkaline
Alkaline
Alkaline
Alkaline

0.78
0.725
̴0.860
̴ 0.763
̴0.809

43
114
59
-

58

Acidic
Acidic
Acidic

0.218
0.238
-

181
139
109

62

Acidic
acidic
Acidic
Alkaline

0.8
0.9
0.33
0.860

120
̴ 155
̴130

64

139

62
68
69
70

58
67

71

This work
This work
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This porous structure also helps easy mass transport of reactant or product to catalytically
active sites. For better comparison SA and MA (at 0.25 volt vs RHE) are also given in Table
3.5. The SA values of AuNPs-CNx and Au-aerogel-CNx are same, but their MA changes
for different catalyst morphology. Table 3.4 listed some catalyst activity in alkaline and
acidic medium reported in literature earlier. This Au-aerogel-CNx catalyst has a comparable
or better ORR activity with Pt/C catalyst in basic media and its activity in acid media are
better than any reported Au based catalysts. The high electrochemical surface area of Auaerogel-CNx is probably not only reason for its superior ORR performance. It has been
reported recently that AuNPs less than 2 nm acts as a negative electrocatalyst for oxygen
reduction. The ORR activities in acidic medium at citrate capped 2 nm AuNPs modified GC
electrode is better than bare GC, but is much inferior in comparison to bare gold electrode.
But this work report much better performance 2 nm AuNPs, supported on CNx sheets
towards oxygen reduction in compared to bare gold electrode in acidic medium (Figure
3.13a and 3.13b). Thus this shows the CNx support plays an important role in making 2 nm
AuNPs a strong positive electrocatalyst. The shift of C1s or N1s peaks and Au 4f peaks in
the XPS spectra of Au composites was observed, suggesting the gold nanoparticles are
directly bonded to the CNx sheets. FT-IR spectra of these also confirm the change of
electronic structure of CNx sheets is due to presence of nanoparticles or Au on CNx sheets.
The strong interaction and the transfer of electrons between them lead to the change of the
electronic state of gold and CNx sheets. The CV studies of K4[Fe(CN)6] at modified GC
electrode also confirm more facile electron transfer at porous Au-aerogel-CNx electrode. In
addition several groups22,72 reported that catalytic activities of supported gold nanoparticles
are due to extra negative charge at the periphery of gold nanoparticles resulting from the
interaction between nanoparticles and support. It is reported that charged gold nanoparticles
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on MgO support22 promote the activation of adsorbed reactant molecule such as O2. It is
also reported that the tolerance of nano-particle loaded C3N4 electro-catalysts increases with
increasing higher concentration of nitrogen in C3N4 support. The conductivity of the support
increases and the electrochemical behavior become closer to that of Pt/C catalyst when low
nitrogen concentration present in the C3N4 support. Recently, V. Di. Noto and his coworkers reported73-74 relationship between nitrogen concentration, structure morphology,
and electrochemical ORR performances of PdCoNi “core-Shell” C3N4 electrocatalysts.
When concentration of N in carbon nitride shell is low and cell constant of PdCoNi alloy
NPs is shortest, best ORR activities were observed73. Various groups reported75-76 that
hetero-atom such as nitrogen based ligands can easily coordinate metal nanoparticles and
metal-support interaction improves tolerance as well as activity of the electrocatalysts under
oxidation condition. Similar behavior was also observed in case of Au-aerogel-CNx
composite. The concentration of N is lower in Au-aerogel-CNx in compared to AuNPs-CNx
and better activity on Au-aerogel-CNx was observed. Although support is same (CNx) for
AuNPs-CNx and Au-aerogel-CNx catalysts, nature of interaction between CNx and gold is
distinctly different as suggested by FT-IR and XPS studies. This suggests that CNx support
(AuNPs-CNx interaction) plays important role for enhancement of ORR activity at porous
Au-aerogel-CNx composite. In addition, porous morphology of gold in Au-aerogel-CNx may
help adsorption of reactant such as O2 and desorption of products from the electrode surface
facilitating oxygen reduction. Therefore, we may conclude that the unique synergistic effects
of CNx and Au-aerogel-CNx, due to strong interaction between CNx and porous Au/AuNPs,
make porous Au-aerogel-CNx composite a superior electrocatalyst for oxygen reduction.
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Table 3.5. Different parameter of synthesized catalysts in acidic media.
Catalyst

Ar

E1/2

SA (0.25 V)

(cm-2)

(V)

(mA cm-2)

MA (Ag1

) (0.25

Tafel slope
(mV)

V)
AuNPs-CNx

0.14

+0.21

0.14

3

150

Au-aerogel(1) -

1.17

+0.3

0.15

19

155

1.05

+0.33

0.13

15

160

0.17

+0.03

-

-

-

CNx
Au-aerogel(2) CNx
Flat Au
electrode

3.4.5. HER studies on Au-aerogel-CNx catalyst in acidic medium
The catalyst activity of AuNPs-CNx and Au-aerogel-CNx catalyst was then
investigated towards HER process. The HER activity was studied in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution
in a nitrogen saturated system using a three electrode linear sweep voltammograms at a scan
speed of 10 mV sec-1. The representative linear sweep voltammograms curves of geometric
current density (mA cm-2) vs applied potential show HER activity of bare GCE, CNx,
commercial flat AuE, AuNPs-CNx, Au-aerogel-CNx, and Pt/C in Figure 3.16a. As expected
Pt/C exhibit HER activity with a near zero potential. The onset potential of GCE, and CNx
was observed at -0.160, and -0.170 V with very low current density respectively. Thus it is
obvious that GCE, CNx are almost inert catalysts whereas Pt/C is an active catalyst for HER.
The commercial flat Au electrode exhibits moderate HER activity with onset potential -150
mV. The base line corrected LSV curves for different morphologies of Au metal in region
of low current density are also presented in Figure 3.16b. It clearly shows that morphology
of gold metal play an important role in its performance towards HER activity.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3.16. HER performance by various electrode (a) LSV polarization curves of Pt/C,
Au-aerogel-CNx, AuNPs-CNx, Au electrode, CNx, GCE at N2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4
solution (scan rate 10 mV Sec-1, rotation speed 1000 rpm) (b) Base line corrected LSV
polarization curves of Au-aerogel-CNx, AuNPs-CNx, Au electrode. (c) HER Tafel plot
(log j vs potential) of Pt/C, Au-aerogel-CNx-GCE, AuNPs-CNx, Au electrode. (d) HER
activity of Au-aerogel-CNx electrode at first cycle and after 10000 times scan (at scan
speed 50 mv sec-1). Inset: chronoamperometric responses of Au-aerogel-CNx for a long
time (10 hrs) at –0.15 V (RHE). Au loading: 0.130 mg cm-2.

The porous Au-aerogel supported on CNx sheets exhibit much better activity than that of
AuNPs-CNx and flat commercial gold electrode. The onset potential for HER of Au-aerogel
supported CNx sheets is -30 mV whereas the onset potentials for AuNPs-CNx and flat Au
electrode are -120 mV and -150 mV respectively. In acidic condition, the over potential
required for Au-aerogel-CNx to drive the current density of 10, 20 and 50 mA cm-2 are 185,
225 and 300 mV whereas overpotentials required for AuNPs-CNx are 285, 335 and 440 mV
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respectively. In contrast, flat gold shows much lower HER performances with large
overpotential of 380 and 420 mV for achieving 10 mA cm-2 and 20 mAcm-2 current density
respectively. This clearly demonstrates superior electrocatalytic activity towards HER of
Au-aerogel-CNx. The Tafel slope is considered as an inherent property of the catalyst and
used as significant standard for the HER performance. A low Tafel slope means a faster
increase of HER rate with increasing potential. The HER Tafel plot showing log|j| vs applied
potential for Pt/C, Au-aerogel-CNx/GCE, AuNPs-CNx, AuE are given in Figure 3.16c. The
Tafel slope for Pt/C in acidic medium was 33 mV dec-1, which is consistent with reported
data. The Tafel analysis for the Au-aerogel-CNx/GC electrode in 0.5 M H2SO4 gives a slope
of 53 mV dec-1. The Tafel slopes of AuNPs-CNx and commercial flat Au electrode were
found to be 72 and 88 mV dec-1. This low Tafel slope value (53 mV dec-1) for Au-aerogelCNx indicates that the Volmer-Heyrovsky mechanism is responsible for HER where
desorption of hydrogen is the rate limiting step77. Thus, Tafel slope of Au-aerogel-CNx is
significantly lower than the flat Au electrode suggesting a better HER activity on Auaerogel-CNx electrode. The exchange current density for Au-aerogel-CNx in 0.5 M H2SO4
medium was 0.03 mA cm-2 which is comparable to other related systems. THE exchange
current densities for flat Au electrode and AuNPs-CNx were observed and 0.002 mA cm-2
respectively. Another important criterion for a good HER catalyst is the good stability.
Stability of the catalytic responses was measured by cycling Au-aerogel-CNx continuously
for 10,000 cycles ranging from +0.8 to -0.45 V vs RHE at a scan rate 50 mV sec-1. The
comparison of onset-potential, overpotential at 20 mA cm-2 current density, catalyst mass
loading and Tafel slopes is given in Table 3.6. The onset potential (-30 mV) of Au-aerogelCNx electrode is lower or comparable than those other non-platinum based systems such as
Mo-based, Ni based, Co based (Table 3.6). The required overpotential to reach a current
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density of 10 mA cm-2 for porous Au-aerogel-CNx is lower or Au-aerogel-CNx catalyst
affords very less loss of cathodic current density in time of cycling. Long term stability of
the electrode was also performed by chronoamperometry at a fixed overpotential at -150 mV
(RHE). It shows catalytic current density remains around 70% of initial current density at
the end of at least 10 hour (inset of Figure 3.16d). The mass loading of Au in Au-aerogelCNx catalyst (0.130 mg cm-2) is much lower than the previously reported catalysts. This
suggests that Au-aerogel-CNx is one of the most HER active Pt-metal free catalyst
comparable to other reported related systems. For examples FeS2 nanosheet81 requires
265mV to generate current current density 10 mA cm-2, Co embedded carbon rich CNT80
need 260 mV to acquire 10 mA cm-2 current density, Co-MoN82 require 200 mV for 10 mA
cm-2 current density, Ni2P42 requires 130 mV for 10 mA cm-2 current density and Auaerogel-CNx required 10 mA cm-2 current density at overpotential 185 mV. The Tafel slope
of Au-aerogel-CNx is slightly lower or comparable to the Tafel slope of many reported nonPt based system (Table 3.6). From the Table 3.6 it is obvious that catalyst has a comparable
catalytic activity in terms of onset potential, Tafel slope, exchange current, catalyst loading
on other non Pt based catalyst. In addition, some better HER performance for porous
electrocatalysts are also reported in the literature. Such as, Y.H. Chang et al.86 reported that
MoSx film grown on graphene-protected 3D Ni foam showed highly efficient HER activity
due to highly conducting porous catalytic film. Superior catalysis behavior was also
reported when MoS2 nanoparticles on 3D substrate. Several groups also reported recently
morphology dependent electrocatalytic activity towards hydrogen evolution. The adhesion
of evolved gas on a flat electrode surface is a big problem because adhesion of gas bubbles
blocks electrolyte diffusion leading to ohmic drop and decrease performance of the catalyst.
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Table 3.6. Comparison of HER activity of different reported catalyst in acidic media.

Catalyst

Catalyst
loading
(mg cm-2)

MoS2/CoSe2
WPNAs/CC
MoP-CA2

0.28
2
0.36

MoP
Nano MoP
(GO 8 wt%)
Cu-MOF
NiP2NS/CC
Co-NRCNT
CoSe2
Co0.6Mo1.4N2
MoS2/RGO
Ni2P
CMSNA-8
Ni-Mo-N
nanosheets
AuNPs-CNx

1
1
0.226

Au-aerogelCNx

Onset
potential
(mV Vs
RHE)
-11
-50
-40 (IR
free)
-50
-87

Over potential
Tafel
Exchang
(mV Vs RHE) vs
slope
e current
current density (mV/dec) (mAcm2)
(mA cm-2)
-2
-68 (10 mA cm )
36
0.073
-2
-130 (10 mA cm )
69
0.29
-125 (10 mA/cm2)
54
0.086

0.25

-100
-25
-121
-78

0.127

-120

-180 (10 mA/cm2)
-110 (10 mA cm-2)
-400 (122.48 mA
cm-2)
-75 (10 mA cm-2)
-260 (10 mA cm-2)
-90 (4 mA cm-2)
-200 (10 mA cm-2)
-130 (20 mA cm-2)
-365 (20 mA cm-2)
~ -200 mV (3.5
mA cm-2)
-330 (20 mA cm-2)

0.127

-30

-225 (20 mA cm-2)

4.3
0.28
0.37
0.24
0.28

-50
-50
-30

Ref

78
47
77

54
45
84

0.034
0.12
-

46
79
34

51
69
40

0.26
0.01
0.037
0.23

-41
-46
43
35.9

0.033
0.24

43
80
81
82
83
42
84
85

72

0.004

53

0.03

This
work
This
work

Sun and his coworkers87 demonstrated that nonostructured MoS2 film showed much higher
HER activities (overpotential, stability) than that of flat MoS2 film due to the low gas
adhesion force of nonostructured MoS2 electrode. Enhanced hydrogen evolution at micro
and nonostructured CoS2 as compared to flat CoS2 film was also reported by M. S. Faber et
al.88 due to enhanced release of evolved gas from the electrode surface. The high HER
activity of Au-aerogel-CNx catalyst could be attributed to several factors. The enhanced
electrochemical surface area could be one of the reasons for superior hydrogen evolution at
Au aerogel-CNx. As discussed in the previous section, electrochemical electrode surface
area of Au-aerogel-CNx is much higher than that of 2 nm AuNPs-CNx or flat gold electrode.
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The porous network structure in Au-aerogel-CNx is responsible for this high electrochemical
surface area. It is also reported that HER activity on gold has strong structural sensitivity;
the Au (111) facet is the most active for hydrogen evolution. The strong (111) reflection in
p-XRD and SAED patterns (Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.3a) of Au-aerogel-CNx confirmed the
presence large amount of (111) surface sites. The HRTEM studies also suggested the growth
of Au-aerogel occurred preferentially in (111) plane directions. The presence of large
amount of (111) planes in Au-aerogel-CNx also suggests its high catalytic activity for HER.
The strong catalyst-support interaction at Au-aerogel-CNx could also be playing an
important role for the superior catalytic enhancements. The strong metal-support interaction
modifies the electronic structure of Au and carbon nitrides, which leads to fast electron
transfer for catalytic reactions. The highly porous morphology of gold may enhances mass
transport to catalytic sites. Based on recent reports87-88 on porous HER catalysts, the highly
porous morphology of Au aerogel could significantly contribute to HER activity

3.5 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a facile synthetic route for the formation of Au
aerogel on carbon nitride sheets. The porous network was formed by interconnection of
AuNPs on CNx sheet. The strong interaction between gold aerogel and carbon nitride
support, confirmed by XPS and FT-IR studies, leads to the change of electronic properties
of Au and CNx. Au-aerogel-CNx composites has a high electrochemical surface area and
mass activities than that of AuNPs-CNx and commercial flat Au electrode. This catalyst
exhibited superior catalytic activity towards HER and ORR. In alkaline media, ORR activity
of Au-aerogel-CNx catalyst is superior to commercial Pt/C catalyst. The Au-CNx composites
show morphology dependent ORR and HER activities in acidic medium. The catalytic
activities of porous composite are superior to that of AuNPs-CNx composite and flat Au
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electrode. The synergistic effects between porous Au-aerogel-CNx and carbon nitrides lead
to an outstanding ORR and HER performances at Au-aerogel supported on CNx catalysts.
The excellent ORR and HER activity of Au-aerogel-CNx with methanol tolerance, good
durability, and low catalyst loading are making them a promising electrocatalyst for fuel cell
and water splitting or other electrochemical devices.
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Appendix A
Determination of nanoparticle size from p-XRD pattern:
The size of AuNPs in the composite could be determined from the following Debye–
Scherrer Equation by determining the width of the (111) Bragg reflection.
B2  

K
L cos 

Where L is the mean size of the ordered (crystalline) domains, K is a dimensionless shape
factor, with a value close to unity. The shape factor has a typical value of about 0.9, but
varies with the actual shape of the crystallite, λ is the X-ray wavelength (0.154 nm), B is the
line broadening at half the maximum intensity (FWHM) in radians.
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(a)

(b)

Figure S3.1. FT-IR spectra of (a) freshly prepared Au-aerogel-CNx (blue line) and solid
obtained from evaporation of water dispersion of Au-aerogel-CNx (red line). (b) Freshly
prepared AuNPs -CNx (purple line) and solid, obtained from evaporation of water
dispersion of AuNPs -CNx (green line).
(a)

(b)

C1s

N1s

Figure S3.2. (a, b) The deconvulated spectra of C1s and N1s XPS spectra of CNx. (c)
Comparison of N1s XPS spectra of g-CNx, AuNPs-CNx, Au-aerogel-CNx.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(f)

(e)

Figure S3.3. CVs curve for 0.5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- redox couple in 0.05 M H2SO4 at
different scan rate and corresponding current vs square root of scan rate plot of (a, b) Auaerogel-CNx (c, d) AuNPs-CNx and (e, f) bare GCE.
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Koutecky-Levich (K-L) equation:
1/j = 1/jk + 1/jd = -1/nFkC𝑜2 – 1/B
Where j is the measured current density, jk, jd is the kinetic and diffusion limited current
density. ω is the electrode rotating rate. B can be determined from the slope of K-L plot
and theoretically can be obtained from the following equation
B = 0.62 nF(D𝑜2 )2/3ν-1/6C𝑜2
where Faraday constant (F= 96485 C mol-1) and n is the number of electron transferred per
O2 molecule, in 0.5 M KOH diffusion coefficient (Do2 ) of O2 (1.9 x 10-5 cm2 s-1), kinetic
viscosity (ν = 0.01 cm2 s-1) and Co2 is the bulk concentration of O2 (1.2 x 10-6 mol cm-3).
For 0.5 M H2SO4 diffusion coefficient (D𝑜2 ) is 1.8 x 10-5 cm2 s-1, ν = 0.01 cm2s-1 and C𝑜2
= 1.13 x10-6 mol cm-3.
Specific activity and Mass activity determination
The specific activity (SA) and MA (mass activity) were calculated using these equations
SA = Ik / ECSA
Here Ik is the kinetic current.
Mass activity of the electrode were evaluated from equation below
MA = Ik / mAu
Here mAu is the mass of Au on the electrode.
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Nitride

hybrid: Synthesis and its Applications as Highly Efficient
Catalyst in Hydrogen Evolution/Oxidation Reactions at
Different pH Values
4.1 ABSTRACT
Design and synthesis of active catalyst for HER/HOR are important for the development of
hydrogen based renewable technologies. The sluggish HER/HOR kinetic of Pt/C in base and
poor HER/HOR stability of Pt/C catalyst in strong acid are the main obstacles for
commercialization of anion and proton exchange membrane fuel cells. In this chapter we
have shown synthesis of Pt nanostructures-N-doped carbon hybrid (Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C) for
HER/HOR applications. The HER activity of this Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst is 4 and 6.5 times
better than commercial Pt/C in acid and base. The catalyst exhibits a current density of 10
mA/cm2 at overpotentials of 5 and 51 mV with Tafel slopes of 29 and 64 mV/dec in in 0.5
M H2SO4 and 0.5 M KOH. The stability test confirmed extraordinary HER stability of the
Pt-(PtO2)-NWs/C catalyst in both medium. This catalyst also showed superior HOR activity
at all pH values. This catalyst also showed superior HOR activity at all pH values. The
HER/HOR activity of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtOx-free Pt-Nanostructures/C (PtNSs/C)
catalysts are comparable in acid with exchange current, i0 values of 7.2 and 6.1 mA/cm2. The
presence of PtOx in Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C makes this Pt-catalyst more HER/HOR active in base
media. The activity of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst is 5 fold higher than that of PtNSs/C catalyst
in basic medium although their activity is comparable in acid. Hydrogen binding energy and
oxophilicity are the two equivalent descriptors for HER/HOR in basic media. We propose a
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bi-functional mechanism for the enhanced alkaline HER/HOR activity of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C
catalyst. In bi-functional Pt-(PtOx)-NWs/C catalyst, PtOx provide an active site for OHadsorption to form OHads which reacts with hydrogen intermediate (Hads), present at
neighbouring Pt sites to form H2O leading to enhancement of HOR activity in basic medium.
For HER in the base, PtOx favours the adsorptive dissociation of water to form Hads on
adjacent Pt sites and then recombination of Hads results to the formation of the hydrogen
molecule. This work may provide new opportunity to design and develop bi-functional
HER/HOR electro-catalyst for development of various renewable energy technologies.

4.2 INTRODUCTION
The rapid rise of global energy demand and environmental problems associated with
the use of fossil fuels are the driving force for exploring the renewable energy sources and
energy storage1,2. Water electrolyzers and fuel cells are the two important renewable
techniques for energy storage and conversion2-4. Hydrogen is considered as one of the best
clean energy carriers with high mass density and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is
featured in water electrolyzers that store the energy in chemical form by generating
molecular hydrogen5. Hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) is mainly used in fuel cells where
chemical energy of hydrogen is converted into electrical energy6. The hydrogen fuel cell
consists two half-cell reactions such as HOR at anode and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR)
at cathode whereas water electrolyzers are based on two reactions: HER at cathode and
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) at anode7. Among the various fuel cells, proton exchange
membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) is one best renewable energy sources due to its better
environmental friendliness, high energy conversion efficiency, high energy and power
density2. The platinum (Pt) is the most active catalyst for both HER/HOR processes in acid
media8, but poor stability of commercial Pt/C under the strong acidic condition is one of the
main obstacles for the commercialization of PEMFCs9. Thus, it is highly desirable to find
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new highly active and highly durable HER/HOR catalyst. In recent years, Alkali membrane
fuel cells (AMFCs) and alkaline electrolyzers are considered as a suitable alternative to
PEMFCs and water electrolyzer respectively since earth abundant transition metal based
non-precious catalysts are available for ORR and OER in alkaline media10-13. Another
advantage of AMFCs over PEMFCs is the high stability of electrocatalyst in alkaline
medium. Although Pt is also the best catalyst for HER, HOR in alkaline medium, but the
HER/HOR activity of commercial Pt/C in base media is 2 orders of magnitude lower than
that of acid14,15.

Because of sluggish HER/HOR kinetics at commercial Pt/C catalyst in

alkaline media, a very large amount of Pt loading (~0.5 mg cm-2) is required at anode for
AMFCs in comparison to low Pt loading (~0.05mg cm-2) for PEMFCs16. Therefore, effective
HOR/HER catalyst is highly desirable for the development of AMFCs or alkaline
electrolyzers. Understanding the mechanism of HOR/HER in alkaline media is important
for designing efficient alkaline HOR/HER electrocatalysts. In acidic media, HOR/HER
occurs via either Tafel-Volmer or Heyrovsky-Volmer mechanism14, 16,17 :
Tafel: H2 + M ↔ M-Hads
Volmer: Hads-M ↔ H+ + e- + M
Heyrovsky: H2+M ↔Hads-M + H+ + eTherefore, hydrogen binding energy is the dominant descriptor for HOR/HER in acid
media14,18,19. However, in alkaline media the role OH- ion is debatable6. In strong basic
media, several groups suggested that Hads is desorbed as a proton (H+) and then quick
reaction between H+ and OH- ions to form water.
Hads-M↔ H+ + e + M
H++ OH-↔ H2O
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Thus, HBE is a sole descriptor for HOR/HER in alkaline media like acid medium20-23. There
is another possibility that OH– ions from solution can adsorb on the catalyst surface to form
OHads species which then react with neighboring Habs to generate water molecule.
OH-+ M  M-OHads
M-OHads + M-HadsH2O + 2M
If OH- ions is adsorbed on the catalyst surface, followed by reaction between Hads and OHads
occurs through the bi-functional mechanism, then stronger OH adsorption will enhance
HOR activity in alkaline media24,25. Durst20 et al. and Sheng et al.18 also showed that poor
HER/HOR activity was correlated with high HBE of the catalyst in basic media suggesting
that HBE is a prime descriptor for HER/HOR in alkaline media. Wang et al.22has reported
HOR activity of PtRu alloy catalyst in basic media is double than that of monometallic Pt
and concluded that HBE is the main descriptor and oxophilicity of metals doesn’t play a
major role in HOR activity. Gasteiger and coauthors showed HBE has main influence for
HOR in alkaline media26. In contrary, Strmcnik et al.24 reported oxophilicity (i.e. ability to
absorb (OH-) of metals plays a significant role in the oxidation of H2 in basic medium-the
stronger OH adsorption is beneficial for HOR activity in the alkaline medium through the
bi-functional mechanism. They also modified the surface of pristine Pt by depositing OHion promoter such as Ni(OH)2 and it was observed that HOR activity in basic media was
enhanced in comparison to that of Ni(OH)2-free Pt surface.
The synthesis of platinum metal nanostructures has attracted a huge attention in
recent years since they are often used in catalysis for organic transformations27, fuel cell/
electrocatalysis28-31 and sensors32. The electrocatalytic activities of Pt nanostructures can be
improved by modifying size or morphology33 of Pt nanostructures and sometimes
morphology may offer more versatility than size due to the crystal facet effect 34. The
synthesis of Pt nanomaterial with different morphologies is thus highly attractive for their
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electrochemical applications such as HOR and ORR catalyst in PEM fuel cells35-37. Ptoctahedra38 and tetrahexahedral platinum35 nanocrystals with high-index facets showed an
enormous high electrocatalytic activity towards ORR and formic acid oxidation than
commercial Pt/C. One-dimensional (1-D) metal nanostructures have received considerable
interest for its various applications. The 1-D noble metal nanostructures were found to be
suitable electro-catalyst especially for ORR in PEM fuel cell because of unique anisotropic
nature of 1-D materials, extended smooth defect-free facets, fewer lattice boundaries and
surface to volume ratio39,40. All these properties are desirable for fuel cell catalysts. 1-D
noble metal electro-catalysts were reported for better activity than that of commercial Pt/C
for ORR and alcohol oxidation reactions. Recently branched Pt-nanostructures33 with
structural anisotropy has drawn a great interest because of their enhanced catalytic activity.
Decreasing the diameter and increasing branched structure enhances the surface area and
higher porosity, and activities33. Pt tripods36, Pt octapods41, Pt dendrites42, star-like Pt
nanowires43 structure are known as catalytically more active than commercially available
Pt/C. Although several reports available for ORR applications of 1-D Pt nanostructures but,
the report of hydrogen evolution and oxidation of one dimensional Pt nanostructures are
few15,28.
Herein, we have shown a facile synthesis of one-dimensional platinum
nanostructures, nitrogen-doped carbon composite (Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C). This catalyst exhibited
superior HER and HOR activity in the acidic and alkaline medium. The HER activity of this
Pt(PtOx)-NSs in acid media is 3.2times higher than that of commercial Pt/C whereas in the
base it is 4.9 times more active than commercial Pt/C. Understanding the role of OH- ions
in the basic medium of HOR/HER mechanism is important for the development of new
catalysts. It was found that both hydrogen binding energy and oxophilicity play an important
role in enhancing the HOR and HER activity in the base. The Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst
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behaves as a bi-functional catalyst in basic media. The Pt site provides an active site for
hydrogen intermediate (Hads) and PtO2 site offer adsorption site for OH-, the presence of
OH-ads species in Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C enhances the reactivity of Hads leading to improvement
of HOR activity in basic media. In the bi-functional mechanism of HER in basic media, the
dissociation of water occurs on PtO2 sites, leading to the formation of hydrogen intermediate
(Hads) on neighboring Pt site and then recombination of Hads to form the H2 molecule. The
Hydrogen binding energy (HBE) and oxophilicity are the two descriptors for HER/HOR in
basic media.

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of the PtNSs/C composite:
PtNSs/C composite was synthesized via reduction of H2PtCl6 by NaBH4 followed
by ultrasonic treatment in presence of g-CNx. Briefly, 0.0965 mmol of H2PtCl6, 6H2O was
taken in 5 ml water & and dissolve it well. Then 0.449 mmol of NaBH4 was directly added
to the solution and again sonicated properly. In another vial, 5 mg of as prepared of g-CNx
44

was dispersed in 2 ml water by sonication for few minutes. Then two solutions are mixed

together by using a bath-sonicator for 10 minutes. Finally, the resultant solution was
sonicated by ultrasound operating at 28 kHz frequency (power 700 watts) for 90 minutes.
The black colored mass was recovered by centrifugation at 16,000 rpm for 20 minutes and
washed repeatedly with deionized water & ethanol. Finally, the product was kept in vacuum
for drying
Synthesis of the Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite:
Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite was synthesized by two steps process. The first step,
synthesis of PtNSs/C from NaBH4 reduction of H2PtCl6, 6H2O salt in the presence of gCNx and second step PtNSs/C was heated at 400 0C for 1h. Briefly, 0.116 mmol of
H2PtCl6, 6H2O was dissolved in 5 ml water and 0.528 mmol of NaBH4 was directly added
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into the solution and again sonicated properly. Water dispersed 20 mg of CNx was mixed
together by using a bath-sonicator for 10 minutes. Finally, the resultant solution was
sonicated by ultrasound operating at 28 kHz frequency (power 700 watt) for 90 minutes.
The black colored solid was recovered by centrifugation at 16,000 rpm. This composite
was taken in an alumina crucible and caicinated at 400°C in a tube furnace with a
temperature accuracy ±2 °C for 1 h. After that, it was cooled down to room temperature
normally & collected carefully black solid product. In addition, we have also synthesized
this composite at different temperature as 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 600°C. Higher catalytic
activity was observed for the catalyst synthesized at 4000C composite. Therefore, Pt(PtOx)-NSs/C composite synthesized at 4000C was optimized and further studies were
performed with this catalyst.
For comparison purpose, we have synthesized Pt sample without using any carbon
support, following the same synthesis procedure. This composite is termed as Pt-PtOx.
Electrochemical measurements:
All the electrochemical measurements were done in a conventional three-electrode
system at an Autolab 302N electrochemical station using Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) as reference
electrode, Pt mesh as counter electrode and GC as a working electrode. Glassy carbon
electrode was polished with 1.0, 0.1 and 0.05 mm alumina slurry on Buehler micro cloth
polishing cloth. After rinsing, the electrode was sonicated in distilled water about 10 min. 1
mg of the synthesized composite was dissolved in 1 ml water to make a stock solution. 2.5
µl of the aqueous stock solution was evaporated on cleaned glassy carbon electrode to
prepare Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C electrode. Thus amount of Pt on the electrode was 2 µg (28.5
µg/cm2). For stability measurement 20 µl 5 wt% nafion solution was used to make the stock
solution and only the potentiometric study in KOH medium, 5 µl of aqueous stock solution
(i.e 4 µg of Pt) was drop-casted on GC. The amount of comm. Pt/C was also kept same for
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comparison for all the experiment. 10 µl 5% nafion and 10 µl ethanol was used to make the
stock solution of comm. Pt/C. Thus the HER measurements were carried out in both acidic
and basic medium degassed with nitrogen using LSV at a scan rate 10 mV/sec. HOR was
done in alkaline and acidic and buffer medium with the help of linear sweep voltammetry
(LSV) by using hydrogen 10 mV sec-1 scan rate in an H2 saturated environment. CV was
done in different pH with 30 mv/sec scan rate with N2 saturated medium. The stability of
the electrode was measured by both repeated LSV and chronoamperometric at constant
potential and current method. AC impedance measurements were performed in the identical
system in the frequency range 105 Hz to 10-1 Hz with a constant AC voltage. Cell resistance
was calculated for iR correction in HOR polarization curves. In impedance spectra linearly
extrapolated intercept with real axis was taken as resistance of cell.

4.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS:
4.4.1 Characterization of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite:
The powder X-ray diffraction (p-XRD) of as-synthesized Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C
composite was shown in Figure 4.1. The five well resolved, highly instanced diffraction
peaks positioned at 39.71, 46.07, 67.53, 81.28, 85.57 in Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite
corresponds to the (111), (200), (220), (311), (222) reflection planes of f.c.c platinum
(JCPDS No 04-0802)27. This suggests the presence of Pt nanostructure in the composite.
The peak positioned at 2θ = 39.71 for Pt (111) plane was chosen to calculate the size of Pt
nanowires by using well define Debye–Scherrer Equation42. The size of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in
the composite could be determined from the following Debye–Scherrer Equation described
bellow
B2  

K
L cos 

Where L is the mean size of the ordered (crystalline) domains, K is a dimensionless shape
factor, with a value close to unity.
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Figure 4.1. p-XRD of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite.
The shape factor has a typical value of about 0.9, but varies with the actual shape of the
crystallite, λ is the X-ray wavelength (0.154 nm), B is the line broadening at half the
maximum intensity (FWHM) in radians. The most intense peak positioned (2θ) at 39.830
was used to calculate the size of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in the composite using this equation and
obtained as ~11 nm. The average size of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite was calculated and it
was ~ 11 nm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2. (a, b) FESEM images of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite.

The p-XRD pattern of PtNSs/C is shown in Figure S4.1, indicates the presence of f.c.c
platinum. Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) and Transmission
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Electron Microscopy (TEM) measurements were done to investigate the surface
morphology Pt nanowires. The representative FESEM images of the composite Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C are shown in Figure 4.2a and b. The nanowires are clearly visible in the FESEM
images also. These Pt-nanowires are assembled together to form highly porous morphology.
The FESEM images of PtNSs/C composite are also shown in Figure S4.2 These images
show wire-like morphology and connected Pt nanoparticles are clearly visible. When
PtNSs/C composite was heated at 400 0C the growth and coalescence of Pt nanoparticles
lead to the formation of Pt-nanowires. TEM images of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C are shown in Figure
4.3a, b and Figure S4.3a, b. In all these images, the thin Pt nanowires are interconnected to
form interconnected networks like structure with a large number of open pores. The
nanowires have an almost uniform diameter of about 11-15 nm. In some wires, the
coalescence of initial spherical particles is quite obvious in the TEM images. The SAED
image of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C is shown in Figure 4.3c suggesting a polycrystalline structure.
The interlayer spacing calculated from SAED image are 2.28,1.98, 1.4, 1.2, 1.13 Å which
corresponds to (111), (200), (220), (311) and (222) planes of f.c.c Pt(0)45. HRTEM image
of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite was shown in Figure 4.3d. The lattice fringes with d spacing
of 2.28 and 1.98 Å corresponds to the (111) and (200) lattice plane of Pt(0). In addition,
lattice fringes of d spacing 2.6 Å corresponds to (011) plane of PtO2 suggesting the presence
of PtO2 in the composite. The XPS survey scan spectra of porous Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite
was given in Figure 4.4a, showing the presence of platinum (Pt), carbon(C), oxygen (O) and
very small amount of nitrogen (N) atom. The XPS survey scan spectrum of PtNSs/C
composite is also shown in Figure 4.4b. This spectrum clearly indicates the presence of C,
N, Pt and a smaller amount of O. The high-resolution Pt4f XPS spectra of both the composite
PtNSs/C and Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C are shown in Figure 4.4c.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.3. (a,b) TEM images of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite showing the nanowires
morphology. (c) SAED image (d) HRTEM image.
The Pt4f XPS spectra of Pt NSs/C was appeared46 as doublet with peak centered at 71.5 and
74.9 eV corresponding to 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 component of Pt(0) whereas the Pt4f XPS spectra
of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite also appeared as doublet with an additional peak centered at
78.1eVdue to Pt(IV) species46,47. We have deconvulated the high-resolution Pt 4f spectra of
Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite into six components as shown in Figure 4.4d. The peak position
at 71.4, 74.9 eV; 72.1, 75.9 eV; 73.8, 78.1eV are assigned to 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 of Pt(0), Pt(II)
and Pt(IV) species respectively. This suggested the presence of platinum oxide species (PtO,
PtO2) in the composite. The high-resolution C1s spectra of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and Pt NSs/C
were shown in Figure S4.4a.
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Figure 4.4. XPS survey scan of (a) Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C (b) PtNSs/C composite. (c)
Comparison of Pt4f XPS spectra of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C composite.(d)
Deconvulated Pt4f XPS spectra of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite.
The C1s peak for both the compound appeared at 285.1eVwas assigned to sp2 hybridized
graphitic carbon48,49. O1s XPS spectrum of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C composite was
compared in the Figure S4.4b. The O1s peak of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C composite
appeared at 530.8 and 532.2eV. A lower binding energy of O1s spectra for Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C
composite indicate the presence of Pt bonded O (Pt-O)47. Moreover, the N 1s XPS spectra
of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C composite appeared at 399.1 eV was assigned to the
pyridine N atom50 as shown in Figure S4.4c. The low intensity of high-resolution N1s peak
in survey scan, as well as high-resolution spectra, suggested the presence of small amount
of nitrogen in Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite. We have also performed the EDS measurement
of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C composite as shown in Figure S4.5 and S4.6. This clearly
showed the very less amount of N atom presence in Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite.
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Figure 4.5. Cyclic voltammograms of porous Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C (a) 0.1 M HClO4 and (b)
0.1 M KOH electrolyte was showing H adsorption and desorption peaks clearly. (Scan rate
30 mV/sec, N2 atmosphere, Pt loading 8 µg).
The exact amount of Pt loading in Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C was determined by inductively coupled
plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) measurement. The exact wt% of Pt
presents in Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C composite was 80.1% and 74% respectively.
Cyclic voltammetry was used to investigate the electrochemical property of Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C composite in both acidic and alkaline medium to explore hydrogen absorption (Habs),
desorption (Hdes) and surface oxide formation property. Chemisorbed-H species is important
as it serves as an intermediate for HOR/HER reaction and has withdrawn a great attention.
The noble metal has two types of electrodeposited H intermediate: one is under potential
deposited hydrogen (UPD-H), occurred at a little positive potential of H+/H2 potential and
other is over potential deposited hydrogen (OPD-H) occurred at very close to H+/H2
potential. UPD process can be depicted by as follows
Pt (hkl) + H3O+ + e- ↔Pt (hkl)/Hθ + H2O
Figure 4.5a shows the CV of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 0.1 M HClO4 solution. Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C
shows strong proton adsorption−desorption peaks occurred at < 0.4 V. A broad anodic peak
appeared at E >1.0 V suggested the formation of Pt−O and its corresponding cathodic peak
at 0.8 V for the reduction of Pt−O. Two distinctive H-desorption peaks corresponding to
Pt(110) located at lower overpotential and Pt(100) located at higher overpotential are clearly
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visible14. The symmetrical anodic and cathodic peaks at 0.088 and 0.117 V are assigned to
UPD hydrogen adsorption (UPD-Hads) and desorption (UPD-Hdes) from Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C
surfaces, respectively. Difference between two coupled UPD-Hads and UPD-Hdes (ΔEp) peak
of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite was ∼29 mV, which is lower than the reversible value of 60
mV. Recently, Gasteiger and co-workers reported26 that the ΔEp value for reversible UPDH on commercial Pt/C was 50 mV. Recently, our group23 also observed a ΔEp of 70 mV for
Pd-CNx composite. Thus, porous Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite was more reversible towards
the Hads and Hdes. It is noteworthy that Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C can distinguish all H-absorption and
H-desorption peaks clearly. In addition, CV of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 0.1 M KOH was also
performed and is shown in Figure 4.5b. UPD-H peaks for both the plane Pt (110) and Pt
(100) in alkaline medium is also visible from the above-mentioned CV. The electrochemical
active surface area (ECSA) of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and commercial Pt/C catalyst was calculated
from H-desorption peak obtained from the CV as shown in Figure S4.7 and S4.8. The ECSA
value of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst was found to be 23m2/gPt in 0.5 M KOH and 28 m2/gPt in
H2SO4, lower than that of the commercial Pt/C catalyst (47 m2/ gPt and 52 m2/ gPt in 0.5
KOH and 0.5 M H2SO4).
4.4.2 HER Activity of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in Acid and Alkaline medium
The electrocatalytic activity of as-synthesized Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst was
evaluated for HER in both acid and alkaline medium in N2 saturated acid and alkaline
solution using a three-electrode linear sweep voltammograms (LSV) with a scan rate of 10
mV/sec at a rotation of 1600 rpm. The LSV polarization curve (current normalized by
electrode surface area vs potential) of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst for HER in 0.5 M H2SO4
solution is compared with commercial Pt/C, PtNSs/C, CNx and GC electrodes as shown in
Figure 4.6a.
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Figure 4.6. HER performance of various electrodes (a) LSV polarization curves of Pt(PtOx)-NSs/C, commercial Pt/C, PtNSs/C, CNx and GCE in 0.5 M H2SO4 with scan rate 10
mV/s at 1600 rpm rotation. Comparison of (b) Geometric current density (c) SA (d) MA of
Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C , PtNSs/C and commercial Pt/C. (e) The HER Tafel plot of Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C , commercial Pt/C and PtNSs/C.

It shows Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C, commercial Pt/C and PtNSs/C exhibited superior HER activity
with a zero volt onset potential and appreciable current densities at low overpotentials; but,
GC, CNx modified GC electrode was almost inert. The Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst requires a
significantly lower over-potential to achieve a significant current density in comparison to
commercial Pt/C. In acidic 0.5 M H2SO4 medium, the overpotential required for Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C to drive the current density of 10 mA cm-2 is 5 mV whereas required over-potential
for commercial Pt/C and Pt-NPs is about 17 mV (Figure 4.6. (a) and Table 4.1). In order to
investigate the intrinsic properties such as mass activity (MA, current normalized by mass
of Pt on electrode) and surface activity (SA, current normalized by electrochemical surface
area of Pt) was evaluated at -0.05 and -0.1 V. Figure 4.6 (b), 4.6 (c) and 4.6 (d) showed the
current density (disk), SA and MA at a fixed over-potential of -0.05 V of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C
is compared with commercial Pt/C and PtNSs/C. The current density of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C at
-0.05 V is 45 mA cm-2 which is 1.45 times higher than the commercial Pt/C. The SA of Pt(PtOx)-NSs/C at -0.05 V is 6.7 which is 3.2 times higher than that of commercial Pt/C. The
MA at -0.05 V of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C (1.57 mA cmPt-2) is 1.45 times higher than that of
commercial Pt/C.
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Figure 4.7. (a) Chronoamperometric responses of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C, commercial Pt/C and
PtNSs/C catalyst at η =−25 mV in (RHE). (b)Chronoamperometric stability of Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C for 40 h.
The HER Tafel slope is an inherent property of the catalyst and is obtained from Tafel
equation (ƞ= a+ b log|J|) where b is the Tafel slope). The HER Tafel plot showing log| j| vs
applied potential for commercial Pt/C, Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C is presented in Figure
4.6 (e). The Tafel slope values of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C, PtNSs/C and commercial Pt/C are found
to be 29, 33, 33 mV dec-1 respectively. This Tafel slope value suggests that Tafel-Volmer
mechanism in the acidic medium where desorption of hydrogen is the rate-determining step
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Figure 4.8. (a) LSV polarization curves of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C, commercial Pt/C, PtNSs/C
and CNx in 0.5 M KOH. Comparison of (b) Geometric current density (c) SA (d) MA of
Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C, PtNSs/C and commercial Pt/C. (e) The HER Tafel plot of Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C, commercial Pt/C.
The exchange current density (j0) is also an important kinetic parameter that explores the
rate of electron transfer at the reversible condition. The exchange current density for Pt173
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(PtOx)-NSs/C in 0.5 M H2SO4 medium was 5.0 mAcm-2 which is higher than that of
commercial Pt/C electrode (2.8 mA cm-2) and is also higher or comparable to other related
systems23, 51-54.The long-term HER durability of a catalyst in acid media is important for its
commercialization of PEMFCs. The stability of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C was investigated by
chronoamperometric studies. As shown in Figure 4.7a, Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C
possesses superior stability in a long-term operation over commercial Pt/C. It can sustain
almost same current density for 16 hours whereas 40% current was decreased for
commercial Pt/C in the same time chronoamperometric operation. A stability test for 40 h
was carried out for Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst in same experimental conditions as shown in
Figure 4.7b. The Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst maintains almost same current density up-to 40
h suggesting remarkable stability of the composite in acid media. Furthermore, we have also
performed the XPS and TEM experiment of the catalyst after 40 h HER stability and shown
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Figure 4.9. (a) LSV curves on the Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst at the ﬁrst cycle and after 1000
cycles (scan rate 50 mV/s). (b) Chronopotentiometric stability of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C,
commercial Pt/C at 10 mA cm-2.

The HER performance (onset potential, over potential, Tafel slope, exchange current density
and MA) of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst is compared with recent reported noble metal-based
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catalysts23, 51, 55,56, 36 57-60 , other non-noble metal catalysts61-63 and shown in Table S4.1. This
shows that this Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst is better or comparable than most of the recently
reported catalysts. The HER activity of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst was also studied in alkaline
media. The comparison of representative LSV curves of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C, commercial Pt/C,
CNx and GC electrode in 0.5 M KOH solution is shown in Figure 4.8a. This Figure shows
that the Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C showed much better electrocatalytic activity towards HER than
that of commercial Pt/C and PtNSs/C. Though Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C shows commercial Pt/Clike activity in the acidic medium, in alkaline medium, its activity is much lower than that
of commercial Pt/C and Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C (Figure 4.8b).The Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst
showed the 10 mA cm-2 current density at overpotential of -0.051 V which is much lower
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Figure 4.10. (a) LSV polarization curves of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C, commercial Pt/C, CNx and
GCE in 1 M KOH with scan rate 10 mV/s at 1600 rpm rotation. Comparison of (b)
Geometric current density (c) SA (d) MA of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C , and commercial Pt/C in 1
M KOH.(e) Chronoamperometric study of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 1 M KOH at constant
current density of 10 mA/cm2.

The SA and MA values at -0.07 V for Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C are 4.9 and 2.5 times higher than
commercial Pt/C (Figure 4.8 c, d). As shown in Figure 4.8e, the Tafel slope for commercial
Pt/C in 0.5 M KOH medium was 110 mV/dec, which is consistent with the previously
reported data64. The Tafel slope of the Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 0.5 M KOH was found 64
mV/dec, lower than other reported values

23,65

. This Tafel slope value suggests that HER

follows Volmer-Heyrovsky pathway the basic medium where Heyrovsky or Volmer is the
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rate-determining step. The exchange current density of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and commercial
Pt/C was 1.25 mA cm-2 and 1.1 mA cm-2 in 0.5 M KOH medium. The exchange current
density of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C is higher or comparable than noble metal-based composite23, 51
and more than 10 times higher than other non-noble, transition metal catalysts66-68. The
stability of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C was investigated by continuous LSV cycling at 50 mV/s scan
rate and chronopotentiometric studies at a constant current density (10 mA cm-2). A small
current density was decreased after 1000 cycles of LSV scan as shown in Figure 4.9a. The
chronopotentiometric study at constant current of 10 mA/cm2 proved that this catalyst is
highly stable in alkaline medium as compared to commercial Pt/C (Figure 4.9b). We also
calculated Tafel slope from electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in 0.5 M KOH
solution. EIS of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite at different overpotentials in 0.5 M KOH
solution is shown in Figure 4.11a. The experimental data of impedance spectra have been
fitted with an electrical equivalent circuit as shown in the insets of Figure 4.11a.
Table 4.1. Different HER parameter in acidic and alkaline medium.
Solution

Catalyst

Overpotential
(mV) At (10
mA cm-2)

Current
density (mA
cm-2)

SA
(mAcm2
Pt)

MA
(Amg1
)

Tafel
slope
(mV/dec)

Exchange
Current (i0)
(mAcm-2)

0.5 M
H2SO4

Commercial
Pt/C
Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C
Commercial
Pt/C
Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C

17

30.9*

2.07*

1.08*

33

2.28

5

44.9*

6.7*

1.5*

30

3.6

105

6.1§

0.45§

0.21§

108

1.3

50

14.5§

2.2§

0.5§

64

1.5

0.5 M
KOH

*at ƞ= -0.05 V, § at ƞ = -0.07 V.

In the equivalent circuit diagram, Rs is the solution resistance, Rct is the overpotential
dependence charge transfer resistance and CPE is the constant phase element. As we
increase the overpotential value Rct decreases gradually from 800 ohm at 0 mv to 30 ohm at
-50 mV. The plot of log Rct−1vs overpotential (Figure 4.11b) of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C gives rise
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to a Tafel slope of 61 mV/dec, which is good agreement with the Tafel slope obtained from
the HER polarization curve. We have also studied HER activity of the catalyst in 1 M KOH
as well as 0.1 M KOH solution and shown in Figure 4.10 (a-d) and Figure S4.10 respectively.
This showed that HER activity of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 1M KOH solution is higher than that
of 0.1 M and 0.5 M KOH media with comparable stability (Figure 4.10e). As shown in
Figure 4.11c and d, the activity enhancement is more prominent for iR-corrected as well as
without iR-corrected HER activity in 1 M KOH solution.
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Figure 4.11. (a) Nyquist plot of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C at different overpotentials and its
corresponding semicircle fit. Inset: an equivalent circuit for the fitting of the EIS spectra.
(b) logRct-1 vs overpotential plot of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite. iR-corrected and non iRcorrected comparison of (c) geometric current density and (d) SA for Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and
commercial Pt/C at different base concentrations.
In 1 M KOH solution, the iR-free current density at -0.07 V is 24.3 mA/cm2 which 3 times
higher than commercial Pt/C whereas, SA of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C is 5.7 times higher than
commercial Pt/C. In both iR free and without iR-free cases HER of this catalyst is increasing
with increasing KOH concentration.This proves the HER activity is more susceptible
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towards OH- concentration. It is worth mentioning that Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst
outperforms most of the recently reported catalyst with respect to the important parameters
28, 30, 69-70

. A comparison of HER activity of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and other reported catalysts are

given in Table S4.2. We have also compared iR-corrected HER activity C in 0.5 M H2SO4
medium of this Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst with commercial Pt/C. The iR-corrected SA, MA
values of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in acid are found to be are ~4 and ~2.5 times higher than that of
commercial Pt/C.
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Figure 4.12. (a, b) HER/HOR polarization curves (going positive direction) of Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C in 0.1 M HClO4 and 0.1 M KOH solution saturated with H2 (∼1 atm) with diﬀerent
rotation speeds at a scan rate of 10 mV/s (inset: Koutecky−Levich plot at 0.15 V and 0.3 V
in RHE). (c-d) Kinetic current vs potential plot (Butler-Volmer plot) of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C
and PtNSs/C at 0.1 M HClO4 and 0.1 M KOH
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4.4.3 HOR Study on Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C Surfaces over a Broad pH Range.
With increasing importance for the development of hydrogen fuel cell, active
catalysts for HOR in acid and base are essential. The HOR catalysts in PEMFCs and AMFCs
are employed in the acidic and alkaline environment. The HOR activity of the Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C catalyst was studied by using rotating disk electrode (RDE) method. Figure 4.12 a
and b represent the HOR polarization (going to positive direction) curves of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C
catalyst in H2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 and 0.1 M KOH solution at 298 K as a function of
rotation speeds. Both Figures show the well-defined hydrogen mass transport controlled
limiting current densities above a particular potential and the gradual increase of limiting
current densities (jl) are observed with increasing of the rotation speeds. The observed
limiting current density (jl) obtained from RDE method is a summation of two currents: the
kinetic current density (jk) and the diffusion current density (jd). The kinetic current can be
derived using following Koutecky−Levich (K-L) equation16.
1 1 1
1
1
= + = +
𝑗𝑙 𝑗𝑘 𝑗𝑑 𝑗𝑘 𝐵𝐶0 ꙍ1/2
Where jd obey the Levich equation:
jd = 0.62nFD2/31/6C01/2 = BC01/2
where F is the Faraday constant (96,485 C mol−1), n is the number of electrons involved in
the oxidation reaction, C0 is the H2 concentration in the solution, D is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient
of the reactant (cm2 s−1), ν is the viscosity of the electrolyte (cm2 s−1), and ω is the rotation
speed (rpm). BC0 is a constant related to the concentration and diﬀusivity of the gas, the
number of electron transfers in the reaction, and the kinetic velocity of the electrolyte. The
K-L plot (inverse of Jl with ω−1/2) constructed at 0.15 V in acid and 0.3 V in alkaline medium
(the inset of Figure 4.12 a and b) give straight line passing through origin suggesting that
the HOR reaction kinetics in both the medium are fully controlled by diffusion of H2 mass.
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The BC0 value of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst obtained from K-L plot in 0.1 M HClO4 was
0.0717 mA/ (cm2(disk rpm) 1/2) and 0.057 in 0.1 M KOH which are in good agreement with
calculated value (0.0678 mA/(cm2(disk rpm)1/2)) and other reported results18. The limiting
current densities of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm in 0.1 M
HClO4 and in 0.1 M KOH solution are found to be 2.78 and 2.28 mA cm-2.
Table 4.2. Kinetic parameter of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C extracted from Butler-Volmer fitting at
0.1 M H2SO4 and KOH.
Solution

Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C

0.1 M HClO4
0.1 M KOH

Exchange
Current density
(i0)
(mAcm-2)
7.2
2.4

PtNSs/C

0.1 M HClO4
0.1 M KOH

6.1
0.5

Specific exchange
Current (mAmgPt-1)

252
84

Anodic
transfer
coefficient
(α)
0.55
0.5

Cathodic
transfer
coefficient
(α)
0.45
0.5

213
17.5

0.52
0.5

0.48
0.5

The HOR branch of HOR/ HER curves follow Nernstian diffusion potential and potential
shift due to the hydrogen surface concentration are corrected by using the following
equation16
diffusionRT/F ln(1-j/jl)
The HOR/HER diffusion overpotential express the maximum HOR current (jd) under pure
diffusion condition, can be rewritten as16
jd = jl(1-exp(-2Fη/RT))
For RDE experiments this implies that the kinetic currents free from diffusion contributions
must be plotted versus the potential corrected for both the iR-drop and for jd in the HOR
branch. The iR corrected and diffusion corrected curves of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in both alkaline
and acid medium are shown in Figure S4.11 a and b . The kinetics current density was
obtained from the LSV polarization curve at 1600 rpm by using the ﬁrst-order Koutecky−
Levich correction
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Jk = j (jlim/(jlim – j)
Where jk is the kinetics current density (mA cm−2), j is the measured current density (mA
cm−2) at 1600 rpm, and jlim is the diffusion limiting current.
The different kinetic parameters such as transfer coefficient (α), Tafel slope and exchange
current density of the HOR/HER can easily be obtained from the plot of jk vs overpotential.
These parameters are obtained by ﬁtting the Butler−Volmer equation71
𝐹

𝑗𝑘 = 𝑖0 [𝑒 [𝑅𝑇] − 𝑒 −[

(𝛼−1)𝐹
]
𝑅𝑇
]

Where jk is the kinetics current density (mA cm−2), i0 is the exchange current density (mA
cm−2), α represents the transfer coefficient, F is the Faraday constant (96,485 C/mol), R is
the universal gas constant (8.314 J/(mol K)), and T is the temperature in Kelvin. The jk vs
potential plot and their Butler−Volmer fitting for LSV polarization curve at 1600 rpm of
PtNSs/C and Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 0.1 M HClO4 medium have shown in Figure 4.12c. The
experimental plot of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C was well fitted with Butler−Volmer fitting with αc =
0.45 and αa = 0.55 whereas PtNSs/C also well fitted with αc = 0.48 and αa = 0.52. The
exchange current density (i0) of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C was calculated from the Butler−Volmer
fitting and it is found to be 7.2 mA/cm2 (0.9 mA cm -2Pt).The reported exchange currents of
Pt-based catalyst (polycrystalline or single crystal Pt electrode Pt electrode) measured in
acidic medium by RDE method, ranged from 0.1 mA to 1 mA cm-2Pt16. The i0 of PtNSs/C is
6.1 mA cm-2 in 0.1 M HClO4 medium. The jk vs potentials plot and their corresponding
Butler−Volmer fitting of PtNSs/C and Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst in 0.1 M KOH medium was
shown in Figure 4.12d. The details description of the fitting parameter was provided in Table
4.2. The calculated i0 value for Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C is found to be 2.4 mA cm−2 (0.37 mA cmPt
-2

) which is comparable to the Pt-based catalysts15,71.
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Figure 4.13. (a) HOR polarization curves of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C. (b) Normalized HOR
polarization curve in different buffer solutions for Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C. (c) HOR polarization
curves of PtNSs/C. (d) Normalized HOR polarization curve in different buffer solutions
for PtNSs/C. All experiments were done in H2 saturated different buffer solutions at 10
mV/sec scan rate with 1600 rpm.

J. Zheng et al.71 reported i0 value for Pt disk electrode are found to be 0.21 mA/cm2 in 0.1
M KOH. The i0 of PtNSs/C is 0.5 mA cm-2 in 0.1 M KOH. The speciﬁc exchange current
densities of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C were 252 and 84 mA mgPt−1 in 0.1 M H2SO4 and KOH
respectively (Table 4.2). It is noticeable that the HOR activity of the two catalysts in acidic
medium is almost equal, but the HOR activity of PtNSs/C in base media is 5 times lower
than that of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C. However, HOR activity in basic media of both catalysts is
lower than that of acidic media. In order to understand the effect of pH of solutions on HOR
activity of the catalysts, we have done the systematic study by measuring HOR activity at
different pH buffer solutions for both the catalysts.
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Figure 4.14. (a) Required HOR overpotential for both the catalysts at half of the
normalized current density (0.5ilim) at different pH. (b) The limiting HOR current density
for both the catalysts at different pH solutions. All polarization curves are iR corrected
accordingly.
The HOR polarization curves at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm in different H2-saturated pHs
solutions are presented in Figure 4.13a, c and polarization curves normalized by their
corresponding maximum limiting current (jl) at different pH solutions are shown in Figure
4.13 (b and d). The overpotential at which current density is half of the normalized current
density (ƞHOR=0.5ilim) is known as half-wave potential. The comparison of 0.5ilim of these
two catalysts at different pH is compared in Figure 4.14a.
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Figure 4.15. CVs of (a) Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and (b) PtNSs/C in different pH for Pt (110) and
Pt (100) in N2 saturated medium at 30 mV/sec. (c) The plot of HBE vs pH of Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C and PtNSs/C.
The change of 0.5 ilim for both the catalyst is almost negligible below pH 7 and above pH 7
a large increase of half-wave potentials with pH was observed for PtNSs/c catalyst, but Pt(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst showed a small increase of 0.5ilim value with increasing pH. The half183
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wave potential of PtNSs/C were shifted by 50 mV toward the positive side where only 20
mV positive shift of overpotential for Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C were observed as the solution pH
was changed from 1.2 to 12.8. The comparison of limiting current density of the two
catalysts at different pHs is also shown in Figure 4.14 b. This also showed the decrease of
ilim for Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst with pH is less in comparison to that of PtNSs/C. Based on
the above measurements it may be concluded that HOR performance of PtNSs/C is more
sensitive towards pH of solutions than that of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and its HOR activity in 0.1
M KOH solution is 5 times lower in comparison to that of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst. In acid
media, the HOR occurs via two steps – Tafel (dissociative hydrogen adsorption into Hads)
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Figure 4.16. (a) CO stripping voltammetry of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C catalyst in
acid medium (b) Comparison of onset potential of CO stripping with different pH of Pt(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C.
But in base media the 2nd step is that either Hads can react with OH- ions from solution or
Hads can reacts with adsorbed OH- ions (OHads) to form water. The role of OH- ions is still
not clear yet and two contrasting mechanisms were proposed to explain sluggish HOR/HER
kinetics in base media - (1) hydrogen binding energy theory17-19,22 and (2) reactive OHads
theory23,72. Durst et al.20 showed that after Heyvoskey or Volmer step, quick recombination
between proton and OH- from solution occurs and HBE is a sole descriptor for HOR/HER
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in strong base. Several reports14,18 also suggested that HBE is the prime descriptor for
HOR/HER in alkaline media. On the other hand, N. Markovic et al.24 showed that the
presence of oxophilic metal or Ni(OH)2 is beneficial for HOR/HER in basic media. Some
groups also showed a bi-functional mechanism for enhancing HER activity in basic media

HER overpotential (V)

HOR overpotential (V)

when Pt-modified with Ni(OH)224,31,73.
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Figure 4.17. HER/HOR overpotential required for 1mA/cm2 current density for Pt (110)
and Pt (100) plane of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C composite.

We have studied the UPD-Hdes activities properties of both Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and
PtNSs/C composites in different pH solutions to understand the insight of the mechanism.
It is reported18 that the UPD-H desorption peak position in CV can easily correlate with the
HBE of the corresponding active site. The peak potential of UPD-Hdes in CV is directly
related the HBE with the following equation
ΔG (M-H) = − FE peak
Where F=Faraday constant (96,485 C/mol), ΔG = hydrogen binding energy and Epeak is
directly taken from the peak position in the CVs. The CV curves of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and
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PtNSs/C composites at different buffer solutions (pH 0-13) are shown in Figure 4.15a and
Figure 4.15b. In the CV curves for both composites, the UPD-H adsorption region is
cathodic peak appearing below the potential 0.5 V (RHE). In the UPD-H region, the peak
appeared at low potential corresponds to the H adsorption/desorption at Pt (110) plane
(weakly bonded H) whereas peak at the higher potential in this region is assigned as H
adsorption/desorption at Pt (100) (strongly bonded H). Figure 4.15c shows the change of
HBE on Pt (110) and Pt (100) surfaces of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C two catalysts with
solution pH.

Figure 4.18. Schematic diagram of bi-functional mechanism of HOR on Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C
catalyst in basic medium.
For both the catalysts, the UPD-H peaks are shifted towards positive potentials with
increasing the pH of the buffer solutions. UPD-H peak for Pt (110) and (100) rise linearly
with a slope 11 meV/pH and 13 meV/pH respectively. The HBE of Pt (110) and Pt (100) of
these two catalysts are same at all pH values14. It was observed that HOR activity of these
two catalysts is same in acid medium and activity decreases with increasing solution pH.
This can be easily explained by increased HBE of the catalyst with pH, but, increased HBE
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can’t explain why HOR activity of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C is 5 higher than that of PtNSs/C
although their acid medium activities are same. In order to understand the role OH- ions in
HOR mechanism for basic media, we have performed CO stripping voltammetry
measurements for both the catalysts. The CO stripping voltammetry actually represent the
–OH absorption potentials on the catalyst surface. The comparisons of CO stripping curves
of PtNSs/C and Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution is shown in Figure 4.16
a. For Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst, two oxidation peaks are observed at + 0.82 and +0.9 V
(RHE) due to CO oxidation of different lattice site of Pt-nanowires with onset potential of
+0.72 V whereas PtNSs/C catalyst showed a CO stripping peak at +0.98 V with a onset
potential of +0.82 V. We have also performed CO stripping measurements in different pH
solution and are shown in Figure S4.12 and S4.13. The corresponding CO stripping onset
potential at different pH is presented in Figure 4.16b. The onset potentials of CO stripping
decreases i.e. OH- adsorption on both the catalyst surfaces increases with increasing solution
pH, but all pH solution, Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C has stronger OH- absorption than that of PtNSs/C.
This suggests that Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst has higher oxophilic character than that of
oxide-free PtNSs/C catalyst in alkaline medium. This is probably due to the presence of
surface oxide (PtOx) in the catalyst Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C. The surface oxide can act as OHadsorption site suggesting that Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C may be considered as a bi-functional
catalyst. As shown in Figure 4.17, we have compared the HOR over-potential at 1mAcm-2
with changing HBE for the two catalysts (PtNSs/C and Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C) whereas HER
overpotential at -1 mA cm-2 as a function of HBE are presented in Figure 4.17. Below pH 7,
HER and HOR overpotentials for both the catalysts increases slowly with increase of HBE,
but, above pH7, the behavior of HOR and HER activity of two catalysts at high HBE are
significantly different – the change of HOR and HER overpotential of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C is
very small as compare to PtNSs/C. In the previous section, we have discussed that Pt-(PtOx)-
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NSs/C is 5 times more HOR active than that of PtNSs/C although both catalysts have the
same HBE. Thus HBE is not a sole descriptor for HOR/HER in basic media. The benefit of
the presence of PtO2 in Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C is that catalyst has stronger OH adsorption i.e.
higher oxophilic character than that of oxide-free Pt catalyst (PtNSs/C) in alkaline medium.

Figure 4.19. (a) HER activity of (current normalized by surface area of the catalyst) of Pt(PtOx)-NSs/C and Pt/C in acid and alkaline medium and (b) corresponding SA plot of
both the catalysts at ƞ= 0.1 V.

With increasing the pH values, OH- adsorption increases with pH. The improvement of HOR
activity of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C can be attributed to the enhanced OH- adsorption of Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C relative to PtNSs/C suggesting that OHabs is the key intermediate species for HOR in
basic media. Based on these observations we propose a bi-functional mechanism for HOR
in strongly basic media. The PtOx acts as OH- adsorption site while Pt plays a role of H
adsorption (Pt-Hads) site. As shown in schematic diagram (Figure 4.18) dissociation of H2
occurs at Pt site first then adsorbed at Pt site to form Pt-Hads intermediate. Another active
site PtOx offers the OH- adsorption and consecutively formed Pt-OHads. In the next step both
these intermediate species (Hads and OH

ads)

reacts to form H2O.The presence of oxide, in

the Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst enhances not only HOR activity; it’s HER activity in the base
is also enhanced drastically. The Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite is 5 times more HER active
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than oxide-free PtNSs/C catalyst in alkaline media. The comparison of HER LSV curves
(current normalized by surface area) of this Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 1 M KOH and commercial
Pt/C in 0.5 M H2SO4 solutions are shown in Figure 4.19 a and b. The SA in basic media of
Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst is almost same with the SA of commercial Pt/C in acid media
suggesting that oxide surface makes this Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst highly active towards
hydrogen evolution in basic solution.

Figure 4.20. Schematic representation of bi-functional mechanism of HER on Pt-(PtOx)NSs/C catalyst in basic medium.

Based on above observation, we proposed a bi-functional mechanism of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C
for enhanced HER performance in basic media as shown in Figure 4.20. The dissociative
water adsorption is facilitated by PtOx, leading to adsorption of OH- on PtOx surface and
adsorption of H occurs on neighboring Pt sites72. The two neighbor Hads on Pt metal sites is
recombined then to form the H2 molecules. The best catalyst can be developed by combining
the properties of metal and metal oxide (growing metal oxide on metal nanostructures). This
result thus provides an opportunity to develop new bi-functional HOR/HER catalyst for
basic media by growing metal oxide on the metal nanostructure.
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4.4.4 Factors responsible for the high catalytic activity
The Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst showed superior activity and stability towards
HER/HOR in both acidic and basic media. The superior activity and stability of this catalyst
could be attributed to several following reasons.
(a)The Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite is a three-component hybrid where each component play
three different roles: Pt metal sites offer as active sites for hydrogen intermediate and PtOx
as active sites for OH- adsorption whereas nitrogen-doped carbon material acts as a high
electrical conductive support that is required for electrocatalysis. This high activity could be
due to the strong synergistic interaction between three components. If anyone of them is
missing then poor HER/HOR activity is observed. In order to understand this, we have
performed electrochemical impedance measurements of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C. The Nyquist plot
of the EIS analysis for Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C, Pt-PtOx (without support), physical mixture of PtPtOx with CNx and commercial Pt/C was found a semicircle as shown in Figure S4.14a. EIS
spectra of CNX are also provided in Figure S4.14b. The charge transfer resistance (Rct) of
Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C, Pt-PtOx (without support), commercial Pt/C is 280, 460, 390,480 ohm
respectively. This Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C has much lower Rct compared to Pt-PtOx and nitrogen
doped carbon support alone. This suggests that there is strong metal (Pt-(PtOx)-NSs)-support
(CNx) interaction. The interaction is also confirmed by electrochemical measurements of
these three compounds. Figure S4.14 c shows the comparison of HER LSV curves of
commercial Pt/C, Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C and Pt-PtOx (without support). The much lower HER
activity and stability (Figure S4.14 d) of Pt-PtOx (without support), physical mixture of PtPtOx with CNx in comparison to that of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C (with support) confirmed that
strong interaction between them enhancing the electrochemical activities.
(b) The one dimensional Pt nanowires structures of the composite could one of the reasons
for its higher activity and higher stability. One dimensional catalyst has several properties
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such as smooth defect-free crystalline planes, fewer lattice boundaries, low number of
surface defects, and surface to volume ratio etc34, 42, 74,75. All these properties are highly
desirable for fuel cell applications. Microscopic measurements of this Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C
compound are interconnected to form a porous morphology. This porous morphology helps
to enhance its activity by allowing easy transport of reactant and products.
(c) The presence of nitrogen in this Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst improves charge transfer
kinetics due to the interaction between proton and N atoms leading to enhance the
electrocatalytic activity of the catalyst.

4.5 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a facile synthesis of one dimensional Pt wire
nanostructures/N-doped carbon composite. This Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite exhibits
superior electrocatalytic activity towards HER/HOR in both acid and basic medium. The
HER activity of the composite is much better than that of commercial Pt/C in both acid and
alkaline media. The HOR activity of the catalyst was studied using RDE method in a wide
range of pH from 0 to 14. We demonstrated that PtO2 offer stronger OH- adsorption and the
presence of PtO2 in Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite makes dramatic enhancement of its
HER/HOR activity in alkaline media through the bi-functional mechanism. The HBE and
oxophilicity are equally important two descriptors for HER and HOR in alkaline media. The
excellent HER and HOR activity of Pt(PtOx)-NSs/C with good durability and low catalyst
loading are making them a promising future electrocatalyst for fuel cell and water splitting
or other electrochemical devices.
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Figure S4.1. p-XRD of PtNSs/C composite.
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Figure S4.2. (a,b) FESEM images of PtNSs/C composite showing the interconnected PtNPs.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure S4.3. (a, b) TEM images(c) FESEM images of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C composite.
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Figure S4.4. Comparison of high resolution XPS spectra of (a) C1s (b) O1s (c) N1s of Pt(PtOx)-NSs/C and PtNSs/C composite.

Figure S4.5. (a,b) EDS spectrum of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C where it clearly confirms the
presence of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and platinum.

Figure S4.6. (a, b) EDS spectrum was taken on PtNSs/C where it clearly confirms the
presence of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and platinum.
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Figure S4.7. CV curves of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C, Pt/C in KOH electrolyte of different
concentrations. All CV experiments were performed with 30 mV/s scan rate with a
constant Pt loading of 28.57 µg/cm2.
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Figure S4.8. CV curves of (a) Pt/C and (b) Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 0.5 M H2SO4.ECSA was
calculated from the shaded UPD-Hdes region. All CV experiments were performed with 30
mV/s scan rate with a constant Pt loading of 28.57 µg/cm2.

Before HER stability
(a)

Pt 4f

After HER stability
(b)

Pt 4f
(c)

Figure S4.9. Pt 4f XPS spectra of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C (a) before and (b) after HER study. (c)
TEM image of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C after HER stability.
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Figure S4.12. CO stripping voltammograms of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C at different pH solutions.
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Figure S4.13. CO stripping voltammograms of PtNSs/C at different pH.
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Figure S4.14. Niquist plot of different catalysts (a) Pt-PtO2 (without support), Pt-PtO2 +
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M KOH.
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Table S4.1. Comparison of HER activity of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 0.5 M H2SO4 with other
reported catalysts.
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Table S4.2. Comparison of HER activity of Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C in 0.5 M KOH with other
reported catalysts.
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CHAPTER 5
Three-dimensional Hierarchically Porous Iridium OxideCarbon Nitride Hybrid: Synthesis and their Applications in
Overall Water Splitting
5.1. ABSTRACT
Active and durable acid medium electrocatalysts for HER and OER are of critical
importance for the development of proton exchange membrane (PEM) water electrolyzer or
PEM-Fuel cells. In this chapter, we have revealed a facile synthesis of 3D-hierarchical
porous iridium oxide/N-doped carbon hybrid (3D-IrO2/N@C) for superior OER and HER
activity in acid. In 0.5 M HClO4, this catalyst exhibited superior activity towards OER with
a low overpotential of 280 mV at 10 mA/cm2, a low Tafel slope of 45 mV/dec and ~98%
faradic efficiency. The mass activity and turnover frequency (TOF) at an overpotential of
350 mV are found to be 833 A/g and 0.432 s–1 which are ~32 times higher that of commercial
(comm.) IrO2. The HER performance of this 3D-IrO2/N@C is comparable to that of comm.
Pt/C catalyst in acid. This 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst requires only 35 mV overpotential to reach
10 mA/cm2 current density with Tafel slope of 31 mV/dec in acid. Most importantly,
stability test confirmed superior HER and OER stability of this catalyst in acid. This 3DIrO2/N@C catalyst was applied as cathode and anode for over-all water splitting and
required only 1.55 V to achieve a current density of 10 mA/cm2 in acid. The outstanding
activity of the 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst can be attributed to a unique hierarchical porous
network, high surface area, higher electron and mass transportation, synergistic interaction
between IrO2 and carbon support.
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5.2. INTRODUCTION
With the ever-growing energy demand and environmental problems, rapid depletion
of fossil fuel owing to the excessive use of fossil fuel, the searching for the sustainable and
renewable sources of energy has been a major trend globally in past few decades1,2. The
electrochemical water splitting is a most promising method to store the electrical energy into
chemical fuel3,4 i.e. H2 and it consists of two half-cell reactions such as hydrogen and oxygen
evolution reactions.

The electrochemical/photochemical water splitting has attracted

tremendous attention to the scientific community in recent years since HER and OER play
a significant role in various energy storage and conversion devices such as water
electrolyzers, fuel cells, metal-air batteries etc5,6. The OER process is a bottleneck of water
splitting due to its slow multi-electron process7,8. In recent years, earth-abundant transition
metal materials are studied as OER catalyst7-11. The main problem of these transition metal
based OER catalysts is their stability in acid - although they are active and stable in basic
media, they are generally not active and stable in strong acidic condition12,13. The proton
exchange membrane (PEM) water electrolyzer or PEM fuel cells require strong acidic
corrosive environment and it has several advantages over its alkaline counterpart such as
fast response, high efficiency, high power density, simple cell structures etc13-15. The IrO2
and RuO2 are a highly active catalyst for OER in acid13,16. Although RuO2 is more active
than IrO2, poor stability of RuO2 makes IrO2 a preferred state-of-art catalyst for OER in
acid17,18. The state-of-art catalyst still requires large overpotential as compared to theoretical
value 1.23 V. Thus, development of an efficient catalyst which can deliver appreciable
current density at low overpotential is essential for the commercialization of PEMelectrolyzer/Fuel cells. Since Ir is a precious expensive metal, it is also important to reduce
loading these Ir metal at the anode of the electrolyzer. In order to decrease the amount of
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precious metal loading, bimetallic nanostructures and the Iridium-transition metals hybrid
such as IrNi, IrCu, IrTe, etc and an alloy of IrO2 with cheap transition metal oxide (ZnO2,
TiO2, Fe2O3, MoO3 etc) has been investigated by several groups15, 17, 19-23. This two strategy
were not beneficial since leaching of Ni or Cu under the strong corrosive condition and low
conductivity of transition metal oxide leading to the poor activity of the catalyst24. The
properties of nanostructures can easily be tuned by tailoring the size, shape and morphology
of nanostructures25,26. The different nanostructures of Ir such as IrO2 ultrathin nano
needles18, ultrathin laminar superstructure27, nonporous IrO228, IrO2 films29,30 can easily be
synthesized. The synthesis of three-dimensional porous hybrids of IrO2 and conducting
carbon or IrO2 nanostructures supported on 3D conducting carbon support could be a good
strategy to develop active catalyst since porous electrode allows easy mass transport and
conducting support provides effective electron transport.
For hydrogen evolution at cathode, Pt is generally used as HER catalyst5, 31. But the
poor durability of Pt/C under the strong acid condition is the main obstacle for the
commercialization of PEM-based technologies3,32. It is desirable to find highly stable HER
catalysts. The HER activity of Ir metal is lower33 than Pt and activity of IrO2 is even lower.
The comm. Pt/C is highly active for HER whereas comm. IrO2 is used as OER catalyst7. For
PEMFC electrolyzers two different catalysts are generally used as cathode and anode in acid
media. The designing of a bi-functional catalyst where a single catalyst is able to catalyze
HER and OER in the same electrolyte and the same electrochemical device is very attractive
because this can simplify fabrication procedure and lower the cost of water electrolyzer11, 3436

.
In the present work, we report a facile synthesis method for 3D-hierarchical porous

iridium oxide/N-doped carbon hybrid (3D-IrO2/N@C) for electrochemical overall water
splitting in acidic medium. The OER and HER activity, as well as stability in strong acid
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media, were evaluated for 3D-IrO2/N@C and then compared with the state-of-catalysts. This
3D-IrO2/N@C electrocatalyst exhibits superior OER activity in acid with low over-potential
280 mV to achieve 10 mA cm-2 current density, high mass activity and TOF values ( 0.432
s-1 at η = 350 mV). The HER performance of this catalyst is comparable to comm. Pt/C in
acid. This 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid also showed outstanding stability for HER and OER in
acid media. The N@C functionalized 3D-hierarchical porous iridium oxide hybrid were
also applied as cathode and anode in 0.5 M HClO4 solution for overall splitting. To best of
our knowledge, this 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid is one of best bi-functional electrocatalyst for
overall water splitting in strong acid environment.

5.3. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid
20 mg of H2IrCl6.6H2O was dissolved in 5 ml of water. Then 5 mg of g-CNx was
added and sonicated in a bath sonicator for dispersed well. Then the mixture was stirred at
room temperature for 48 h. A Ti foil of 0.25 cm2 (0.5 cm x 0.5 cm) area was taken and
cleaned it well by sonicating it 10 % HCl solution and then washed it by copious water. 10
µl of this solution was coated on a Ti foil, then evaporated and annealed at atmosphere at
100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600 0C for 3 h. Sample prepared at 400 0C (3D-IrO2/N@C) shows
the best catalytic activity. This 3D-IrO2/N@C modified Ti foil was further characterized and
used for electrocatalytic activity.
Calculation of Iridium loading on the electrode:
The amount of Ir on the electrode was calculated from the stock solution
concentration and amount of drop casted Ir-precursor on the electrode. The calculation is as
follows.
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Molecular weight of H2IrCl6.6H2O = 532.948 gm
Atomic weight of Ir = 192.217 gm
Stock solution contains Iridium salt contained 8 mg/ml.
10 µl stock solution was drop casted on the Ti foil that contained 80 µg of Ir-salt.
So contained of only Ir =

80 ×192.217
532.948

µg = ~ 30 µg of Iridium.

5.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
5.4.1 Characterization of 3D-IrO2/N@C composite:
The 3D-hierarchical porous iridium oxide/N-doped carbon (3D-IrO2/N@C) hybrid
was synthesized by facile heating method as discussed in the experimental section.

Intensity (a.u)

0h
2h
8h
48 h
96 h

300 400 500 600 700 800

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 5.1. UV-Visible spectra of H2IrCl6 and g-CNx mixture in different time.
The synthesis of carbon nitride37,39 (g-CNx) is discussed previously. When an aqueous
solution of [IrCl6]2- is mixed with g-CNx material, water soluble or water dispersed Ir4+-
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N@C complex is formed. The interaction between Ir4+ and g-CNx was studied by UV-Visible
spectroscopy (Figure 5.1). The aqueous solution [IrCl6]2- complex showed a strong
absorption band in the region 400-500 nm due to d-d transition28 of iridium electrons within
the [IrCl6]2. The gradual decrease of absorption on the addition of g-CNx suggested a strong
interaction between Ir4+ and g-CNx materials. When an aqueous solution of Ir4+- g-CNx
complex is evaporated and heated at high temperature on Ti-foil, the 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid
is formed. The IrO2/N@C hybrid was also prepared by caicinated at different temperatures
such as 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 0C. The best electrochemical activity was obtained
when the preparation temperature was between 300 0C to 500 0C.

Figure 5.2. (a) p-XRD of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid. (b) p-XRD of 3D-IrO2/N@C on Ti foil
(blue line) and only Ti foil heated at 400 0C.

The 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid was easily removed by scratching or sonication in water from Ti
foil. The powder X-ray diffraction (p-XRD) patterns of the 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid are shown
in Figure 5.2 a. The different diffraction peaks observed at 2θ values of 27.6, 34.3, 39.99,
53.6, 57.8, 65.7, 77.25, 82.1 corresponds to (110), (101), (200), (211), (002), (212), (221),
(321) plane of IrO2. The XRD pattern was compared with standard data of IrO2 (lattice space
group P42/mnm with COD no 1538153)19, 40. The XRD patterns of 3D-IrO2/N@C on Ti foil
is also provided Figure 5.2b. It shows the presence of diffraction peaks for Ti along with the
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diffraction peaks for IrO2. The scanning electron (SEM) and transmission (TEM) techniques
were used to study the morphology of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid. The typical morphology of
3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid, grown on Ti foil at 400 0C and 500 0C are shown in Figure 5.3a and
5.3 (b, c). These images show that thin folded nanosheets are uniformly grown on the surface
of Ti-foil.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(c)

Figure 5.3. FESEM images of 3D-IrO2/N@C prepared at (a) 400 0C (b, c) 500 0C.
As shown in Figure 5.3a and 5.3b, c. these nanosheets are rippled silk-like shape structure
and they are interconnected with each other to form free-standing porous network
morphology. Notably, the nanosheets are strongly attached to each other forming a lots of
3D porous structure. In the high magnification SEM image (Figure 5.3c) of the hybrid
prepared at 500 0C, pores are clearly visible and small IrO2 nanoparticles are highly
dispersed in the 3D porous N@C network.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4. (a) HRTEM image of 3D-IrO2/N@C (b) SAED image of 3D-IrO2/N@C
hybrid.

(a)

N@C

(c)

300 0C

(d)

(e)

500 0C

(f)

(b)

Room temperature

400 0C

500 0C

Figure 5.5. FESEM image of (a) N@C (b) N@C-Ir4+ complex before heating. The
FESEM image 3D-IrO2/N@C prepared at (c) 300 0C (d) 400 0C (inset: high magnification
image) (e, f) 500 0C.
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It is also observed that size of IrO2 nanoparticles decreases with decreasing calcination
temperature (inset of Figure 5.5 d and Figure 5.5 f). The high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM)
image of the 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid and corresponding selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) are shown in Figure 5.4a and Figure 5.4b respectively. The SAED image show
polycrystalline nature of the hybrid and calculated d-spacing of 3.18, 2.58, 2.23, 1.69, 1.42
Å corresponds to (110), (101), (111), (211), (310) of IrO2.

Figure 5.6. (a, b) EDS line profile and elemental weight percentage of the 3D-IrO2/N@C
hybrid (heated at 400 0C). (c-g) STEM image and TEM-EDS elemental mapping of 3DIrO2/N@C.

In the HR-TEM image the measured lattice spacing were found to be 2.23 and 3.18 Å. The
presence lattice spacing 2.23 Å corresponding to the (111) plane of IrO2 confirmed the
presence IrO2 in the 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid. The d-spacing of 3.18 Å is due to the (002)
plane of graphene. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid
shows the presence of C, N, O and Ir (Figure 5.6 a, b) in the hybrid. The TEM-EDS mapping
of a single sheet of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid was presented in Figure 5.6 c-g. These images
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show the uniform distribution of C, N, O and Ir. The SEM images of free N@C and N@C
after Ir+4 ions adsorption are shown in Figure 5.5 a and b showing their flat sheet-like
morphology whereas SEM images of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrids prepared at 300, 400 and 500
0

C are given in Figure 5.5 c-f. These images show that with increase of calcination

temperate, thickness of layers reduced and hybrid became more porous. These suggest that
Ir+4 ions first adsorption on the surface of two dimension sheets of N@C. Then, on heating
at high temperature, nucleation of IrO2 and growth occurs on the surface of N@C sheets that
leads to the formation of folded thin nanosheets of the IrO2/N@C hybrid.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 5.7. (a) XPS survey scan of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid. High-resolution XPS spectra of
(b) Ir4f (c) O1s (d) C1s of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid.

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurement of the (3D-IrO2/N@C) hybrid
was carried out to find the electronic structure of the hybrid. The XPS survey scan in Figure
5.7 (a) clearly indicates the presence of C, N, O and Ir. In literature, it is reported that Ir4fXPS peak of the metallic iridium (Ir0) appeared as a doublet at 60.8 and 63.8 eV for Ir 4f7/2
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and Ir5/2, but for the Ir4+ (for example IrO2) these two peaks generally appeared at 61.7 and
64.7 eV29, 40,41. The Ir4f-XPS spectrum of 3D-IrO2/N@C is deconvulated into two gaussian
peaks. As shown in Figure 5.7b the peak appeared at 61.8 and 64.8 eV are assigned to the
4f7/2 and 4f5/2 peaks of Ir4+ species and these BE values are matched well with the single
crystal IrO2. Another two broader peaks42,43 also appeared at 62.7 and 66.1 eV, almost 1 eV
higher than that of [Ir4+] species. Figure 5.7 (c) shows the O1s XPS spectrum of 3DIrO2/N@C. This O1s XPS spectrum is deconvoluted to three main gaussian peaks. The peak
appeared at 529.91 is referred to the Ir bonded oxygen in IrO2 lattice and the peak appeared
at 530.93 is assigned to the absorbed O2 or OH- in the hybrid41,44. The peak appeared at
532.21 eV originates from the absorbed water in the hybrid. The C1s XPS spectra is shown
in Figure 5.7d. The peak appeared at 284.6 is assigned to the sp2 hybridized carbon of
graphitic carbon45. The EDS spectrum of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid is shown in Figure 5.6 (b)
and amount of Ir present in the hybrid (3D-IrO2/N@C) was found to be nearly 80 wt%.
5.4.2 Oxygen Evolution Reaction (OER) Activity of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid in acidic
medium:
The electrocatalytic activity of the as-synthesized 3D-IrO2/N@C was first evaluated
in 0.5 M HClO4 medium. The electrochemical analysis was done in a three-electrode system
where the 3D-IrO2/N@C, grown on Ti foil was directly used as a working electrode. The
OER activities were assessed in O2 saturated 0.5 M HClO4 electrolyte solution with a scan
rate of 10 mV/sec. As shown in Figure 5.8a, the LSV polarization curve (geometric current
density vs. potential) for oxygen evolution of 3D-IrO2/N@C in 0.5 M HClO4 solution was
compared with that of comm. IrO2 and Pt/C. The LSV curve of Ti foil was also measured
under the same condition and plotted in Figure 5.8 (a). The bare Ti foil exhibits negligible
OER activity with large onset potential.
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Figure 5.8. (a) LSV polarisation curves of 3D-IrO2/N@C, comm. IrO2, comm. Pt/C in 0.5
M HClO4 with scan rate 10 mV/s (b) Required overpotential required for achieving 10
mA/cm2 current density for of 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst.

The onset overpotentials of comm. IrO2 and comm. Pt/C are 300 mV and 320 mV whereas
3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst shows a low onset potential of 250 mV (Figure 5.8 (b)). The
overpotentials required to reach a current density of 10 mAcm-2 is an important parameter
for solar fuel synthesis46. Comm. IrO2 catalyst needs overpotentials of 400 mV to reach a
current density of 10 mAcm-2 which is consistent with the previous reported literature
values19, 47. But 3D-IrO2/N@C affords only 280 mV overpotential to reach a current density
of 10 mAcm-2 (Figure 5.8b and Table 5.1). This required overpotential for 10 mA/cm2
current density is lower or comparable to the recently reported noble metal nanostructures
in acid such as IrO2 nanoneedles18, IrO2-RuO2@Ru48, RuO2 nanowires16 3D macroporous
IrO224 etc. The fundamental origin of the activity can be obtained from the mass activity
(MA) and turn over frequency (TOF) (see detail calculations of TOF in Chapter 2). The OER
activity of 3D-IrO2/N@C was further compared by comparing mass activity (MA) and TOF
value of this catalyst with state-of-art-catalyst (Figure 5.9 a, b and c).
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Figure 5.9. (a) MA of 3D-IrO2/N@C, comm. IrO2, comm. Pt/C at 1.58 V. (b) MA of 3DIrO2/N@C and comm. IrO2 at different overpotentials (c) TOF of 3D-IrO2/N@C and
comm. IrO2 at different overpotentials. (d) Tafel slope of 3D-IrO2/N@C and comm. IrO2.

The mass activity of this 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst was ~ 833 mA mg-1 at 350 mV, which is
~33 times higher than that of comm. IrO2 (25 mA/mg) (Figure 5.9a). Figure 5.9b shows the
increase of MA with overpotential and a very rapid increase of MA value with the increase
of overpotentials is observed as compared to the comm. IrO2 catalyst. This 3D-IrO2/N@C
catalyst showed very high TOF value at η = 350 mV and TOF value of 3D-IrO2/N@C was
0.432 s-1 which is 32 times higher than comm. IrO2 (0.0133 s-1) and much higher than comm.
Pt/C (Figure 5.9c and Table 5.1). As shown in Figure 5.9c the TOF value of this 3DIrO2/N@C catalyst increased drastically at higher overpotentials as compared to comm. IrO2
catalyst suggesting very high OER activity of this catalyst in acid media.
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Figure 5.10. (a) Steady-state chronoamperometric stability of 3D-IrO2/N@C and comm.
IrO2 in 0.5 M HClO4 at a constant potential of 1.51 V. (b) Theoretical and experimental
measured O2 by the 3D-IrO2/N@C electrode at 25 mA/cm2 current density. (c) LSV
polarization curve normalized by mass of the catalyst of 3D-IrO2/N@C on Ti foil and GC
surface.

The Tafel slope generally helps to understand the OER mechanism. In order to investigate
the mechanism of OER and the insight of the catalyst Tafel analysis was performed. Several
groups reported the mechanism of OER on IrO2 surface that was described in the
following20,28. In the first step of OER, absorption of water followed by the formation of
OH⁎ads intermediate occurs on the active site (S).
S+ H2O  S-OH⁎ads + H+ + e

(1)

The next step is the conversion of OH⁎ads to another active species OH. Although this active
OH species is chemically same but energetically it is different from OH⁎ads
S-OH⁎ads S-OHads

(2)

Then proton and electron transfer takes place to form oxide intermediate
S-OHads  S-Oads + H+ +e-

(3)

In the final step, two oxide intermediates are recombined to form molecular oxygen.
S-Oads+ S-Oads  2S + O2

(4)
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Figure 5.11. (a) OER activity of 3D-IrO2/N@C at different metal loading in the electrode.
(b) Mass activity (with respect to Ir) of 3D-IrO2/N@C with different Ir loading in the 3DIrO2/N@C catalyst. (c) LSV curves (b) Mass activity of 3D-IrO2/N@C catalysts prepared
at different calcination temperature ranging from 100 to 600 0C. Amount of Ir loading kept
same (120µgIr cm-2)

It is reported28,47 when Tafel slope value is 60 mv/dec, then step 1 and step 2 is the rate
determining steps whereas Tafel slope value of 120, suggest step 1 is the sole ratedetermining step. For the Tafel slope value are 40 and 15 mV/dec20,22 when the rate
determining step is step 3 and step 4 respectively. The Tafel plot of 3D-IrO2/N@C and
comm. IrO2 is shown in Figure 5.9d. The Tafel slope value in the linear region of Tafel plot
for comm. IrO2 was obtained 65 mV/dec in 0.5 M HClO4 medium which is comparable to
the previously reported IrO2 catalyst28,47. The Tafel slope value of 45 mV/dec for 3DIrO2/N@C suggests the faster rate of OER with step 3 is the rate-determining step. The
activity of the 3D-IrO2/N@C and the comm. IrO2 catalyst is summarized in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1. Comparison of OER activity of different catalysts in 0.5 M HClO4.
Catalyst

Onset
η10 mAcm-2
potential (V,
(V)
RHE)

Jη= 0.35 V
mAcm-2

Tafel slope
(mV/dec)

TOF at η =
0.35 V (s-1)

3D-IrO2/N@C

1.48

1.51

100

45

0.432

Comm. IrO2

1.53

1.63

3.1

66

0.0133

The high stability of OER catalyst in the strong corrosive environment is important for the
commercialization of PEM-electrolyzer.

The comparison of the chronoamperometric

stability of 3D-IrO2/N@C and comm. IrO2 at constant potentials of 1.51 V in 0.5 M HClO4
is shown in Figure 5.10a. This shows that the current density of comm. IrO2 decreases very
rapidly whereas 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst is stable at least for 10 hrs. The comm. IrO2 showed
very poor stability whereas 3D-IrO2/N@C showed very good stability in strong acid media.
We also quantified the amount of O2 evolved (see details in ESI) in the OER experiment and
compared with the amount expected during 100% faradic efficiency. The theoretically
amount of O2 was calculated from accumulated charge during electrolysis by assuming
100% efficiency. The amount of experimentally evolved O2 was matched well with the ~98
% faradic efficiency during the experimental period of 40 min (Figure 5.10b). This 3DIrO2/N@C hybrid was removed from Ti foil and then its catalytic activity was studied. The
GC modified 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid was applied as an anode for OER under similar
experimental condition. The comparison of OER polarization curves of 3D-IrO2/N@C/GC
(sample scratched from Ti foil) and 3D-IrO2/N@C /Ti. This shows that the catalytic activity
of 3D-IrO2/N@C remains almost unchanged even after removing from Ti-foil (Figure
5.10c).
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Figure 5.12. (a) p-XRD of 3D-IrO2/N@C before and after 10 hrs of OER stability. High
resolution 4f XPS spectra of (b) Ir (c) O1s (d-e) FESEM images of 3D-IrO2/N@C after
10h OER stability.

We have grown the 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid with different loading of Ir and the effect of
catalyst loading on the electrode towards OER was studied as shown in Figure 5.11a.
Although with increasing Ir-mass loading on Ti-foil, geometric current density was
increased linearly, but MA values of the electrodes remain almost same (Figure 5.11b). We
have also synthesized the catalyst at different temperatures and good catalytic activity was
obtained when calcination temperature was between 300 0C to 500 0C (Figure 5.11c,d) and
best activity and best activity was obtained at 400 0C temperature. The characterization of
the OER catalyst after the stability test is important as it gives the information about phasedecomposition, surface oxidation state, morphology, electronic state after the OER stability.
We have characterized the 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid after 10h chronoamperometric OER
stability test. The comparison of the p-XRD patterns of the 3D-IrO2/N@C before and after
stability test is provided in Figure 5.12a. This shows that peak positions in both the XRD
patterns are same, suggesting there is no phase change of the catalyst after stability (Figure
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5.12a). The Ir 4f XPS and O1s spectra of the 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid after stability were
deconvoluted in Figure 5.12b, c. The presence of peaks at 61.8, 62.4 eV (4f7/2, 4f5/2 of Ir+4
species) and 529.9 eV for (Ir bonded oxygen) which are similar to XPS spectra of freshly
prepared compound (Figure 5.7 b, c and d) suggests electronic structure and phase of IrO2
remains same after stability. The FESEM images after OER shows the same porous 3D
hierarchical morphology of the catalyst as shown in the Figure 5.12d, e. The post
characterization of catalyst, 3D-IrO2/N@C suggests that it retains the same structure and
morphology even after 10h of stability test. The 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid showed superior
catalytic activity towards OER in acid medium and its OER activity was compared with
different other catalysts reported in the literature 16,17,49,50 in Table S5.1. Based on the above
results and Table S5.1, this 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst is one of the best OER catalysts in
acid14,15, 44,45.
5.4.3 Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER) by 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid in acidic
medium:
The HER activity of 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst was then evaluated for HER in an acid
medium in N2 saturated acid solution using LSV with a scan rate of 10 mV/sec. The LSV
polarization curves current density vs. potential of 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst, comm. Pt/C,
comm. IrO2, N@C and Ti foil for HER in 0.5 M HClO4 solution is shown in Figure 5.13a.
It exhibits that comm. Pt/C and 3D-IrO2/N@C show the superior HER activity with a zero
volt onset potential but, Ti foil, N@C modified Ti electrode was almost inert as these two
shows a high onset potential and overpotential for an appreciable amount of current density.
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Figure 5.13. HER performance of various electrodes: (a) LSV polarization curves of 3DIrO2/N@C, comm. IrO2, comm. Pt/C in 0.5 M HClO4 with scan rate of 10 mV/s in N2
saturated medium. (b) Overpotential required to achieve 10 mA/cm2 current density for
3D-IrO2/N@C, comm. Pt/C and comm. IrO2 catalyst. (c) MA of 3D-IrO2/N@C, comm.
Pt/C and comm. IrO2 at -50 mV. (d) Tafel slope of 3D-IrO2/N@C, comm. Pt/C and comm.
IrO2 (e) Steady-state chronoamperometric stability (at 35 mV) of 3D-IrO2/N@C and
comm. Pt/C in 0.5 M HClO4.

The 3D-IrO2/N@C and comm. Pt/C catalyst requires a significantly lower over-potential to
achieve a significant current density. In 0.5 M HClO4 medium, the overpotential required
for both 3D-IrO2/N@C and comm. Pt/C catalyst to drive the current density of 10 mAcm-2
is 35 mV (Figure 5.13b and Table 5.2). Comm. IrO2 requires a large overpotential (145 mV)
to acquire 10 mA cm-2 current density. In order to investigate the intrinsic properties such as
mass activity (MA, current normalized by mass of Ir and Pt on the electrode) was evaluated
at 50 mV (Figure 5.13 c).
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Table 5.2. Comparison of HER activity of different catalysts in 0.5 M HClO4.
Catalyst

3D-IrO2/N@C
Pt/C

Onset
η10
potential (V, mAcm-2
RHE)
(mV)
0
0

Jη=0.05V
(mAcm-2)

Tafel slope
(mV/dec)

Exchange
current
(mA/cm2)

-16.5
-18

31
32

0.996
0.90

-35
-35

The MA at 50 mV of 3D-IrO2/N@C is ~0.14 mA/µgIr, slightly lower than the comm. Pt/C
(~0.155 mA/µgPt)) (Figure 5.13 c and Table 5.2). The HER Tafel slope is an inherent property
of the catalyst and can be obtained from Tafel equation (ƞ= a + b log|J|) where b is the Tafel
slope). It is well known that HER in acidic medium undergoes in two steps in acidic
medium31,51:
Step 1
H3O+ + M + e-  M-Hads +H2O (Volmer)
H3O+ + M-Hads + e-  H2 + M+ OH- (Heyrovsky)
Step 2
2M-Hads  2M+ H2 (Tafel)
The HER Tafel slope value is 118, 39 and 30 mV/dec when the rate determining step is
Volmer, Heyrovsky and Tafel respectively. The HER Tafel plot showing log| j| vs. applied
potential for Pt/C, 3D-IrO2/N@C is presented in Figure 5.13d. The Tafel slope values of 3DIrO2/N@C and comm. Pt/C are found to be 31 and 32 mV/dec respectively. This Tafel slope
value suggests that HER follows the Tafel-Volmer mechanism in the acidic medium where
desorption of hydrogen is the rate-determining step (Tafel step). The exchange current
density (j0) is also an important kinetic parameter that explores the rate of electron transfer
at the reversible condition. The exchange current density for 3D-IrO2/N@C in 0.5 M HClO4
medium was 0.996 mAcm-2 which are comparable to comm. Pt/C electrode (0.9 mA cm-2)
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and is also higher or comparable to other related systems16, 52-54 (Table S5.2). The long-term
HER durability of a catalyst in acid media is important for its commercialization of
PEMFCs. The main problem associated with the Pt/C is the stability of the catalyst. The
aggregation of Pt nanoparticles due to the degradation of carbon support is the main reason
for the decrease in stability of the comm. Pt/C in strong oxidizing condition. The long-term
stability by chronoamperometric measurement (at 35 mV) shows the decrease of 50 %
current density of comm. Pt/C at the end of the 12 h (Figure 5.13 e). But in the same
experimental condition 3D-IrO2/N@C shows an initial increase in current density and after
6h it delivers a constant current density. Thus 3D-IrO2/N@C is extremely stable at long-term
chronoamperometric operation. The HER activity of the 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst and other
reported catalyst was compared in Table S5.2. The 3D-IrO2/N@C shows better or similar
activity with respect to onset potential, over potential (at 10 mA/cm2), Tafel slope, MA,
compared to noble and non-noble metal based catalyst16,52,53,55-59. Though few reports are
available for HER in basic medium41,60 of IrO2, there is no such good report of HER catalyst
in an acid medium in the literature.
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Figure 5.14. (a) LSV polarization curve of overall water splitting using 3D-IrO2/N@C as a
cathode as well as an anode in 0.5 M HClO4 at 10 mV/s scan rate. (b) The
chronoamperometric response of 3D-IrO2/N@C at 1.55 V. Inset: Photograph of cathode
and anode.
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Figure 5.15. (a) CV curves of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid with a different scan rate starting
from 30 to 300 mV/s. CV curves of (b) comm. IrO2 (c) Ti foil in a potential range 0.751.25 V (vs. RHE) with different scan rate in 0.5 M HClO4. (d) Linear plot of double layer
current vs. scan rate 3D-IrO2/N@C comm. IrO2 and Ti foil in 0.5 M HClO4 at a potential
of 1.1 V in RHE.

Based on the above result of OER and HER of 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst in the acidic medium
we believed that this catalyst should work well as a bifunctional catalyst for overall water
splitting in acidic medium. Bi-functionality of the 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst was studied by
applying a two-electrode configuration where 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst was used as both
cathode and anode (see SI for details). The LSV curve in 0.5 M HClO4 is shown in Figure
5.14a. The overall water splitting shows the catalyst requires onset potential of 1.48 V and
shows overpotential of 320 mV for achieving a current density of 10 mA/cm2 as shown in
Figure 5.14a. The long-term stability measurement (Figure 5.14 b) also confirmed the
extraordinary stability of the catalyst in two electrode configuration. Although good overall
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water splitting catalysts in basic medium is available11,34-36 in the literature, however
catalysts for overall water splitting in acid medium is rare11,34-36. This proves that this catalyst
can be used as a bifunctional catalyst for overall water splitting in acidic medium.
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Figure 5.16. (a) EIS spectra of 3D-IrO2/N@C in 0.5 M HClO4 at different voltages. Inset:
Equivalent circuit for the fitting of the EIS curves. (b) Comparison of EIS spectra of the different
catalysts at 1.52 V. (c) Comparison of EIS spectra of 3D-IrO2/N@C, a physical mixture of IrO2 and
N@C, IrO2 (IrO2 was synthesized by heating Ir salt at 4000C) and (d) N@C at 1.52 V (RHE).

5.4.4 Factors responsible for the high catalytic activity of 3D-IrO2/N@C:
The superior catalytic activity and excellent stability of 3D-IrO2/N@C for HER and
OER in the acidic medium could be attributed to following several factors:
(1)

The large active surface area is one of the important factors required for a good

electrocatalyst. It helps in the enhancement of the catalytic activity of the catalyst with
increasing number of the active site. The active surface area of 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst was
evaluated by measuring the double layer capacitance (Cdl) as these are directly proportional
to active surface area (see details of the procedure for calculation of C dl in SI). Figure 5.15
(a-c) show the CV curves of the different catalysts in non-faradic regions. The linear plot of
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current vs. scan rate of corresponding CV curves was given in Figure 5.15d. The C dl were
1.78 mF which are much higher than the comm. IrO2 (0.17 mF). These results demonstrated
that the catalytically active surface area increased due to the porous hierarchical 3D
morphology of the 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst.
(2)

The superior HER/OER activity and stability could be originated from unique three-

dimensional hierarchical porous nanostructures hybrid. The 3D interconnected continuous
porous 3D-IrO2/N@C electrode gives continuous electron transport and it has low chargetransfer resistance35-36. Figure 5.16a the electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) of this 3DIrO2/N@C hybrid at a different voltage (in-set of this Figure 5.16a is equivalent circuit).
The EIS spectra of the 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid were compared with comm. IrO2 and comm.
Pt/C in Figure 5.16d. The charge transfer resistance of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid is found to be
57 ohm which is much lower than that of comm. IrO2 (53 kΩ) and Pt/C (997 Ω).
(3)

The porous morphology of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid /electrode facilitates easies mass

transport through the electrode. The reactant or electrolyte can easily reach to active sites
and products can easily come out from the sites through porous structure61-62. In addition,
adhesion of evolved gas such as H2 or O2 on the flat surface forms bubbles which block
electrolytic diffusion, Ohmic drops leading to reduce performances of flat catalyst in
compared to porous structure63. The porous morphology of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid may
increases mass-transport to the active catalytic sites and thereby enhances HER and OER
activity of the catalyst.
(4)

The in-situ growth of 3D-IrO2/N@C on N-doped carbon to form 3D-IrO2/N@C

hybrid suggests there may be strong interaction between IrO2 and carbon. The synergistic
strong interaction between IrO2 and N-doped carbon could be one of the reasons for their
high HER/OER activity16,52,53. It was found that HER/OER activity of 3D-IrO2/N@C is
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better than that of carbon-free- IrO2 catalyst and physical mixture of IrO2 and N-doped
carbon suggesting a catalyst-support interaction. As discussed in the previous section, the
decrease of UV-Visible peak of a mixture of N-doped C and [IrCl6]2- also suggest an
interaction between Ir4+ and N-doped C material. The comparison of EIS spectra of 3DIrO2/N@C, IrO2 (without N@C) and physical mixture (IrO2 and N@C) is provided in Figure
5.16 (c, d). The Rct value of this porous hybrid is also much lower than that of physical
mixture and free IrO2 or only N@C. This proves that there is a strong synergistic interaction
between IrO2 and N@C in the 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid. The presence of nitrogen in N-doped
carbon support also helps to enhance the OER/HER activity of the 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst52,
64

.

(5)

The direct growth of 3D-IrO2/N@C in conducting Ti-foil enhances electron transport

and strong bonding between 3D-IrO2/N@C and Ti-foil gives strong structural stability for
long-term stability. Generally for electrochemical studies, polymer binders such as nafion,
PTFE etc. are used for immobilization of catalyst on the electrode surface. The polymer
binder may block active catalytic sites, reduce diffusion and also increases series resistance
– the catalytic activity of the catalyst is thus reduced due to use of polymer binder65. In this
case, no-polymer or conductive additives were used.

Therefore, in-situ growth on

conducting Ti-foil also helped to enhance OER and HER activity and stability of the catalyst,
3D-IrO2/N@C.

5.5 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a method for the development of three-dimensional
hierarchical N@C porous network electrode incorporating IrO2 as active and stable
bifunctional electrode for over-all water splitting in acid media. This 3D interconnected
continuous porous network show high surface area, allow easy electron and mass transport
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through the electrode. When this hybrid was applied as OER catalyst in acid, it exhibited
low overpotential (10 mA/cm2 at 280 mV), low Tafel slope (45 mV/dec) and high mass
activity and TOF values. Moreover, this 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid showed superior HER
activity in acid. The HER activity of 3D-IrO2/N@C hybrid in acid media is better than
comm. Pt/C. This hybrid also showed out-standing OER and HER stability in strong acid
media. When applied for overall water splitting as a bifunctional electrocatalyst, 3DIrO2/N@C hybrid required a small overpotential of 1.55 V for a current density of 10
mA/cm2. To best of our knowledge, this is the best bifunctional catalyst for over-all water
splitting in acid media. The superior activity of this hybrid is due to the unique porous
structure of the hybrid, high surface area, easy electron/ mass transport and strong synergistic
interaction between IrO2 and N@C support. The excellent HER and OER performance in
acid media indicates the promising application of this unique 3D hierarchical interconnected
porous IrO2/N@C hybrid for PEM-devices and other electrochemical energy conversion and
storage devices.
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Appendix C
Table S5.1. Comparison of OER activity of 3D-IrO2/N@C in acidic medium with other
reported catalysts.
Catalyst

Catalyst
loading
(mg cm-2)

Onset
potential
(V vs.
RHE)

Over
potential (mV
RHE) vs.
current
density (mA
cm-2)
430 (10 mA
cm-2)
450 (10 mA
cm-2)

Tafel
slope
(mV/dec)

MA
A/g

References

IrO2 (350 oC)

0.05

1.40

-

J. Phys. Chem. Lett.
2012, 3, 399-404.
J. Phys. Chem. Lett.
2012, 3, 399-404.

~1.46

281 (10 mA
cm-2)

53.1

3 at η=
0.25 V
11 at
η= 0.25
V
-

RuO2

0.05

1.40

IrO2RuO2@Ru
(3:1)
IrO2@RuO2

0.379

0.38

~1.40

270 (10.8 mA
cm−2)

57.8

-

Ru0.7Ir0.3O2

1

~1.40

270

48

-

1D-RuO2-CNx

0.012

250 (10 mA
cm-2)

52

-

Surface clean
3D Ir
superstructur
e
Ru0.8Ir0.2
O2

0.0115

1.47

270 (10 mA
cm-2)

40.8

-

J. Phys. Chem. C
2016,
120, 2562-2573.
Int. J. Hydrogen
Energy.
2014, 39, 1678516796.
ACS Appl. Mater.
Interfaces 2016, 8
(42), 28678-28688
Nano Lett. 2016,
16, 4424-4430

0.38

-

> 320 (10 mA
cm-2)

-

-

IrO2/NbTiO2

0.23

~1.475

~310 (10 mA
cm-2)

-

-

Ir0.5Ru0.5
O2/ATO

0.8

-

240 (1 mA
cm-2)

~60

-

Ir0.7Co0.3
Ox

0.102

~1.52

~260 (0.5 mA
cm-2)

40

-

3D-IrO2/N@C

0.12

1.48

280 (10 mA
cm-2)

45

833 at
η= 0.35
V
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-

J. Mater. Chem. A,
2017, 5, 17221

Appl. Catal. B,
2012, 111-112, 376380
ACS. Sustainable
Chem. Eng., 2016,
4,
746-756.
Electrochim. Acta,
2010, 55, 19781984.
ACS Appl. Mater.
Interfaces, 2014, 6,
12729-12736.
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Table S5.2. Comparison of HER activity of 3D-IrO2/N@C in 0.5 M HClO4 with other
reported catalysts.
Catalyst

Catalyst
loading
(mg cm-2)

Au-aerogel-CNx

0.127

Onset
potential
(mV vs.
RHE)
-30

Over potential
(mV RHE) vs.
current density
(mA cm-2)
-225 (20 mA
cm-2)
55

Tafel
slope
(mV/dec
)
53

Exchange
current
(mAcm-2)

Ref

0.03

35

0.40

-14

-93 (10 mA cm2
)

40

0.22

̴ 0.081

+19.6

-

-

PtNSSs@PEI

0.089

+64.6

PtNiCu

0.06

0

-25(90 mA cm2
)
-25 (143 mA
cm-2)
-50 (143 mA
cm-2)
70

J. Mater.
Chem.A2015,3, 23120
ACS Catal.2016,6,
1929
ACS appl. Mater.
interfaces2016,8,
28678.
ACS Catal.2017,7, 452

Pd-CNx

0.043

12

1D-RuO2-CNx

93

Pttripods@PAA

+5

Pt13Cu73Ni14/CN
F @CF
Pttripods@PAA

̴ 0.081

+19.6

WPNAs/CC

2

-50

MoP-CA2

0.36

-40 (IR free)

Nano MoP

1

-

NiAu/Au

-

-7
-

A-Ni-C
(GO 8 wt%) CuMOF
CoP/CC

0.226

-87

0.92

-38

CoNx/C

2

-20

NiP2NS/CC

4.3

-50

Co-NRCNT

0.28

-50

CoSe2

0.37

-30

MoS2/CoSe2

0.28

-11
-25

Ni2P

-25(90 mA cm2
)
-130 (10 mA
cm-2)
-125 (10
mA/cm2)
-110 (10 mA
cm-2)
-

28

Chem. Sci. 2017,8,
8411-8418
Chem. Sci. 2017,8,
8411
ACS Appl. Mater.
Interfaces2016,8, 3464

28
38
-

-

ACS Catal.2017,7, 452

69

0.29

54

0.086

45

0.12

36

-

-34 (10 mA cm2
)
-400 (122.48
mA cm-2)
67 (10 mA cm2
)
133

41

1.2

84

-

51

0.288

57

0.07

-75 (10 mA cm2
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)
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(200mAcm-2 )
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0.037
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Hydrogen

Evolution

Reaction and Oxygen Reduction Reaction

6.1 ABSTRACT
The electrochemical HER and ORR are two important processes for the development of
renewable energy technologies such as water splitting, FCs, batteries etc. Developing lowcost (precious metal free), highly active and stable electro-catalyst is essential for the
practical commercialization of these technologies. In this chapter, a highly active and
durable carbon nitride supported interconnected silver nano-wires (AgNWs-CNx)
electrocatalyst for HER and ORR applications was demonstrated. This catalyst exhibited
superior HER activity that out-performs commercial Pt/C in both acid and base medium.
Like Pt/C, on-set potential of this AgNWs-CNx electro-catalyst is 0 mV in both medium and
the Tafel slopes of this catalyst are 32 mV/dec and 65 mV/dec in acid and base respectively.
It requires over-potentials of 25 mV and 85 mV to achieve the current densities of 10 and 50
mA/cm2 respectively in acid whereas 110 mV and 290 mV needed to attain the same current
densities in base. Most importantly this catalyst showed excellent durability in repeated
cycling and long term chronoamperometric studies that confirmed its extraordinary stability
in the acid medium. Furthermore, this AgNWs-CNx catalyst showed superior activity
towards ORR in base medium as the one-set potential and half wave potential (E1/2) of this
Ag catalyst are comparable to that of Pt/C in base. This catalyst also showed excellent
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methanol tolerance and superior durability in ORR. The superior electro-catalytic activity
of the interconnected AgNWs-CNx are likely due to its hierarchical 3D porous morphology,
presence of hetero atoms and 1-D wires like structure. This work may provide new
opportunity to design and develop hierarchical porous electro-catalyst for development of
PEMFCs, alkaline fuel cells and other renewable energy technologies.

6.2 INTRODUCTION
Since the concerns for the energy shortage and environmental pollution due to use of
fossil fuel are rising, there is urgent demand for renewable energy sources alternative to
fossil fuels1-2. The electrochemical energy generation is considered as one of the best viable
green approaches for energy production3. Molecular hydrogen is considered as a clean fuel
(energy carrier) alternative to fossil fuel due to its high storage density and environmental
friendliness4. The electrochemical water splitting via hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)
offers easy method for hydrogen production on a large scale5. The oxygen reduction
reactions (ORR) is another important critical process for cathodes of electrochemical energy
applications such as fuel cells, metal-air batteries1,6. Owing to sluggish kinetics of these
processes electro catalyst is required for practical applications. Platinum supported carbon
(Pt/C) is the best known HER catalyst in both acid and base medium. But, the high cost and
scarcity of platinum limits its wide spread commercialization7. Another major disadvantage
of Pt based electro-catalysts is its poor stability in strong acidic medium. The most popular
proton exchange membrane (PEM) technology and many solar water splitting devices
operate under strong acidic conditions. The dissolution of carbon support in strong oxidizing
medium of Pt/C leading to agglomeration of small Pt particles made it unstable in this acidic
working condition. The stability of HER catalyst in acid medium is critical for the
development of PEM based technology. Although enormous efforts have been given in
recent years to find suitable acid medium HER catalyst, all efficient catalysts based transition
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metals such as Ni8, Co9, Fe10, Mo11-12 etc. are generally susceptible to dissolution in acidic
conditions. It is thus highly desirable to find noble metal free HER catalyst for the
replacement Pt/C in acidic conditions. The water electrolysis in alkaline media has also
received special attention due to its several advantages such as good manufacturing safety,
high product purity, unlimited reactant availability etc. Although Pt is best catalyst but its
activity in basic solution is two times lower than that of acidic medium13,14,10. The high overpotential and large energy consumption in basic medium are the main obstacles for the
practical applications of alkaline electrolysis. The nickel alloys based HER catalysts are
active in basic medium15,8. Non-noble metal materials such as MoS2 nanosheet16,
molybdenum phosphide17, cobalt/ nickel tungsten sulfide18, iron-nickel sulphide19, cobalt
selenide20, tungsten thin film21 etc are recently reported as active catalyst in acidic medium.
Very few catalyst such as CoxFe(1-x)P22, MoP17, NiP23, Tungsten phosphide24 Co embedded
nitrogen rich carbon nanotube25 etc. are reported recently for active in both acidic and basic
medium. But their activity and stability is still inferior as compared to the platinum in both
acid and base media. Therefore, it is highly desirable to develop highly active and durable
HER catalyst for both acid and base electrolysis. In case of ORR, Pt/C is also best catalyst,
but its cost and stability are the main obstacles for its practical applications26. The methanol
cross-over effect of Pt based catalyst leading to reduce fuel efficiency significantly in the
direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) is another major problem27. Despites enormous efforts
it still remain a challenge to develop a cost-effective robust ORR catalyst for practical
applications. Silver is generally considered as a viable alternative to Pt for ORR in alkaline
fuel cells since silver is less expensive and oxygen reduction on silver surface occurs via 4eelectron reduction pathway28-31. But, overall catalytic activity of the reported Ag catalysts
for ORR is inferior to that of Pt.
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In recent years, one-dimensional (1-D) metal nano-structures have received
considerable interest for its various applications32,33. The 1-D noble metal nanostructures
were found to be suitable electro-catalyst especially for ORR in PEM fuel cell because of
unique anisotropic nature of 1-D materials, extended smooth defect free facets, fewer lattice
boundaries and surface to volume ratio34,35. All these properties are desirable for fuel cell
catalysts. 1-D noble metal electro-catalysts were reported for better activity than that of
commercial Pt/C for ORR35 and alcohol oxidation36 reactions. Three dimensional
hierarchical porous materials37,38 have drawn a tremendous attention due to their
exceptionally high potential applications in catalyst support, electrodes, sensors, absorbents.
These properties arise due to their ability to interact with the atoms or ions or molecules
throughout the bulk of the materials, not only by their surfaces. It was reported by several
groups38 that hierarchical porous structure enhanced durability as well as stability of an
electro-catalyst.
Herein, ultrasound assisted surfactant-free in-situ growth of interconnected AgNWs
on carbon nitride for their applications in HER and oxygen reduction (ORR) reaction in both
acid and base media was demonstrated. These interconnected AgNWs are used as building
blocks for the formation of 3-D hierarchical porous structures. The hierarchical structure of
AgNWs is catalytically activated by repeated cycling scans (ac-AgNWs-CNx). These acAgNWs-CNx catalyst showed superior activity towards hydrogen evolution in both acid and
base medium. In the both medium activity of this Ag catalyst out-performed commercial
Pt/C catalyst. Most importantly, stability tests confirmed it has remarkably high long term
durability in acid media. In addition, this Ag catalyst also exhibited superior activity for
ORR in acid and base media. The oxygen reduction occurs via 4-electron reduction pathway
at this ac-AgNWs-CNx catalyst and its activity and durability in basic medium is comparable
to commercial Pt/C. This catalyst is also highly active for ORR in acid media. The superior
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electro-catalytic activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx catalyst can be attributed to its hierarchical 3D
porous morphology, presence of hetero atoms and one-dimensional highly crystalline Ag
wire-nanostructures.

6.3 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of AgNWs-CNx composite
The 10 mg of as prepared g-CNx was dispersed in 5 ml of water by sonication for 10
min. The aqueous solution of 120 mg of AgNO3 was also prepared in a separate vial. These
two solutions were mixed together followed by sonication for 10 minute. Then solid NaBH4
was added and the mixture was ultra-sounded with ̴ 28 kHz frequency for two and half hours
at 400 watt. After ultrasound treatment the freshly formed solid product was separated by
centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 30 minutes. After washing with water, Ag nanowires
supported CNx products were dried under vacuum.

Electrochemical measurements.
All the electrochemical measurements were done in a conventional three electrode
system at an Autolab 302N electrochemical station using Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) as reference
electrode, Pt mesh as counter electrode and GC as a working electrode. GC electrode was
polished with 1.0, 0.1 and 0.05 mm alumina slurry on Buehler micro cloth polishing cloth.
After rinsing, the electrode was sonicated in distilled water about 10 min. 2 mg of
synthesized composite was dissolved in 1 ml water to make a stock solution. 15 µl of aqueous
stock solution was evaporated on cleaned GC electrode to prepare AGNWs-CNx/GC
electrode. The reference electrode (Ag/AgCl/3 M KCl) was calibrated with respect to RHE
using the equation ERHE = EAg/AgCl + (0.059 x pH). pH was also measured for all electrolyte
before experiment. Thus the HER measurements were carried out in both acidic and basic
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medium degassed with nitrogen using LSV at a scan rate 10 mV/sec. ORR was done in both
alkaline and acidic medium with the help of linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and cyclic
voltammetry (CV) measurement by using oxygen saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 and KOH with 100
mV sec-1 scan rate. The stability of the electrode was measured by both repeated LSV and
chronoamperometric at constant potential method. AC impedance measurements were
performed in the identical system in the frequency range 105 Hz to 10-1 Hz with a constant
AC voltage. AgNWs-CNx decorated GC was activated by continuous 2000 LSV cycling in
acidic medium and all electrochemical performance were tested by this activated AgNWsCNx electrode. After activation this ac-AgNWs-CNx electrode was rinse thoroughly by water
and a fresh electrolyte solution was used for the measuring HER and ORR performance.

6.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
6.4.1 Characterization of AgNWs-CNx composite
The microstructure and surface morphology of AgNWs was investigated by powder
x-ray diffraction (p-XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and field emission
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). The p-XRD patterns of AgNWs-CNx
nanocomposites are shown in Figure 6.1. p-XRD shows five intense well defined peaks at
38.19⁰, 44.35⁰, 64.54⁰, 77.47⁰, 81.6⁰ corresponds to (111), (200), (220), (311), (222)
reflections of silver are observed in nano composites. The calculated diffraction pattern for
cubic AgNPs (JCPDS card No. 4-783)39,31 was also shown in Figure 6.1 for comparison.
This also confirms that silver nanowires are formed due to ultrasound treatment in presence
of NaBH4. Peak positioned at 2θ value of 27.300 corresponds to (002) plane of g-CNx with
interlayer d-spacing 3.27Å which was reported previously by our group40,41 The p-XRD
pattern of AgNWs-CNx composite is further studied by Scherrer analysis. The size of Ag
nanowires was obtained ~18 nm from the Scherrer analysis.
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Figure 6.1. p-XRD of AgNWs-CNx composite.
First, the morphology of AgNWs-CNx was characterized by TEM. 10 µl aqueous solution
of AgNWs composite was drop casted and evaporated on TEM grid for TEM sample
preparation. Some representatives TEM images of AgNWs-CNx are shown in Figure 6.2 (ad) and Figure S6.1 (a-c). In all these images, the thin Ag nanowires are interconnected to
form three dimensional networks like structure with large number of open pores. The nano
chains has almost uniform diameter of about 16-20 nm. The coalescence of initial spherical
particles into chains structure is quite obvious in the TEM images. The SAED image of
AgNWs-CNx is shown in Figure 6.2e suggesting a polycrystalline structure, taken from
Figure 6.2c. The interlayer spacing calculated from SAED image are 2.33, 2.04, 1.44, 1.22,
0.95 Å which corresponds to (111), (200), (220), (311) and (331) planes of f.c.c silver lattice.
This is in good agreement with p-XRD studies (see Figure 6.1) of Ag-composites. The
HRTEM images as shown in Figure 6.2f and Figure S6.1d clearly show the lattice fringes
with the d spacing of 2.34 Å corresponding to the (111) plane of face centered cubic silver.
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Figure 6.2. (a-d) TEM images of AgNWs-CNx composite in low and high magnification
showing interconnected nanochains of Ag. (e) SAED profile of corresponding AgNWsCNx composite. (f) HRTEM images of Ag in AgNWs shows preferential growth on
Ag(111) surface.

The orientations of these lattice fringes are same. This suggests the AgNWs are generally
growing along the Ag (111) planes. From TEM analysis it can be concluded that
interconnected Ag network was formed due to ultrasound treatment in the mixture of
AgNO3, CNx and NaBH4. FESEM images (Figure 6.3 a-c) also have been taken also to study
the surface structure of the composite on silicon substrate. FESEM samples were prepared
by drop casting of 30 µl stock solution on Si wafer and dried in 60oC. In FESEM images of
as formed products, it is clearly visible of the interconnected porous network with thin wire
like structure with many bifurcations. The diameter of these isolated AgNWs was also
obtained 16-20 nm.
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Figure 6.3. (a-c) FESEM images of interconnected AgNWs-CNx.
The formation of silver nanoparticles (5-8 nm) on the surface of CNx sheets resulting from
ultrasound treatment without reducing agent (NaBH4) was reported by our group39.
Nanowire structure cannot be formed if same amount of NaBH4 solution added slowly, rather
a nanoparticle on CNx was formed. When fast reduction of AgNO3 in the presence of CNx
sheets was done along with NaBH4 and ultrasound treatment, the AgNWs supported on CNx
sheets is produced. Hence NaBH4 added as solid into the mixture of AgNO3 and g-CNx (CNx:
AgNO3: NaBH4 = 1:12:4). If lower amount of silver precursor (CNx: AgNO3: NaBH4 =
1:5:4) or reducing agent (CNx: AgNO3: NaBH4 = 1:12:2) is used then we observed similar
kind of AgNWs but higher amount of free CNx sheet was observed. Before ultrasound
treatment an agglomeration of NPs was observed. Thus ultrasound treatment helps to well
dispersed of NPs and CNx, connected them and shaped them a nanowire like structure. EDS
analysis from TEM and FESEM was carried out to investigate the elements present in the
nanocomposite and shown in Figure 6.4 (b-e) and S6.1e. EDS analysis confirmed the
presence of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and silver in the composite. The EDS mapping of
AgNWs-CNx composite also confirmed the presence of the same. XPS was used to examine
the change of electronic structure of CNx framework in presence of Ag-nanowires. Figure
6.5a shows the survey scan of the XPS spectrum which clearly indicates the presence of
silver, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms in AgNWs-CNx composite.
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Figure 6.4. (a) FESEM image of interconnected AgNWs. (b) EDS profile of
AgNWs-CNx composite taken from Figure 6.5a. (c, d, e) Corresponding EDS
mapping for element Carbon, Nitrogen, Silver respectively.
It is well known that the binding energy spectra of Ag3d of metallic Ag is appeared as
doublet with binding energy 368.2 eV for 3d5/2 and 374.2 for 3d3/2 peak42. Figure 6.5 b
display the Ag 4f spectrum for Ag3d and two peaks appeared at 368.3 and 373.3 eV. The
peaks at 367.3 and 373.2 eV can be assigned to Ag 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 photoelectron. The carbon
1s (C1s) and N1s XPS spectra of the CNx were deconvulated to three and two main Gaussian
peaks, respectively (Figure 6.5c, d). The peaks at 283.9 (C1), 285.15 eV (C2) and 286.8 (C3)
were assigned to the presence of (sp2) N–C=N (sp2) (carbon bonded to two nitrogen atom),
C(–N)3 (planner trigonal carbon geometry) and C=O species respectively whereas the peaks
at 397.78 and 398.39 eV suggest the presence of (sp2) C–N(sp2) or a pyridine moiety and
quaternary nitrogen, respectively40,41.
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Figure 6.5. (a) XPS survey scan of AgNWs-CNx and XPS spectra of (b, c, d) Ag3d, C1s,
N1s spectra of AgNWs-CNx.

The amount of exact Ag loading in catalyst was determined by inductively coupled plasma
optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) measurement and the concentration of carbon and
nitrogen was determined by EDS and CHN analysis. The exact wt% of Ag present in the
composite is 85.5%. The carbon: nitrogen ratio in AgNWs-CNx is observed 1:1.1
respectively.
6.4.2 Electrochemical HER process in acidic medium.
Activation of AgNWs (ac-AgNWs-CNx) was carried out by repeated LSV scanning
at a potential window 0.35 to -0.62 V in 0.5 M H2SO4 medium as shown in Figure 6.6 a. It
shows with increasing LSV cycling the activity of AgNWs-CNx increases and after 4000
cycles it shows a constant HER activity. This activated Ag nano-wires electrode (acAgNWs-CNx) and fresh electrolyte solution were used for different electrochemical
measurements.
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Figure 6.6. (a) HER performance of AgNWs-CNx with repeated LSV polarization scan at
50 mv/sec scan rate. (b) LSV polarization of Pt/C, ac-AgNWs-CNx, CNx and GC at 10
mv/sec scan rate. (c) HER Tafel plot (log│j│vs. potential) of ac-AgNWs-CNx and Pt/C.
(d) EIS study of ac-AgNWs-CNx at different overpotential at onset of HER (-0.01 to 0.03).
(e) log Rct-1 vs. Potential plot shows the Tafel slope value is 30 mv dec-1. (f) HER activity
of ac- AgNWs-CNx at 1st cycle and 15,000th cycle. Inset: Chronoamperometric study of
ac-AgNWs-CNx and Pt/C electrode for long time (>35 hr). Experimental condition: 0.5 M
H2SO4, N2 atmosphere, 1600 rpm rotation.

Figure 6.6b shows the LSV hydrogen evolution polarization curves of ac-AgNWs-CNx
catalyst and commercial 40 wt % Pt/C in H2SO4 solution. The HER activities of GC and
CNx modified GC were also compared. It shows Pt/C exhibited superior HER activity with
a near zero volt onset potential which is consistent with reported literature value. The GC,
CNx electrode are almost inert catalysts as large values of on-set and over-potentials. The
ac-AgNWs-CNx catalyst showed onset potential of zero volt similar to Pt/C. The over
potential required for ac-AgNWs-CNx to drive the current density of 10, 20 and 50, 100 mA
cm-2 are 25, 42 and 85, 138 mV whereas over-potential required for Pt/C are 30, 50, 87 and
143 mV respectively.
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Table 6.1. Summarized HER activity of AgNWs-CNx and Pt/C in 0.5 M H2SO4.

Onset
potential

Over potential

(mV)

10
mAcm-2

50
mAcm-2

100
mAcm-2

acAgNWsCNx

0

25

85

138

32

0.51

Pt/C

0

30

87

143

33

0.49

Catalyst

Tafel slope exchange
current
(mV/dec)
(mA cm-2)

his clearly demonstrated superior electrocatalytic activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx catalyst
towards HER in acid media. The HER process generally occurs either Volmer-Heyrovsky
mechanism (H3O++ e- = Hads + H2O and Hads + H3O+ + e- = H2 + H2O) or via a Tafel
mechanism (Hads + Hads = H2)10. These two methods described that H2 adsorption- desorption
is a competitive way and must have to balance each other to facilitate H2 production. The
Tafel equation (a + b log|j|, where j is the current density and b is the Tafel slope) can
be used to investigate the rate limiting step of HER. A low Tafel slope (Volmer-Tafel
pathway) means a faster increase of HER rate with increasing potential but VolmerHeyvorsky mechanism can have a higher Tafel slope and a significant over-potential2. The
HER Tafel plot showing log| j| vs. applied potential for Pt/C, ac-AgNWs-CNx are presented
in Figure 6.6c. The Tafel slope for Pt/C in acidic medium was 32 mV/dec, which is consistent
with reported literature data. The Tafel analysis for the ac-AgNWs-CNx in acid solution
gives a Tafel slope of 33 mV/dec. The electrochemical flow of electrons was investigated
with EIS and studying the heterogeneous charge transfer resistance (Rct). The Rct was
determined from the semicircle diameter of Nyquist plots and calculated from the Randles
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equivalent circuit (Figure 6.6d). Smaller semicircle signifies a smaller charge transfer
resistance (Rct) value at the electrolyte/electrode interface, hence favors faster ion transfer.
Nyquist plots (Z vs. Z″) at different potential at onset of HER was shown in Figure 6.6d. The
Rct value was obtained very small, only 38 ohm at zero volt (RHE).
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Figure 6.7. (a) LSV polarization curve of Pt/C, ac-AgNWs-CNx, CNx and GC at 10
mV/sec scan rate. (b) HER Tafel plot (log│j│vs. potential) of ac-AgNWs-CNx and Pt/C.
(c) HER activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx at 1st cycle and 1500th cycle. (d)
Chronoamperometric study of ac-AgNWs-CNx electrode and Pt/C for long time (30 hr).
Experimental condition: 0.5 M KOH, N2 atmosphere, 1000 rpm rotation. ac-AgNWs-CNx
was used after 4000 LSV scan in H2SO4.

The plot of log Rct-1 vs. overpotential (Figure 6.6e) also gives rise to a Tafel slope of 31
mv/dec for ac-AgNWs-CNx. Both these experiment suggests that recombination of two
adsorbed hydrogen is the rate determining step. The exchange current density (J0) is also an
important kinetic parameter that explores the rate of electron transfer at reversible condition.
The exchange current density of ac-AgNWs-CNx and Pt/C was 0.50 mA cm-2 and 0.51 mA
cm-2 in 0.5 M H2SO4 medium. The exchange current density of ac-AgNWs-CNx is
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comparable with Pt/C and higher than other reported HER catalysts. As shown in Table 6.1,
the HER activity performance of ac-AgNWs-CNx and commercial Pt/C catalysts suggest
that Pt-like hydrogen evolution activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx. A comparison study of HER
activity was also shown with ac-AgNWs-CNx and other reported catalyst in Table 6.1 and
S6.1. The catalytic activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx is promising catalyst than other reported
catalyst. For instance, ac-AgNWs-CNx shows better or comparable onset potential, overpotential, Tafel slope, exchange current density than Au43, Pd13, Ru14, Pt44 based noble metal
reported catalysts. This activated Ag-catalyst is also much better (in terms onset, overpotential to reach appreciable current densities) than bi-metallic Bimetallic catalyst such as
NiAu/Au, NiMoNx/C, A-Ni-C, Co0.6Mo1.4N2, MoS2/CoSe2 and other Non-noble metal
catalyst like NiP2NS/CC, MoP, MoS2/RGO Co-NRCNT, CoSe2, (GO 8 wt%) Cu-MOF etc
Therefore, ac-AgNWs-CNx is one of best catalyst in acid media. Another important aspect
of a good HER catalyst should have a very good stability in experimental condition. Though
Pt/C became a benchmark for its activity but the degradation of carbon support in strong
oxidizing acidic condition causes agglomeration of Pt which has made a major drawback for
successfully commercialization of PEM fuel cell. Thus the stability of ac-AgNWs-CNx was
investigated by continuous LSV cycles as well as constant voltage chronoamperometric
studies. Figure 6.6f show the repeated LSV cycling stability of the catalyst ac-AgNWs-CNx
whereas long term chronoamperometric studies of the catalyst was given in inset of Figure
6.6f. This showed that even after 11,000 potential (between 0.45 to-0.65 V) scans (total
15000 scan) the HER activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx almost remain same. High stability of acAgNWs-CNx was also observed in the constant potential (-0.03 V) chronoamperometric
studies (inset of Figure 6.6f). Most importantly, same ac-AgNWs-CNx electrode was used
to study cycling stability and chronoamperometric studies. The 30h chronoamperometric
study was performed after 15,000 LSV cycles. This proves that extra-ordinary stability of
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the catalyst in acidic media. The HER stability of this ac-AgNWs-CNx catalyst is even better
than that commercial Pt/C catalyst (inset of Figure 6.7f).
Table 6.2. Summarized HER activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx and Pt/C in 0.5 M KOH.
Catalyst

ac-AgNWsCNx
Pt/C

Onset
potential
(mV)

Over potential (mV)
10 mAcm- 50 mAcm-

Tafel slope
(mV/dec)

2

2

0

110

290

65

exchange
current
(mA cm2)
0.3

0

135

360

105

0.6

The chronoamperometric studies showed 30% degradation of Pt/C activity was occurred
after 15h of chronoamperometric whereas the 10 % activity loss of this ac-AgNWs-CNx
catalyst in chronoamperometric run.
6.4.3 HER activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx catalyst in Basic Medium
The HER activity of this ac-AgNWs-CNx catalyst was also studied in basic media. It
is highly desirable to find high HER active in base since Pt/C shows 2-3 time activity in
basic media than acid. The AgNWs-CNx was activated in acid media as discussed in the
previous section, before it was used in base media for carrying out HER performance. The
representative LSV curves of geometric current density (mA cm-2) vs. applied potential in
basic KOH media showing HER activity for ac-AgNWs-CNx, Pt/C and GC electrode in
Figure 6.7a. The GC electrode is almost inert whereas both this ac-AgNWs-CNx and Pt/C
showed very good HER activity with same onset potential of zero Volts. Although onset
potential of both the catalysts are same but, HER performance of ac this ac-AgNWs-CNx
outperforms the activity of Pt/C. The ac-AgNWs-CNx catalyst requires much lower overpotential to reach any appreciable current density than that of Pt/C. The over potential
required for this ac-AgNWs-CNx to drive the current density of 10, 20 and 50, 100 mA cm2

are 110, 170, 290, 447 mV whereas overpotential required for Pt/C are 135, 203, 360 and
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590 mV respectively. As shown in Figure 6.7b, the Tafel slope for Pt/C in basic medium was
105 mV dec-1, which is consistent with reported data. The Tafel slope of the ac-AgNWsCNx in 0.5M KOH was found to 65 mV dec-1. This suggests that HER follows VolmerHeyrovsky in the alkaline medium where Heyrovsky is the rate determination step. The
exchange current density for this ac-AgNWs-CNx in 0.5 M KOH medium was 0.35 mA cm2

which is higher or comparable too for related systems. A summarized result towards HER

activity in alkaline medium was shown in Table 6.2 for this ac-AgNWs-CNx and commercial
Pt/C. From the Table S6.2 it is clear that catalyst has a better or comparable catalytic activity
in terms of onset potential, over potential, Tafel slope, exchange current compared to other
Mo, Ni, Co, Ru, Pd based catalyst. The stability of this ac-AgNWs-CNx was investigated
by continuous LSV cycles and chronoamperometric studies. As shown in Figure 6.7 (c and
d), this ac-AgNWs-CNx possesses superior stability in a long-term operation over
commercial Pt/C.
6.4.4 ORR studies on ac-AgNWs-CNx catalysts in alkaline medium
The electrochemical oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is a fundamental cathodic
process occurred in fuel cells. The ORR is a complex multi electron transfer reaction with
involving different elementary steps with different intermediates. Oxygen can
electrochemically reduce either directly to water via (direct 4e reduction, O2+2H2O+4e 
4OH-) or through the formation of H2O2 (2e reduction, O2+2H2O+2e  OH2- + OH- ) and
then this peroxide can be reduced to water (series 4e pathway, OH2- + H2O+2e  3OH-) or
chemically decomposed on electrode45. In this regard production of H2O2 is not desirable for
fuel cell as it corrode the membranes in cell assembly. Several efforts have been made for
preparation of noble metal based catalysts to reduce the ORR over-potential as well as the
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H2O2 formation. Since Ag is one of the cheapest metal and 4e reduction of oxygen occur on
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Ag surface29, thus, Ag is considered as alternative to Pt/C for alkaline fuel cells.
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Figure 6.8. (a) LSV polarisation curve of Pt/C, ac-AgNWs-CNx, CNx and GC in O2
saturated 0.5 M KOH at 100 mV/sec scan rate. ac-AgNWs-CNx was used for ORR studies.
(b) LSV polarisation curve of ac-AgNWs-CNx at different rotation varied from 200 to
2150 rpm. (c) K-L plot of ac-AgNWs-CNx electrode constructed from Figure b (d) ORR
Tafel plot (log│j│vs. potential) of ac-AgNWs-CNx and Pt/C.

In order to find ORR activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx catalyst the LSV and CV measurements
in N2 and O2 saturated 0.5 M KOH medium were performed. Note that before ORR
measurements, ac-AgNWs-CNx modified GC was activated by repeated cycling in acid
media, mentioned in the previous section. The comparison of LSV curves of ac-AgNWsCNx, Pt/C was presented in Figure 6.8a. The LSV curve of CNx modified GC is also
compared and it shows a weak peak at 0.50 V (vs. RHE) whereas the ac-AgNWs-CNx
showed a stronger peak at more positive voltage with high limiting current in O2 saturated
KOH solution, but no peak was observed in N2 saturated KOH medium. The ORR onset
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potential of ac-AgNWs-CNx electrode is 0.885 V, E1/2 of 0.818 V. The ORR activity of acAgNWs-CNx is thus comparable to Pt/C which shows slightly more positive onset potential
at ̴ 0.9 V, E1/2 of ̴ 0.825 V and peak potential of 0.775 V. This suggests a superior activity
of ac-AgNWs-CNx towards ORR in base media. The ORR kinetics on different catalysts
was performed through rotating disk electrode (RDE) experiment. The rotation speed
dependent ORR LSV polarization curves on ac-AgNWs-CNx modified GC was shown in
Figure 6.8b. The LSV polarization current gradually increases with increasing the rotation
speed (varying from 325 rpm to 2150 rpm). Koutecky-Levich (K-L) equation43 can be used
to determine the number of electron involved per O2 in ORR by following the equation
1/j = 1/jk + 1/jd = -1/nFk𝐶𝑂2 – 1/B
Where j is the measured current density, jk, jd is the kinetic and diffusion limited current
density and ω is the electrode rotating rate. B can be determined from the slope of K-L plot
and theoretically can be obtained from the following equation
B = 0.62 nF(DO2 )2/3ν-1/6𝐶𝑂2
where Faraday constant (F= 96485 C mol-1) and n is the number of electron transferred per
O2 molecule, in 0.5 M KOH diffusion coefficient DO2 of O2 (1.9 x 10-5 cm2 s-1), kinetic
viscosity (ν = 0.01 cm2 s-1) and 𝐶𝑂2 is the bulk concentration of O2 (1.2 x 10-6 mol cm-3). The
number of electrons involved in ORR reaction on ac-AgNWs-CNx electrode was calculated
from the slope of the K-L plots at different potentials. Figure 6.8c shows that K-L plot of
ORR on ac-AgNWs-CNx electrode at different voltage, ranging from 0.5 to 0.75V constructed
from Figure 6.8b. The linearity and near parallelism of I-1 versus -1/2 suggests first order
reaction kinetics with respect dissolved oxygen. From K-L plot it can be concluded that
mainly a 4e transfer ORR process predominates ac-AgNWs-CNx surface.
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Figure 6.9. (a) ORR activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx at 1st cycle and 1000th cycle in a O2
saturated 0.5 M KOH. (b) Comparison of ORR LSV cycling stability between Pt/C and acAgNWs-CNx. (c) CV of ac-AgNWs-CNx and Pt/C in a N2 saturated 0.5 M KOH contain 1
M methanol. (d) LSV curve of ac-AgNWs-CNx in an O2 saturated 0.5 M KOH contain 1 M
methanol shows methanol tolerance of the electrode.

The comparison of Tafel plots of different Pt/C and ac-AgNWs-CNx are shown in Figure
6.8d. It was reported that Tafel slope of Pt lies between 60-70 mV dec-1 at low over-potential
region and the values goes up to ̴ 120 mV dec-1 at high over-potential region. The former
Tafel slope suggests that pseudo 2e reaction as the rate determining step but later one implies
first electron reduction is the rate determining step where O2 reduction and O-O bond
breaking steps are facile46. The Tafel plots were obtained after the measured currents were
corrected for diffusion to give the kinetic currents in the mixed activation-diffusion region,
obtained from K-L equation Jk = j jd/(jd − j ) where j /( jd – j ) is the mass transfer correction
term. The mass transport correction was made using the limiting current jd = Bω1/2.
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Table 6.3. Different parameter of ac ac-AgNWs-CNx in ORR.

Catalyst

Electrolyte

E1/2 (V vs. RHE)

Tafel slope (mV/dec)

ac-AgNWs-CNx

0.5 M KOH

0.818

73
130

0.5 M H2SO4

0.510

65
122

The Tafel slopes of ac-AgNWs-CNx catalyst is found to be ̴ 73 mV dec-1 in low overpotential region and 130 mV dec-1 at higher over potential region. These values are lower
that some Ag based reported catalysts and is close or slightly high to the Tafel values of
Pt/C. This suggests that the transfer of first electron is the rate determining step for O2
reduction on Ag surface in alkaline medium. Table 6.3 listed the several parameters of acAgNWs-CNx in basic medium. The stability of the ac-AgNWs-CNx electrode was shown in
Figure 6.9 a. A significant catalytic activity is retained after 10000 potential cycling from 1
to 0.3 V (RHE). ac-AgNWs-CNx scan retained 76% current density at E1/2 after 5000
potential scanning and 70 % after 10000 scan. In Figure 6.9b, a comparison study of number
of cycle vs. normalized current density at E1/2 of ac-AgNWs-CNx and Pt/C was shown. More
than 15% current density was decreased for Pt/C compared ac-AgNWs-CNx. The stability
of ac-AgNWs-CNx is slightly better than Pt/C. Methanol crossover effect is one of the prime
problems in methanol fuel cell for Pt/C catalyst as fuel molecules (methanol, ethanol,
glucose) from anode sometimes permeate to cathode and seriously affect the activity of Pt
material34. Figure 6.9c shows the cyclic voltammograms of Pt/C and ac-AgNWs-CNx
electrode in nitrogen saturated 0.5 M KOH in presence of 1 M methanol. Pt-C shows a very
strong methanol oxidation peak (0.83 V) but no noticeable response for methanol oxidation
was observed in our ac-AgNWs-CNx catalyst at that same experimental condition. Moreover
ORR polarization graph is hardly affected by methanol as shown in Figure 6.9 d. ac-AgNWs259
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CNx can retain 96% and 95 % E1/2 potential after addition of 0.5 M and 1 M of methanol. So
we conclude that our catalyst has high selectivity towards ORR and possess a good tolerance
of cross-over effect of methanol. Thus Ag-aerogel-CNx is superior to commercial Pt-C
catalyst in terms of ORR peak position, stability and methanol tolerances.
6.4.5 ORR studies on ac-AgNWs-CNx catalysts in acidic medium
The catalytic activity of AgNWs was further evaluated by ORR in acidic medium.
Figure 6.10a show the LSV curves of commercial Pt/C, ac-AgNWs-CNx, CNx modified GC
electrode and bare GCE in 0.5 M H2SO4. GCE and CNx-GCE has a very little ORR activity
with a very high onset potential. The ac-AgNWs-CNx composites are the most active ORR
catalyst with much stronger cathodic peak and more positive onset potential. The cathodic
peaks were observed at +0.43V (vs. RHE) for ac-AgNWs-CNx modified electrode. The
complete CV scan for these catalysts in O2 saturated H2SO4 medium was given at Figure
S6.2. The ORR performance of ac-AgNWs-CNx catalyst is better than of CNx and GCE but
inferior than Pt/C electrode. Figure 6.10b shows LSV polarization curves (current densitypotential curves) of ORR for ac-AgNWs-CNx electrode at different rotation speed. The
corresponding K-L plot for AgNWs electrode is shown in inset of Figure 6.10c. The value
of n at 0.4 V was ̴ 3.9 and it increased to 4 at 0.3 V. This suggests, ORR is mainly dominated
by 4 electron transfer process where O2 is directly reduced to OH-. Moreover catalyst is well
stable in acidic medium. From Figure 6.10d it is also evident that a small current density was
decreased after 10000 LSV scan. So ac-AgNWs-CNx catalyst shows enough stability in
acidic medium also.
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Figure 6.10. (a) LSV polarisation curve of Pt/C, ac-AgNWs-CNx, CNx and GC in O2
saturated 0.5 M H2SO4 at 100 mV/sec scan rate (b) LSV polarisation curve of ac-AgNWsCNx at different rotation varied from 250 to 2500 rpm. (c) K-L plot of ac-AgNWs-CNx
electrode. (d) ORR activity of AgNWs at 1st cycle and 10,000th cycle in an O2 saturated 0.5
M H2SO4

6.4.6 Factors responsible for high catalytic activity.
The activated AgNWs-CNx catalyst showed superior activity and stability towards
hydrogen evolution and oxygen reduction reactions in both acid and base media. This acAgNWs-CNx catalyst has better activity and stability than that of other reported catalyst and
commercial Pt/C. The superior activity and stability of this catalyst could be attributed to
several following reasons.
(1)

Interconnected one dimensional Ag nanowires structures of the composite could one

of the reasons for its high activity. In general, anisotropic nature of 1-D materials, extended
smooth defect free crystalline planes, fewer lattice boundaries, low number of surface
defects, and surface to volume ratio are desirable for a fuel cell catalysts34. The one
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dimensional noble metal nano-structures are reported suitable electro-catalyst especially for
ORR in PEM fuel cells. The TEM/HRTEM analysis of this AgNWs-CNx composites (Figure
6.2 a-d) proves interconnected one dimensional structures and preferential growth of Ag
along (111) planes. It is also reported in several scientific reports that Ag (111) plane is the
most active plane towards HER as the lower, more favorable, adsorption energy for the first
step (volmer). W. Schemickler calculated the free energy required to adsorb a proton from
the solution to the electrode. They found three fold hollow sites fcc (111) plane has a lower
adsorption energy compared to four fold hollow site fcc (100)47. The activation energy of
electrochemical desorption step are same in both surfaces. The growth AgNWs occurred
along (111) plane. The highly crystalline one dimensional Ag wire nanostructures is one of
the main reasons for its superior activity.
(2)

1-D interconnected porous morphology is generally suitable for high performance

electro-catalysis since porous morphology provide easy path ay for fast electron transport as
well as allow to enhance mass transport. In addition, the particle migration, Ostwald ripening
and aggregation is greatly reduced in case of 1-D nanostructures in compare to zero
dimensional nano-materials, thereby enhancing stability and durability of the 1-D electrocatalyst38. The interconnected AgNWs are used as building block for the porous morphology
of the catalyst which was confirmed by the SEM image of AgNWs composite. In order to
gain insight into the origin of enhanced catalytic activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx we discussed
CV measurements using [(FeCN6)]3-/4- redox couple in 0.1 M H2SO4 medium. As shown in
Figure 6.11a, a significant improvement of current density with reduced gap of ΔEp at acAgNWs-CNx electrode was observed compared to bare GC. The larger slope values of the
linear regression equation in current vs. scan rate1/2 (Figure 6.11 b-d and Table 6.4) and low
ΔEp suggest that the unique electronic structure and requisite surface structure which
facilitate fast electron and mass transfer through ac-AgNWs-CNx film.
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Figure 6.11. (a) CVs of 0.5 M [FeCN6]3-/4- solution at GCE and ac-AgNWs-CNx electrode
in N2 saturated 0.1 M H2SO4 solution. (b, d) CVs of GC electrode and ac-AgNWs-CNx
electrode in different scan rate ranging from 100 to 700 mV/sec. (c, e) Cathodic and anodic
current vs. (scan rate)1/2 plot shows a linear fit in both the electrode.
(3)

The presence of pyridinic and graphitic N atom concentrations in ac-AgNWs

composite improves the charge transfer kinetics due to the interaction of protons and oxygen
with N atoms and enhances the electro-catalytic activities of the catalysts29 also. It is also
reported nitrogen doping in carbon support introduces atomic charge density and asymmetry
in spin density into carbon networks that facilitates charge transfer from carbon support to
the adsorbing molecules. Kim and his co-workers48 suggested that presence of the N-species
improved the electro-catalytic activity of cobalt doped g-C3N4 and also showed that among
the different type N-functional groups, graphitic and pyridinic N are known to play more
significant role in the improvement of electro-catalytic affects by superior the charge
transfer. The presences of large amount of pyridinic and graphitic N-atoms in Ac-AgNWs
may be helping to enhance the catalytic activities. Recently V. Di Noto et al.49 reported
“PdCONi” core shell C3N4 electrocatalyst where they showed the relationship between
nitrogen concentration with structure morphology and electrochemical performance. Based
on this work and reported literature it may be concluded that superior electro-catalytic
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activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx is probably due to synergistic effect between AgNWs and porous
CNx supports.
Table 6.4. Different parameters obtained from the CV of [FeCN6]3-/4- by the ac-AgNWsCNx and GCE electrode.

Catalyst

ΔEp (mV)

Slope (ia)

Slope (ic)

(µA/Vsec-1)1/2

(µA/(Vsec-1)1/2)

AgNWs-CNxx
ac-AgNWs-CN

62

380 (R2 = 0.995)

-355 (R2 = 0.994)

GCE
GCE

70

68 (R2 = 0.994)

-50 (R2 = 0.996)

6.5 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a facile synthetic route for the formation of Ag nanowires on carbon
nitride sheets by reduction and ultrasound method have demonstrated. Activation of
AgNWs-CNx was observed by continuous LSV scanning in 0.5 M H2SO4. Activated
AgNWs-CNx composites has low charge transfer resistance. This catalyst exhibited superior
catalytic activity towards HER and ORR. The ac-AgNWs-CNx composite shows high HER
activities in both acidic and basic medium with exceptionally high stability in acid medium.
In alkaline media, ORR activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx catalyst is comparable to commercial
Pt/C catalyst.

The synergistic effects between porous AgNWs and CNx lead to an

outstanding ORR and HER performances at ac-AgNWs-CNx catalysts. The excellent HER
and ORR activity of ac-AgNWs-CNx with methanol tolerance, good durability and low
catalyst loading are making them a promising future electrocatalyst for fuel cell and water
splitting or other electrochemical devices.
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Appendix D

Figure S6.1. (a-c) TEM images of AgNWs composite in low and high magnification showing
interconnected nanochains of Ag. (d) HRTEM images of Ag in AgNWs. (e) TEM EDS profile has
taken on AgNWs composite.
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Figure S6.2. CVs of ac-AgNWs-CNx in O2 saturated and N2 saturated 0.5 M H2SO4.
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Table S6.1. Comparison of HER activity of different catalysts with ac-AgNWs-CNx on GC
electrode in acidic medium.
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CHAPTER 7
Two-dimensional Assembly of Silver Nanoparticles on Carbon
Nitride Sheets and their Applications in Non-enzymatic
Sensing of Hydrogen Peroxide and Glucose
7.1 ABSTRACT
Fabrication of ordered assembly of noble metal nanoparticles on a two dimensional (2-D)
sheets is a very challenging task. In this chapter, we demonstrated a facile bottom up selfassembly method for the formation of ordered assembly silver nanoparticles on carbon nitride
sheets. Ultrasonication of aqueous graphitic carbon nitride quantum dots (g-CNx) in presence
of Ag+ ion produces silver-carbon nitride (Ag-CNx) composite. The ordered assemblies of
monodispersed silver nanoparticles on thin carbon nitride sheets are produced by evaporation
of aqueous solution of Ag-CNx composites. On evaporation of this solution, first 2-D sheets
are formed due to condensation of g-CNx on a solid substrate and then silver nanoparticles sit
on voids of carbon nitrides on drying. The silver nanoparticles carbon nitride sheets modified
glassy carbon electrode can be used highly sensitive electrochemical non enzymatic sensors
for hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and glucose. The lowest detection limits for H2O2 and glucose
were 0.6 nM and 0.6 M respectively.
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7.2. INTRODUCTION
In the past several years, nanostructured materials have attracted significant interests1,2
due to their size, shape and composition dependent properties which lead to their unique
performance in electronic3, optical4, catalytic5, sensor6 applications. The preparation
and organization of monodispersed nanomaterials is important for scientific and
technologic developments. Nanoparticles can easily self-assembled into 2-D ordered
monolayer and 3-D nanocrystals7. The ordered 2-D assemblies of nanomaterials exhibit
different properties from individual nanoparticle as well as bulk due to the quantum
confinement in individual particles and inter particle coupling. Several bottom up
methods are available in the literature for the fabrication 2-D super lattice nanomaterials
such as, evaporation induced self-assembly8, spin coating9, Langmuir-Blodgett
method10, layer by layer assembly11, adsorption on to self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs)12, liquid-liquid interface assembly13 etc. Although this self-assembled
monolayer represents a new class of materials, it suffers serious draw back due to the
presence of defects in the film and poor stability of these mono layers.

The

development of self-assemblies of nanomaterials on two dimensional sheets is
important to achieve desired properties for the applications in surface plasmonics14,
photovoltaic15, photonic devices16, and sensors17. Graphene, due to its unique
properties18 such as high specific surface area, excellent electrical conductivity, high
charge carrier mobility, high mechanical strength, make it a promising candidate as a
two dimensional support for different nanoparticles. The graphene containing metal or
semiconductor nanoparticles have confirmed to be effective nano-composite materials
for photovoltaic15, catalysis19 and biosensor20 applications. Noble metal nanoparticle
doped graphene based composite materials has been reported for their potential
applications in catalysis for fuel cell21, sensors22 and gas storage23. Semiconductor
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nanoparticles-graphene composite have attracted attention for photocatalytic
applications24. In most of cases, graphene oxide or functionalized graphene oxide used
as 2-D substrate for synthesis metal composite materials. The oxygen containing
functional groups and defects in the graphene oxide are the active sites for catalytic
reactions and growth of metal nanoparticles. Since uniform distribution of functional
groups and defects on graphene are difficult to generate, fabrication of well-ordered
metal nanoparticle on 2-D graphene sheets is thus a challenge. Nanoparticles can also
be assembled on graphene using a stabilizer25 such as polymer or organic molecules,
an indirect attachment of nanoparticles to graphene sheets are present through this
organic or polymer molecule. Therefore, effective attachment of nanoparticle to
graphene sheets and uniform distribution of monodispersed particle on graphene sheets
remain great challenge. Thus, there are needs of new fabrication methods as well as a
new supports for the formation of ordered assembly of nanoparticles. Recent years
graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) which is also a 2-D material, has attracted so much
attention for its potential applications in photo catalytic water splitting26, degradation
of organic pollutants27, photosynthesis under visible light28, sensors29 and catalysis30
of various important reactions. Although several reports on synthesis of mesoprorous
carbon nitride metal nanoparticles composites and their applications are reported by
various groups31,32. X. Yao et al. reported synthesis of Ag/AgCl/g-C3N4 composite and
their application in photocatalytic degradation of organic dye under visible light
irradiation33. The heterostructured g-C3N4/Ag/TiO2 microspheres with enhanced
Photocatalytic performance towards degradation of methyl orange under visible light
irradiation was reported34. Y. Yang et al. prepared silver deposited carbon nitride
plasmonic photocatalysts for the degradation of methyl orange and p-nitrophenol under
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visible light35. However ordered assembly of metal nanoparticles on 2-D carbon nitride
sheets is not reported in the literature so far.
The development of rapid and reliable methods for highly sensitive, selective
glucose36 and hydrogen peroxide37 detection is necessary in many fields such as clinical
diagnostics, food industry, sustainable fuel cell, environmental analyses. For example,
H2O2 is involved in several biological processes and is one of the important products of
several biological enzyme-catalysed reactions. It is extensively used as an oxidant for
liquid-fuel cell, chemical and food industry. On the other hand, diabetic mellitus is a
public health problem worldwide. The reason for this metabolic disorder is due to the
insulin deficiency and hyperglycaemia, which leads to several complications such as
kidney failure, heart diseases and blindness. Thus, accurate determination of H2O2 and
glucose is important. Several analytical methods such as titration38, fluorometric37,
chemiluminescent39, electrochemical methods37 are available for determination of H2O2.
Among these methods, the electrochemical methods for determination of glucose and
H2O2 are the most promising methods because of their low costs, high sensitivity and
portability. The conventional enzymatic electrochemical glucose and H2O2 biosensors
generally suffer several drawbacks such as their short device life and their performances
are generally affected on changing pH, temperatures due to the use of enzyme in the
conventional biosensors. These limitations can be easily overcome by using nonenzymatic electrochemical sensing of glucose and H2O2.
We report here a facile synthesis method of ordered assembly of metal
nanoparticles in the size range (1-10 nm). Most importantly, we report here synthesis and
ordered 2-D assembly of nearly monodispersed silver nanoparticles in the size range 210 nm on carbon nitride sheets. On evaporation of aqueous solution of Ag-CNx composite
on a solid support, thin CNx sheets were formed first due to condensation of g-CNx
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solution and then silver nanoparticles sit on the voids of CNx framework leading to
formation of 2-D assembly of Ag nanoparticles on CNx sheets. Silver nanoparticles
carbon nitride composites were formed from ultrasonic treatment of AgNO3 in presence
of carbon nitride quantum dots, without reducing agents. Carbon nitride sheets
containing Ag nanoparticles can be used as electrochemical biosensors for hydrogen
peroxide and glucose. The detection limit for hydrogen peroxide are found to be 0.7 nM
and 5 nM with sensitivity of 4.25 x 105 and 1.7 x 104 A cm-2 mM-1 respectively.

7.3 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of Ag-CNx composite.
5 mg of freshly prepared g-C3N4 was dissolved in 5 ml water. Then this solution
was mixed with 5ml aqueous solution containing 40 mg AgNO3. Ultrasonication of this
solution at 350C for 2.5 hrs by probe sonicator operating at 28 kHz frequency (400 watt)
produces black precipitate. Finally this solution was centrifuged at 16000 rpm for 30
minutes to collect solid product. Finally, the product was washed with water dried under
vacuum.
Preparation of modified Ag-CNx/GC electrode.
Glassy carbon (GC) electrode was polished with 1.0, 0.1 and 0.05 mm alumina
slurry on Buehler micro cloth polishing cloth. After rinsing, the electrode was sonicated
in distilled water for about 10 min. 1 mg Ag-CNx composite was dissolved in 1ml water
to make a stock solution. 20 µL of 7 hrs old aqueous stock solution was evaporated on
cleaned GC electrode to prepare Ag-CNx/GC electrode.
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7.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
When aqueous solution of Ag+ ion was mixed with g-CNx then g-CNx-Ag+
complex was formed. Figure 7.1a and 7.1b shows the FT-IR and UV-Visible spectra of
the g-CNx respectively in the presence and the absence of Ag+ ions.
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Figure 7.1. (a) FT-IR spectra and (b) UV-Visible spectra of free g-CNx and in the
presence of Ag+ ions.
The FT-IR spectra of g-CNx has two peaks, one at 1230 cm-1 and the other at 1400 cm1

due to aromatic C=N stretch which disappeared on addition of Ag+ ions with the

appearance of a

new intense peak at 1380 cm-1 (Figure 7.1a). In addition, the

transition at 260 nm in UV- Visible spectra of the g-CNx respectively in the
presence and the absence of Ag+ ions. The FT-IR spectra of g-CNx has two peaks, one
at 1230 cm-1 and the other at 1400 cm-1 due to aromatic C=N stretch which disappeared
on addition of Ag+ ions with the appearance of a new intense peak at 1380 cm-1 (Figure
7.1a). In addition, the transition at 260 nm in UV-Visible spectra disappears
completely on addition of Ag+ ions (Figure 7.1b). The Ag-CNx composite was prepared
by ultrasound method. Powder X-ray diffraction (p-XRD) patterns of g-C3N4 and Ag276
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CNx composite are shown in Figure 7.2. Both the p-XRD patterns exhibit a peak at ~
27.4º (2θ) with interlayer spacing of 3.3 Å due to (002) reflection of g-C3N4. In addition
to this peak, five additional peaks at 38.1º, 44.09º, 64.36º, 77.29º, 81.31º corresponds to
(111), (200), (220), (311), (222) reflections of silver are observed in nano composites 40.
This also confirms that silver nanoparticles are formed due to ultrasonic treatment. Figure
7.3a and 7.3b shows TEM images of silver nanoparticles highly dispersed on the carbon
nitride sheets on evaporation of Ag-CNx composite solution on TEM grid. The
corresponding EDX spectrum (Figure 7.3c) has taken from the carbon nitride in the
image of Figure 7.3a shows the presence of carbon, nitrogen and silver confirming
deposition of Ag nanoparticle on carbon nitride sheets. The size distribution of
nanoparticles as shown in Figure 7.3d indicates dispersed AgNPs in CNx sheets are in
the range 5-8 nm. The SAED image of Ag NPs, taken from Figure 7.3b is shown in
Figure S7.1. The interlayer spacing calculated from SAED image are 2.36, 1.44, 1.23,
0.946 Å which corresponds to (111), (220), (311) and (331) planes of face centered cubic
silver nanoparticle respectively based on powder X-ray data base (JCPDS No.04-0783).
This is in agreement with p-XRD data (Figure 7.2) of Ag-CNx composites. The X-ray
Photo Electron Spectroscopy (XPS) has been widely used to monitor the change of
electronic structure of carbon nitride framework in presence of Ag+ ion and silver
nanoparticles. XPS spectra of CNx in the carbon 1s and nitrogen 1s region were
deconvulated to three and two main Gaussian peaks respectively (Figure S7.2). The
binding energy of 285.45 eV (C1) and 286.35 eV (C2) are assigned to the presence of
(sp2) N-C=N (sp2) (carbon bonded to two nitrogen atom) and C(-N)3 (planner trigonal
carbon geometry) respectively41.
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Figure 7.2. p-XRD of g-CNx and Ag-CNx composite.

The peaks at 400.3 eV and 401.4 eV refers to the presence of (sp2) C-N1=C (sp2) or
pyridine moiety and quaternary nitrogen respectively. The position (Figure 7.4a) and
shape of C1s XPS spectrum of CNx in presence Ag+ ions is significantly higher than that
of free CNx, whereas the binding energies of nitrogen atoms in free CNx and Ag+-CNx
are same (Figure 7.4b). It is well known that the binding energy of Ag 3d is very sensitive
to the chemical environment around Ag+ ions. The peaks due to Ag 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 were
reported to be appeared at 368.21 eV and 374.22 eV respectively for AgNO3 while these
two peaks centred at 369.7 eV and 375.6 eV for metallic Ag(0)42. The Ag 3d XPS of
Ag+ doped CNx and Ag nanoparticle dispersed on CNx are shown in Figure 7.4c. It shows
that the Ag 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 peaks for Ag+-CNx appeared at 369.05 and 375.12, which are
higher than that of Ag+ and lower than metallic silver. Thus, change in carbon and silver
binding energies suggest that significant interaction between carbon of CNx sheets and
Ag+ ions, which is in accordance with FT-IR and UV-Visible studies.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 7.3. Two dimensional self-assembly of silver nanoparticles on CNx sheets: (a)
and (b) TEM images showing AgNPs highly dispersed on CNx sheet (c) EDX spectrum
on this sheet. (d) Size distribution of AgNPs.
The N1s spectrum of free g-CNx and Ag+-CNx exhibit a peak cantered at 400.5eV and
the N1s peak is shifted to significant interaction between carbon of CNx sheets and Ag+
ions, which is in accordance with FT-IR and UV-Visible studies. The N1s spectrum of
free g-CNx and Ag+-CNx exhibit a peak centred at 400.5eV and the N1s peak is shifted
to higher binding energy at 404.5 eV in presence of Ag nanoparticles in Ag-CNx (Figure
7.4b). However, C1s binding energy of AgNPs dispersed CNx and free CNx are same,
which is lower than that of Ag+-CNx (Figure 7.4a). The two peaks cantered at 372.5 eV
and 378.3 eV can be assigned to Ag 3d5/2 and Ag 3d3/2 respectively of Ag-CNx composite.
Therefore the shift of 4.0 eV to higher N1s binding energy and 3.0 eV to higher Ag 3d
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binding energies of Ag-CNx compared to metallic Ag suggests that the silver
nanoparticles are chemically bonded to CNx sheets through nitrogen atoms.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 7.4. Comparison of XPS spectra of (a) C1s, (b) N1s of Ag-CNx, Ag+- CNx and
CNx, (c) Ag 3d XPS spectra of Ag-CNx, Ag+- CNx.

7.4.1 Growth and Assembly AgNPs on Carbon Nitride sheets
In order to synthesis of Ag-CNx composites, ultrasonication of aqueous solution
of AgNO3 in presence of g-CNx was used. During ultrasound treatment Ag+ reduces to
form very small silver nanoparticles which are physically adsorbed on the surface of
carbon nitride sheets and thereby Ag-CNx composites precipitated out. The 1.0 mg AgCNx composites were dissolved in 1.0 ml water and used as stock solution for FESEM
measurements. Evaporation of this solution on a solid substrate leads to formation of 2D assembly of Ag nanoparticles on CNx sheets. It was reported by our group29 recently
that two-dimensional (2-D) carbon nitride sheets are formed by evaporation induced selfassembly and condensation of g-CNx on a solid substrate. As shown in Figure S7.3 and
S7.4, TEM and AFM images of CNx sheets respectively confirm the formation of 2-D
CNx on evaporation of aqueous solution of g-CNx.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.5. FESEM images showing assembly of AgNPs on CNx sheets prepared from
evaporation of (a) zero hrs (b) 7 hrs (d) 14 hrs old stock solution on Si wafer. (c) SEM
image of ordered 2-D assembly of AgNPs on a very thin CNx sheet from 7 hrs old
stock solution on Si wafer (inset of (c) showing heptamer arrangement of AgNPs).

SEM measurements were used extensively to understand growth process of silver
nanoparticles and their assembly on CNx sheets. SEM samples were prepared by
evaporating this stock solution at different time intervals on silicon substrate. Figure 7.5a,
(b, C) and d display the FESEM images of 2-D assembly of AgNPs on CNx sheets
prepared by evaporating from zero hours (zero hrs), seven hours (7 hrs) and fourteen
hours (14 hrs) old stock solution respectively. The SEM image, prepared by evaporation
from 7 hrs old stock solution as shown in Figure 7.6b and S7.5, indicates that spherical
silver nanoparticles in the size range of 5-6 nm are highly dispersed and uniformly
distributed on CNx sheets.
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Evaporation

Evaporation

Scheme 7.1. Schematic diagram of evaporation induced ordered self-assembly of
AgNPs on CNx sheet on a solid surface.

In addition, Figure 7.6b and S7.6 clearly show the uniform distribution of Ag
nanoparticles (5-6 nm) on very thin CNx sheets. Although we could not see SEM images
of these thin sheets, but the presence of same percentage of carbon, nitrogen in EDX
measurements confirms the presence of thin CNx sheets. The distance between the
particles are ~ 3 nm and all individual particles is surrounded by six or five or four
particles to form a two dimensional assembly of silver nanoparticles on carbon nitride
sheets. From the SEM image of AgNPs-CNx in Figure 7.5a, it can be seen that very few
silver nanoparticles are randomly distributed on CNx sheets when freshly prepared (zero
hrs) stock solution was evaporated. The few particles on CNx sheets indicate that the
silver nuclei which were formed from ultrasonication, did not get time to grow bigger
particles in solution since freshly prepared (zero hrs) stock solution was evaporated. The
SEM image (Figure S7.7) of a remarkable long range hexagonal ordered assembly of
silver nanoparticles on carbon nitride is also observed rarely.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

Figure7.6. SEM images of AgNPs dispersed on CNx sheets prepared from evaporation
of 7 hrs old solution. The average sizes in (a), (b) and (c,d) are 3-4 nm, 5-6 nm and 810 nm respectively.

When SEM sample was prepared from drying of 14 hrs old stock solution, aggregated
Ag nanoparticles with much greater size are randomly distributed on CNx sheets, as
shown in Figure 7.5d. This behaviour is likely due to the growth and ripening of silver
nanoparticles become significant for 14 hrs old stock solutions. The strong chemical
bonding between Ag atoms of nanoparticles and nitrogen atoms of CNx as suggested by
XPS, FT-IR analysis (discussed in the previous section), provides anchoring site where
nucleation and growth of nanoparticles occurs. For the production of monodispersed
nanoparticles, it is important to generate all the nuclei at the same time and all the nuclei
should undergo same subsequent growth process. The narrow size distribution of Ag
nanoparticles (Figure 7.6b, c) is due to the fact that silver nuclei formed at same time
during ultrasonication, and the silver nanoparticles in solution undergo similar growth
process before used sample preparation.
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Figure7.7. Comparison FT-IR spectra of Ag+-CNx and Ag(0)-CNx

Obtaining a small gap between two nanoparticles is always a quite challenging job to
achieve due to aggregation of nanoparticles. XPS measurements predicted strong
chemical bonding between silver and nitrogen atoms. The reason for small and fixed
inter nanoparticles distance of 3 nm without aggregation of nanoparticles is possibly due
to nucleation of Ag nanoparticles occurs at voids containing nitrogen atoms of CNx
framework. Figure 7.7 shows FT-IR spectra of the Ag-CNx composites (product of
ultrasonication) and Ag+-CNx. The strong peak in FT-IR spectra at 1400 cm-1 of Ag+CNx disappears completely and three peaks at 1317, 1400, 1627 cm-1 peaks due to C=N,
similar to parent CNx, for Ag-CNx composites are regenerate due to ultrasonication. This
indicates that Ag+ ions which were bonded to CNx sheets are also reduce to form silver
nuclei (nanoparticles) and adsorbed to CNx sheets.
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Figure 7.8. (a) CVs of 2 mM H2O2 in 0.01M PBS at bare and Ag-CNx/GC electrode.
(b) CVs of Ag-CNx/GC electrode in absence and presence of 2 mM H2O2 in 0.01M
PBS (pH=7) solution

In Figure 7.6 a, b and (c, d) silver nanoparticles in the range between 3-4 nm, 5-6 nm and
8-10 nm are formed when 7 hrs old stock solutions of 1.0 mg, 1.2 mg and 1.3 mg AgCNx composites were dissolved in 1.0 ml water respectively and evaporated on silicon
substrate. On dissolving of Ag-CNx composites in water, Ag nuclei and carbon nitride
quantum dots goes to solution separately and growth, repining of Ag nanoparticles occurs
in solution. The two dimensional CNx sheets from the condensation of CNQDs are
formed first and then directed 2-D assembly of silver nanoparticles on the surface of CNx
sheets takes place. Based on TEM, SEM, XPS, FT-IR measurement a proposed
mechanism for 2-D self-assembly of silver nanoparticle on CNx is shown in Scheme 7.1.
7.4.2 Electrochemical Applications
The electro catalytic property of Ag nanoparticles doped CNx modified glassy
carbon (Ag-CNx/GC) electrode towards the electrochemical reduction and oxidation of
H2O2 was examined using cyclic voltammetry measurements.
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Figure 7.9. (a) Amperometric response of Ag-CNx/GC electrode on successive
addition of H2O2 into 0.01M PBS with stirring. Inset: lower concentration regime. (b)
Lower concentration regime (c) Calibration curve of current vs. H2O2 concentration.
Figure 7.8a represents the comparison of voltammetry response of 2 mM H2O2 in 0.01
M PBS solution at bare GC electrode and Ag-CNx/GC electrode. This suggests the
superior electro catalytic activity at Ag-CNx/GC electrode toward H2O2 oxidation. Figure
7.8b shows cyclic voltammograms at Ag-CNx/GC electrode in absence and presence of
2 mM H2O2 in 0.01M PBS buffer solution. A small background current was observed in
the blank of 0.01M PBS solution at Ag-CNx/GC electrode where as a drastic increase of
electrocatalytic current was observed in 0.01M PBS solution containing 2 mM H2O2.
Figure 7.9a, b shows the typical amperometric current-time response at Ag-CNx/GC
electrode for successive addition of H2O2 into stirring 0.01M PBS buffer solution at an
applied potential of -0.7V. Figure 7.9c shows calibration plot where a linear relation of
current with concentration of H2O2 was observed in the concentration region ranging 5
nM to 0.35 μM with coefficient 0.999. From the slope of calibration plot as shown in
Figure 7.9c, the lower detection limit for H2O2 at Ag-CNx/GC electrode was found to be
4.5 nM at signal-to-noise ratio of 3.
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Fig 7.10. Amperometric responses of Ag-CNx/GC electrode at a potential of -0.7V on
subsequent addition of 5 M dopamine (DA) 5M ascorbic acid (AA), 5 M DGlucose, 5 M L-Glycine, 5 M L-Cysteine, 5 M L-Tyrosine, 5 M L-Tryptophan
and 5 M H2O2.

The interference of other biomolecules such as dopamine (DA), ascorbic acid (AA), DGlucose, L-Cysteine, L-Glycine, L-Tyrosine and L-Tryptophan on H2O2 detection were
examined. As shown in Figure 7.10 the addition of 10μM of H2O2 causes significant
increase of amperometric response at the applied potential of -0.7 V, but addition of
similar concentration of AA and DA did not cause interference the amperometric
response of H2O2. We further studied electrochemical oxidation/reduction of H2O2 at AgCNx/GC in basic NaOH medium. Figure 7.11a shows cyclic voltammograms at AgCNx/GC electrode in absence and presence of 2 mM H2O2 in 0.05M NaOH solution.
There is significant increase of current in case of 2 mM H2O2 compare to the blank in
NaOH medium. The sensitivity of H2O2 detection at Ag-CNx/GC electrode was studied
by chronoamperometric current-time (i-t) measurements at +0.7V.
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Figure 7.11. (a) CVs of Ag-CNx/GC and only GC electrode in presence of 2 mM H2O2
and Ag-CNx/GC electrode in absence of H2O2 in 0.05 M NaOH solution (b)
Amperometric response of Ag-CNx/GC electrode on successive addition of H2O2 into
0.05M NaOH with stirring. (c) Lower concentration regime of amperometric curve. (d)
Calibration curve of current vs. H2O2 concentration.

The detection limit, calculated from the plot was found to be 0.6 nM. The detection limit,
sensitivity of non-enzymatic H2O2 detection at Ag-CNx/GC electrode were compared
with the reported results of non-enzymatic H2O2 detection, which are summarized in
Table 7.1
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Figure 7.12. (a) CVs of 20mM glucose in 0.05M NaOH at bare GC and Ag-CNx/GC
electrode. (b) CVs of Ag-CNx/GC electrode in absence and presence of 20 mM
glucose in 0.05 (M) NaOH solution.

. From the Table 7.1 it is clear that our Ag-CNx/GC electrode exhibits lower detection
limit and higher sensitivity as compared to that of reported H2O2 biosensors. This
outstanding performance of Ag-CNx/GC electrode for non-enzymatic detection of H2O2
can be attributed to efficient electrochemical processes of silver nanoparticles and large
surface area of two dimensional carbon nitride sheet. The amperometric current-time
response at Ag-CNx/GC electrode upon successive addition of H2O2 into stirring 0.05 M
NaOH solution at +0.7V is shown in Figure 7.11b and Figure 7.11c. As plotted in Figure
7.11d, the calibration plot was linear over the concentration range of 1 nM - 0.15 μM
with a correlation coefficient of 0.999 and a sensitivity of 4.5x105 μA.cm-2mM-1 which
was few order higher than reported values. The Cyclic voltammograms measurements
were used to investigate the catalytic activity of Ag-CNx modified GC electrode towards
glucose oxidation.
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Table. 7.1. Comparison of detection limit and sensitivity of Ag-CNx/GC sensor with
reported non enzymatic H2O2 sensors.

Electrode material

Applied
potential
(V)
-0.3

Linear
range (µM)
10 - 35,000

Sensitivit
y
-

LOD
(µM)
5

-0.22
Vs
Ag/AgCl
-0.3(SCE)
reference
electrode
-0.2(SCE)

0.1 - 2200

0.05

92 - 20000

-0.3

100 - 180

38.73 µA
mM−1
6.79 µA
mM−1
3.23 µA
mM-1
-

Ag/GN-R/GC

-0.4

100 - 40000

-

28

3D
graphene/pDA/TH

-0.25

0.4 - 660

169.7 µA
mM−1

0.08

CR-GO/GC

-0.2

0.05 - 1500

-

0.05

3DGN/MWCNT/Pt
NP

+0.45

0.025 - 6.3

-

0.0086

Small, 2013, 9, 17031707.

PtNPs–IP6 /GC

+0.4

0.24 - 1300

0.2

Nanotechnology, 2013,
24, 295503.

PDDA/t-MWCNTPt/GC

−0.1

1 - 800

0.27

Electrochim. Acta,
2012, 65, 288-293

PVA–MWCNTs–
PtNPs/GC

0

2 - 3800

0.7

Electrochim.
Acta,
2012, 70, 266 - 271.

GN–Pt/ GC

0

2 - 710

146.17
µA mM1
cm-2
481.25
µAmM1
cm-2
122.63
µAmM1
cm-2
-

0.5

MWCNTsPANI/GC

-0.25(SCE)

7 - 2500

Electrochem.
Commun., 2011, 13,
1131-1134.
Microchim. Acta, 2012,
176, 389-395.

PNEGHNs/GC

0

1 - 500

PDDA/Pt NP/ITO

0.6

0.042 - 160

Pt/CNF electrode

0

GS/GC

-0.4

AgNP/SnO2/GC
Ag-PIL-GE/GC
PDA–Ag/GC
SWCNT/AgNPs/C
C
PQ11-AgNPs/GC

10 - 8000

748.4
µAmM1
cm-2
-

1.97
0.2
33.9

2.0

0.08
0.042

1 - 800

0.5000.019
AM-1cm-2
-

0.1 – 10

-

0.3
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Fig 7.13. (a) Amperometric response of Ag-CNx/GC electrode on successive addition
of glucose into 0.05 M NaOH with stirring at 1.0 V. (b) Calibration curve of current vs.
glucose concentration at 1.0 V. (c) Calibration curve of current vs. glucose
concentration (100 μM - 2 mM) (d) Calibration curve of current vs. glucose
concentration (2 mM - 30 mM).
Figure 7.12a represents the comparison of CV response of 20 mM glucose in 0.05 M
NaOH solution at bare GC electrode and Ag-CNx/GC electrode. This suggests the
superior electrocatalytic activity toward glucose oxidation at Ag-CNx/GC electrode as
compared to GC electrode. Figure 7.12b shows cyclic voltammograms at Ag-CNx/GC
electrode in absence and presence of 20 mM Glucose in 0.05 M NaOH solutions at a
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scan rate of 0.1 V Sec−1. In the cathodic scan two redox peaks were obtained of AgCNx/GC electrode in absence of glucose. The anodic peak at 0.5V was due to the
formation of Ag+ (CNx-Ag-OH) and second peak at 0.95 V corresponds to Ag2+
formation (CNx-AgO). In the reverse scan (cathodic scan) two peaks at 0.84 V and 0.18
V were observed. However, the position of cathodic and anodic peaks are different from
reported oxidation/ reduction peaks at silver disk electrode. A large peak at 0.95 V due
to the oxidation of glucose was appeared at Ag-CNx/GC electrode in presence of 20 mM
glucose during the anodic scan.
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Figure 7.14. (a) Amperometric response of Ag-CNx/GC electrode on successive
addition of glucose into 0.05M NaOH with stirring at 1.5 V. (b) Lower concentration
regime of amperometric curve. (c) Calibration curve of current vs. glucose
concentration (lower concentration regime)

Table 7.2. Comparison of detection limit and sensitivity of Ag-CNx/GC sensor with
reported non enzymatic glucose sensors.

Electrode
material

Linear range
(mM)

Sensitivity (µA
cm-2 mM-1)

LOD
(µM)

References

NiO HSs/GC

0.002–0.01

-

0.3

Au nanotube
array/Au

1 - 42.5

1.13

10

Electrochim. Acta, 2013, 102,
104-107
Electrochem. Commun., 2009,
11, 216-219.
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0 - 46

11.4

-

0.01- 5

-

1

0.002 -10.3

1.26

2

0.001- 0.01

494

0.6

0.001–0.2

14.3

2.5

Cu
NPs/graphene/
GC
RGO-Ni(OH)2
/GC

0.005 - 1.4

607 µA mM−1

0.2

0.002 - 3.1

11.43

0.6

Mater. Chem.,
16949-16954.

Cu-graphene/GC

Up to 4.5

-

0.5

Au nanocoral/Au

0.05 - 30

22.6

10

Anal. Chim. Acta, 2012, 709,
47-53.
ACS Appl, Mater. Interfaces,
2010, 2, 2773-2780.

CHI–GNPs/GC
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2-12

-

310

0.001-0.1

97

0.6

Biosens. Bioelectron., 2011,
26, 4791-4797.
This work

In addition, a very large oxidation peak of glucose is observed at 0.84 V during the
cathodic reverse scan. Figure 7.13a shows a typical amperometric current-time response
at Ag-CNx/GC upon the successive addition of glucose into a stirring 0.05 M NaOH
solution at an applied potential of 1V. Figure 7.13b shows a good linear calibration plot
covering the whole range from 100 µM to 30 mM. It can be divided two linear range
from100 µM to 2 mM and 2 mM to 30 mM (Figure 7.13c and 7.13d). The detection limit
was calculated from Figure 7.13c, ranging from 100 μM to 2 mM is found to 15 μM with
a sensitivity of 20 μA cm-2 mM-1 at signal to noise ratio of 3 (R2=0.9988). In addition, it
was found that oxidation of glucose is found to be sensitive to applied voltage. Figure
7.14a display the current-time responses of Ag-CNx/GC electrode with successive
addition of glucose in 0.05 M NaOH solution at applied potential of 1.5 V. Figure 7.14b
shows the amperometric (i-t) response of low concentration of glucose at Ag-CNx/GC
electrode. The lowest detection limit is calculated from the calibration plot (Figure 7.14c)
is found to be 615 nM with sensitivity of 97 A cm-2 mM-1. In Table 7.2, the lower
detection limit, linear range and sensitivity of non-enzymatic electrochemical glucose
detection at Ag-CNx/GC electrode were compared with several typical metal and carbon
based biosensors.

7.5 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have shown that g-CNx can play dual role for selective and
sensitive sensing of silver ions and cysteine in aqueous media by exploiting the
fluorescence properties of g-CNx. We also demonstrated that two dimensional ordered
assemblies of silver nanoparticles on 2-D CNx sheets is formed on a solid substrate on
drying of aqueous solution of Ag-CNx composites. Nucleation and then growth of silver
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nanoparticles takes place at voids on CNx sheets due the affinity of silver towards
nitrogen atoms. CNx sheets containing ordered assembly of silver nanoparticles can be
used as superior electrochemical non enzymatic biosensors for hydrogen peroxide and
glucose.
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Appendix E

(331)

(220)
(111)

(311)

Figure S7.1. SAED image of AgNPs taken from Figure 7.6(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure S7.2. (a) C1s and (b) N1s XPS spectra of CNx.
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Figure S7.3. (a, b) TEM images of CNx sheets prepared from g-CNx.

Figure S7.4. AFM images of thin CNx sheets and its height profile shows
thickness 2.0 to 2.5 nm.
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Figure S7.5. SEM image of AgNPs assembly on CNx sheet.

Figure S7.6. (a) and (b) SEM images showing ordered assembly of AgNPs
on thin CNx sheets.
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Figure S7.7. SEM image of highly ordered 2-D assembly
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Chapter 8
Ultra Small Gold Nanoparticles on Two-dimensional
Graphitic Carbon Nitride: An Efficient Catalyst for
Ultrafast Reduction of 4-nitrophenol and Removal of
Organic Dyes from Water
8.1 ABSTRACT
Synthesis of supported ultra-small gold particles is important for their unusual properties
and catalytic applications. We report a facile method for synthesis of ultra-small gold
nanoparticles supported on carbon nitride sheets (Au-CNx). The ultrasonication was used to
form Au-CNx composite from carbon nitride quantum dots and HAuCl4 without any aid of
external reducing agent. The Au-CNx composite was well characterized by TEM, SAED,
EDS, p-XRD, XPS Methods. Electron microscopic measurements confirm that thin
graphitic carbon nitride sheets provided two dimensional supports to stabilize ultra-small,
1-3 nm sized gold nanoparticles (AuNPs). The Au-CNx composite showed excellent
catalytic activity towards the reduction of 4-Nitrophenol in aqueous medium in presence of
sodium borohydride (NaBH4) with very fast kinetics and good stability. The Au-CNx
catalyst can be used as an absorbent for the removal of organic dye [Rhodamine B (RhB),
methylene blue (MB), and methyl red (MR)] from water. It showed excellent adsorption
capacity for RhB and MB due to electrostatic interaction between anionic catalyst and
cationic organic dye molecules. The catalyst can easily be reused after removing adsorbed
dye from the catalyst simply by changing pH of the solution. In addition, Au-CNx composite
exhibited superior photo catalytic degradation of various dyes (RhB, MB and MR) on
irradiation of UV, Visible light and natural sunlight. Excellent photo degradation rate
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constants for RhB (0.024 min-1), MB (0.024 min-1) and MR (0.02 min-1) were observed
although high concentration of dyes were used for degradation. Au-CNx is one of the best
adsorbent for RhB adsorption with maximum adsorption capacity of 400 mg gm-1 and
catalyst for nitrophenol reduction. We hope that this Au-CNx composite will find its
application as an effective catalyst for water purification.

8.2 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, noble metal nanoparticles (NPs) have attracted tremendous attention
due to their potential applications in various fields such as catalysis1, sensors2-6, optics6, fuel
cell7. For example, gold nanoparticles8 are being used for a long time in drug delivery,
different biological application and catalysis. Silver and platinum nanoparticles show
promising capabilities in biosensors9 and in fuel cell10. Very small metal NPs has an
interesting size and shape dependent reactivity11 due to the increase of volume to surface
ratio. The reduction in size of metal nanoparticles causes a significant change in reduction
potential of metal nanoparticles as compared to bulk materials because their Fermi potential
becomes more negative. This typical important property helps them in electron transfer in
various catalysis reactions. But synthesis of ultra-small metal nanoparticle is a very
challenging task due its high agglomeration property, arises from its high surface energy. In
order to avoid aggregation, nanoparticles should be stabilized by using organic molecules
or polymer as a capping agent. But their catalytic activity greatly reduced due to the presence
of organic or polymer molecules around nanoparticles. Another alternative available method
is to stabilize them on the surface of a solid support12. Two dimensional (2-D) Graphene,
due to its unique properties13 such as high specific surface area, excellent electrical
conductivity, high charge carrier mobility, high mechanical strength, became a promising
candidate as a support for different nanoparticles. The graphene containing metal or
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semiconductor nanoparticles have confirmed to be effective nano-composite materials for
photovoltaic14-15, catalysis and biosensor applications16. In recent year another 2-D material
graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4), has attracted a significant attention due to its moderate
band gap which leads to a potential application in the photocatalysis17-18,19, organic
reactions20-21 and fuel cell17, 22-23. g-C3N4 consists of repeating triazine units which has large
number of binding sites to stabilize the MNPs making this materials as a promising supports
for noble MNPs. But, most of the reports24-25 for g-C3N4 as supported materials are
mesoporous due to the better diffusion and strong binding of metal NPs through the surface
pore of the g-C3N4. The synthetic procedure of mesoporous compound needs of hazardous
materials and also high temperature which is not environmental friendly. Some time it was
difficult to remove the template from the products which demises the products purity. Thus,
2-D sheet of carbon nitride can be considered as feasible alternative for stabilizing metal
nanoparticles for their unusual catalytic properties.

In 21st century, environmental pollution is increasing due to the fast growth of
chemical industries and the release of various types of industrial contaminant into water26.
The different industrial contaminants are chlorinated organic compounds, volatile organic
compounds, nitro aromatics and fertilizers, dyes etc. Among these toxic threats, dyes and
nitro aromatics are more concerned to us because of their high chemical and biological
stability which makes difficult to removes from water. In chemical industries 4-NP is
generally used to prepare different synthetic dyes, medicines and pesticides. The
remediation of aromatic nitro compounds is important, because aromatic nitro moiety is one
the most characteristic of anthropogenic contaminants. 4-nitro phenol (4-NP) is toxic
pollutant and hazardous compound, declared by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 4NP can causes disorder of our central nervous system, and can damage kidney, liver of
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humans as well as animals. So removal of 4-NP is very much important. A conventional
water purification treatment is not effective for removal of 4-NP due to its high stability and
solubility in water. So reduction of 4-NP to 4-AP is the best idea as 4-AP is a starting
material in various industrial synthesis like pharmaceutical, photographic, and corrosion
inhibitor. Therefore, recently scientific community has given a lot of attention for inventing
new catalyst for the reduction of 4-NP to 4-AP27,28.

The effluents from the pesticides, dying, petrochemical, and pharmaceutical
industries contains highly water pollutant dyes which release in environment and cause
various problem such as some skin diseases in human health, and also aquatic biota are also
adversely affected29. So removal of these type environmental threats is very important.
Different methods are used to remove dyes from the environment such as coagulationflocculation30, photo degradation31,32, electrochemical oxidation33 and adsorption34. Among
them, sorption and degradation process are most effective treatment for cleaning up water.
The adsorption property depends on the surface structure of adsorbent whereas
photocatalytic activity control by the band gap of the semiconductor material or heterojunction structure of the metal-semiconductor composite. The adsorption procedure used
frequently to remove the dye molecules from water due the simplicity of operation
procedure, low cost, and also easy recycling of the adsorbent. Scientific community has
given more attention on the porous molecule35 as a good adsorbent due to easy diffusion of
the dye molecule through the pore of the adsorbent. Different natural polymers were found
to be good adsorbent. Hunt and his co-workers developed polysaccharide based polymer for
removal of dyes from water36. The main limitation of the polymer based catalyst is lower
thermal stability, poor hydrodynamic volume as well as low surfaces area. Sometime the
polymer molecules shows lack of separation selectivity, low adsorbing capacity and
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recycling property. Polymeric g-C3N4 doesn’t have good adsorption property. The
adsorption property of C3N4 was improved by doping boron into the carbon nitride
framework35. Recently Chen and his co-workers synthesized porous BN sheet for effective
water cleaning agent35. However there was no report on adsorption of dye using metal
nanoparticles deposited carbon nitride as an adsorbent.

Photocatalyst based on heterogeneous semiconductor has created a lot of attention
due to its potential application on reducing of global water pollution which was well
accepted strategy to solve the environmental problem37. Among different photocatalytic
system semiconductor38 TiO2 explored more but unfortunately TiO2 is photo catalytically
active only under UV-light irradiation39 due to its wide band gap. The quantum yield of this
type semiconductor catalyst is very low under solar light, since only 5 % of solar energy is
UV light. This is the major limitation of their applications. The photocatalysts, sensitive to
visible light, are promising candidate for degradation of dyes, since visible light present in
of solar energy is ~ 40 %. Therefore, both visible light as well as UV light driven
photocatalysis are significantly important for practical applications. There are several
reports on the different photocatalytic system based on their different photo physical
properties such as band gap and band position of conduction and valence band, surfaces
area, size, shape and morphology of the catalyst. But last few years scientific community
are mostly focused on the metal oxide, sulphide and metal nitride based photocatalytic
systems which are mostly toxic and costly materials. The enormous efforts has been given
to develop the environmental friendly less toxic and cheap materials40. Among them, carbon,
nitrogen based semiconductor, graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) has created more attention
in last few years due to their extreme stability under harsh thermal and photochemical
condition in compared to other polymeric system and potential photocatalytic activity under
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visible light irradiation41. But the low surface area, high recombination rate of photo excited
charge carriers electron-hole, and low quantum efficiency is limiting their practical
applications41. Several methods have been applied to improve the charge separation
efficiency of g-C3N4, such as designing the porous structure42, coupled with different n-type
semiconductor40 and making hetero-junction composite with noble metals37, 43-48. Among
these processes, hetero-junction composites are most widely used49-50. X. Hu and his coworkers reported37 Ag/AgCl/g-C3N4 composite for MB degradation under visible light. X.
Wang51 and his co-worker also reported highly efficient visible light induced photocatalytic
degradation of various dyes by Ag/AgCl/g-C3N4 composite. But there is very few reported
on AuNPs deposited g- C3N4 based photocatalysis43.

Herein, we demonstrated ultrasonication mediated synthesis of ultra-small AuNPs
supported on g-C3N4 sheets and their superior catalytic properties. Nearly monodispersed
ultra small gold nanoparticles with diameter of 1 -3 nm were formed on carbon nitride sheets
(CNx) by ultrasound mediated reduction of HAuCl4 in presence of carbon nitride quantum
dots. The Au-CNx composite exhibited superior catalytic activity toward the reduction of 4NP in presence of NaBH4. It can reduce 0.1 mM 4-NP solution in 15 sec with NaBH4. The
Au-CNx composite showed superior adsorption capacity for various dyes. The surface
charge of the Au-CNx sheets is responsible superior adsorption of cationic dyes (RhB, MB)
at neutral medium and anionic dye (MR) in acidic medium. In addition, this catalyst showed
superior catalytic activity towards the degradation organic dye such as RhB, MB, MR under
UV/ Visible/ Sun light. Possible mechanism for degradation of dyes upon Au-CNx catalyst
under UV and visible light irradiation were proposed. The photo-degradation of RhB on the
Au-CNx surface takes place via N-de-ethylation processes and formation of N-de-ethylated
products was confirmed by UV-Visible and ESI-MS spectroscopy. The Au-CNx catalyst is
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very efficient for removal of cationic as well as anionic organic dye from aqueous
environment by its dual actions with adsorption and photo catalytic degradation of dye.

8.3 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of Au-CNx composite
5 mg of prepared g-CNx52,53 was dispersed in 3 ml of water by sonication for 10 min (see
previous section for synthesis procedure). In another vial 0.032 gm of HAuCl4, xH2O was
taken in 5 ml of water. Next, the dispersed g-CNx and gold solution were mixed together
and again sonicated for 15 min. Finally, the mixture was ultra-sounded with ~28 kHz
frequency for 3 hours at 400 watt. After ultrasound the solid product was separated by
centrifugation. After washing this solid product with water and vacuum dried, was taken for
further characterization and others experimental procedure.
Catalytic reduction method of 4-Nitrophenol
In this typical reaction procedure, 3.0 ml of 0.1 mM 4-NP was taken in a glass-vial
followed by addition of 0.3 mmol of NaBH4. Here NaBH4 has taken in excess amount to
avoid the concentration change throughout the reaction. As soon as NaBH4 was added the
colour of the reaction solution changed to dark yellow from light yellow. Then 0.005 g of
the nanocomposite catalyst was added to it. Within few second the colour of the solution
was changed from dark yellow to colourless. After completion of the reaction, a little amount
of ammonium chloride was added to neutralize the excess NaBH4 and the catalyst was
recovered after doing centrifugation for 20 min at 16000 rpm. Here we have also studied the
regeneration of catalytic activity of our separated catalyst.
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Adsorption efficiency measurement
Adsorption activity of the prepared catalyst was measured on two cationic dye
[Rhodamine B (RB), methylene blue (MB)] and anionic azo dye [methyl red (MR)].
Adsorption study of RB, MB was done in neutral medium and MR was done in acidic
medium (pH 3). Typically 1 ml catalyst was taken and kept in oven at 800C for half an hour.
Then desired concentration of dye was added and kept in a dark place with stirring for 12
hours. After reached in adsorption-desorption equilibrium solution was centrifuged at 1600
rpm and concentration of remaining dye was determined by UV-Vis spectrometer. The
percentage of adsorption was calculated using equation (1)

% dye adsorption =

𝐶0 −𝐶𝑒
𝐶0

× 100

(1)

And equilibrium uptake was calculated using equation (2)

𝑞𝑒 = (𝐶0 − 𝐶𝑒 )

𝑉
𝑊

(2)

Where 𝐶0 is initial concentration of dye solution (mg L-1)

𝐶𝑒 is the equilibrium

concentration of dye solution (mg L-1) 𝑞𝑒 is the equilibrium capacity of dye on absorbent
(mg gm-1) V is volume of dye solution (L) and W is the weight of adsorbent (gm) used.
Photocatalytic activity measurement
For degradation of RB and MR, UV light was illuminated with 84 watt of 250 nm
wavelength light, for visible light 135 watt Xenon lamp with cut off filter 3 (λ ≥ 400 nm)
and all dye degradation in sunlight was done between 10 am to 3 pm under a clear sky. All
photo catalysis experiment was done after complete adsorption of dye and pH was adjusted
to 3 by adding 0.1 M H2SO4. The degradation of dye was monitored by UV-Visible
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spectroscopy by withdrawn centrifuged (10000 rpm, 5 min) dye solution from reaction
mixture.

8.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The powder x-ray diffraction pattern of g-C3N4 and Au-CNx nanocomposite is shown
in Figure 8.1. In both p-XRD pattern the peak at 2θ value of 27.30 corresponds to (002) plane
of g-C3N4 with interlayer d-spacing 3.27Å52. The additional four well resolved peaks of AuCNx composite located at 2θ values 38.20, 44.40, 64.50, 77.540 and 81.80 can be indexed as
(111), (200), (220), (311) and (222) reflection planes respectively for pure f.c.c. metallic Au
nanoparticles43 (JCPDS No. 04-0784). This suggests that the formation of AuNPs on CNx
sheets by ultrasonic treatment. TEM (Figure 8.2 a and b) and AFM (Figure S8.1 a, b
Annexure) measurements were extensively used to study morphology of carbon nitride
sheets.

Figure 8.1. p-XRD of g-C3N4 and Au-CNx composite
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.2. (a, b) TEM images of g-carbon nitride

Recently we have reported the formation of 2-D sheets on a solid substrate by evaporation
induced self-assembly and condensation of carbon nitride quantum dots52. Highly ordered
assembly of silver nanoparticles on carbon nitride sheets and their application in nonenzymatic detection of glucose/H2O2 was also reported by our group recently3.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 8.3. (a, b, c) TEM images of Au-CNx composite shows ultra-small Au NPs are
highly dispersed on the CNx sheets. (d) Size distribution plot of Au NPs taken from Figure
2d. (e, f) SEAD and EDS spectra of Au-CNx composite respectively, has taken from
Figure 8.3a.
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TEM samples were prepared by evaporation of aqueous solution of Au-CNx composite on
TEM grid. Figure 8.3(a, b, c) show TEM images of very small gold nanoparticles, highly
dispersed on the carbon nitride sheets indicating very high loading of AuNPs on CNx sheets.
The size distribution of AuNPs as shown in Figure 8.3d and the size of dispersed AuNPs in
CNx sheets are in the range 1-3 nm with mean particle size of 1.5 nm. In addition few larger
gold particles of 6 -8 nm size are also visible in TEM images. The SAED image of AuNPs,
taken from Figure 8.3b is shown in Figure 8.3e. The interlayer spacing calculated from
SAED image are 2.36, 2.03, 1.22, 0.946 Å which corresponds to (111), (200), (220), (311)
and (331) planes of face centred cubic AuNPs respectively, based on p-XRD data base
(JCPDS No. 04-0784). This is in agreement with p- XRD data (Figure 8.1) of Au-CNx
composites. The EDS spectrum (Figure 8.3f) has taken from AuNPs-carbon nitride sheets
in the image of Figure 8.3f shows the presence of carbon, nitrogen and gold, also confirming
deposition of AuNPs on carbon nitride sheets. In addition, EDS spectrum of Au-CNx was
also done on silicon wafer in order to calculate the amount of Au present in Au-CNx sheets
(Figure 8.4) and it was found ~ 40 weight % Au present in the composite.

Figure 8.4. EDS spectra Au-CNx composite prepared on silicon wafer.
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The exact amount of gold loading in Au-CNx composite was determined by Thermo
Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) method. TGA curves of Au-CNx and CNx were shown in
Figure 8.5. It shows that 46 wt% gold present in this Au-CNx composite. The Au-CNx
composite with different amount of gold loading were prepared by ultrasonic treatment of
CNx sheets and different amount of AuCl4 salts. The maximum loading of gold in CNx sheets
we could achieve is 50 wt%.

Figure 8.5. TGA spectra of Au-CNx (blue line) and CNx (red line) at N2 atmosphere

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried out to know the
oxidation state of gold particle and chemical environment around carbon and nitrogen atoms
in Au-CNx. Figure 8.6a shows the survey scan of the XPS spectrum which clearly indicates
the presence of gold, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms in Au-CNx composite. The binding
energy spectra of Au 4f are very sensitive to the chemical environment around the gold
surface and size of gold nanoparticles. It is well known that the binding energy spectra of
Au 4f of metallic gold NPs is appeared as doublet with binding energy 83.9 eV for 4f7/2 and
87.3 for 4f5/2 peak54. It was reported55,56 by various groups that binding energy of Au 4f
electron for very small gold cluster shifts towards higher binding energy in compared to the
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position of bulk as the size of the nanoparticles is reduced. Recently Mark Turner et. al.
reported57 binding energy of Au 4f7/2 electron for very small (1-2 nm) gold nanoparticles
was 1.1 eV higher than that of bulk Au. This typical shift in binding energy for ultra-small
metal nanoparticles on various supports materials was also reported55,56. The reduced corehole screening in small metal nanoparticles and temporal charging58,59 of nanoparticles
during photo emission process is responsible for this shift. The electronic properties are
significantly different for these very small particles and unusual catalytic properties were
observed due to size dependent alteration of electronic structure. David P. Anderson et al.
reported60 Au 4f7/2 peak for Au8, Au9, Au11 clusters dispersed on titanium oxide were
appeared in the region 85 – 86.2 eV whereas for Au101 cluster appeared at 83.9 eV. Figure
8.6b display the Au 4f spectrum for Au-CNx and two peaks appeared at 85.6 and 88.9 eV.
Thus, peaks at 85.6 and 88.9 eV can be assigned to au 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 photoelectron. The
binding energy of Au 4f electron shifts towards higher value due to very small Au NPs
dispersed on CNx. It is reported52 for C1s XPS spectra of CNx that peaks due to C–N bonding
are generally appeared in the range 285–287 eV and the peaks in the range 288–290 eV are
attributed to COx. Figure 8.6 c and d show the XPS spectrum in the carbon 1s and nitrogen
1s peaks, which was de-convoluted to three and two main Gaussian peaks respectively. The
binding energies of 285.3 eV and 286.45 eV are due to the presence of (sp2) N–C]-N (sp2)
(carbon bonded to two nitrogen atoms) and C(–N)3 (planar trigonal carbon geometry)
respectively, whereas the peak at 288.8 eV is attributed to CO52. The peak at 400.1 eV refers
to the presence of [(sp2) C–N1]C (sp2), nitrogen bonded to two carbon atoms or pyridone
moiety whereas the second peak in this region at 401.6 eV corresponds to quaternary
nitrogen which is bonded to three sp2 carbon atoms, known as graphitic nitrogen52, 61. Based
on p-XRD, TEM, SAED, EDS and XPS measurements it can be concluded that ultra-small
(1 - 3 nm), naked gold nanoparticles are highly dispersed on carbon nitride sheets.
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8.4.1 Catalytic reduction of 4-Nitrophenol
The catalytic activity of ultra-small AuNPs supported on CNx sheets was first tested
for reduction of 4-NP was monitored by observing the change in UV-Vis absorption spectra
as well as colour change of aqueous solution. UV-Vis absorption spectrum of 4-NP solution
shows in Figure 8.7a. Aqueous solution of 4-NP shows an absorption maxima at 317 (Figure
8.7a green line) but after addition of NaBH4 the peak shifted to 400nm with increasing the
intensity (Figure 8.7a red curve) due to the formation of phenolate ion which is fully
conjugated with benzene moiety.

Figure 8.6. (a) XPS spectra of 4f orbital of Au (b, c) The de-convoluted spectra of 1s
carbon(C) and nitrogen(N) of Au-CNx respectively.

The yellow color of 4-nitrophenolate ion immediately bleached to colorless solution on
addition of Au-CNx catalyst and absorption maxima at 400 nm diminished with appearance
of a new peak at 298 nm (Figure 8.6a blue curve).
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This confirmed the reduction of 4-NP and formation of 4-AP27. Here, Au-CNx composite
reduced 4-NP completely (100%) in 15 sec which is comparable to other reported values,
given in Table 8.1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.7. (a) UV-Visible spectra for the reduction 4-NP catalysed by Au-CNx
composite. 4-NP is represented by green colour curve, red colour curve is in presence of
only NaBH4 without catalyst and blue colour curve represent reductive product 4-AP. (b)
The stability of the Au-CNx catalyst with 5 successive cycles keeping the conditions same
at every cycles.
Recently M. Antonietti and his co-worker reported62 reduction of 4-NP with AuNPs doped
mesoporous carbon nitride (m-CNR-Au), only 96% conversion was happened with NaBH4
in 300 sec. But the Au-CNx catalyst take only 15 sec for full conversion of 4-NP. The
superior catalytic activity of this Au-CNx composite is probably due to the presence of ultrasmall; naked gold particle on CNx sheet. The stability of the catalyst was studied by doing
the measurement repeatedly at the same condition. Catalyst can be successfully recycled by
centrifugation, followed by washing with water and dried in vacuum. This catalyst can be
used for at least 5 successive cycles with high conversion efficiency (Figure 8.7b). This
proves that catalyst has good catalytic efficiency and stability.
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8.4.2 Adsorption of organic dyes
The cationic dyes (RhB, MB) consider as primary toxic pollutant in water resource.
The Au-CNx can be used as adsorbent to remove these dyes. Change of UV-Vis absorption
spectra was used to study the adsorption process on surface of Au-CNx. Figure 8.8a shows
the UV-Vis adsorption of 70 ppm RhB in aqueous solution. The absorption maximum of
RhB at 552 nm was monitored for adsorption process on the Au-CNx. The corresponding
decay plot (C/C0 vs. t) of RhB is shown in Figure 8.8b. It suggests that the Au-CNx
effectively removes 91% RhB dye within 380 min. Another cationic dye, MB also shows
good adsorption on the Au-CNx surface. Figure 8.8d shows the change UV-Visible
adsorption spectra of MB solution with adsorption time in presence of Au-CNx catalyst. This
Au-CNx catalyst can effectively remove 90% dye within 420 minutes. The versatility of the
catalyst has been evaluated by measuring the adsorption capacity of textile an anionic dye
(MR).

Table 8.1. Comparison of activity of different catalyst on 4-NP reduction.
Catalyst

Amt. Of
catalyst (mg)

Amt. Of 4NP (mmol)
3x10-4

Amt.Of
NaBH4
(mmol)
3x10-1

Conv.
Time
(Sec)
15

Au-CNx

5

Porous Au
Porous
AuPdNPs
RGO@Pd@C

0.5

5x10-4

2x10-1

80

This
Work
63

0.5

5x10-4

2x10-1

12

63

5

3x10-4

3x10-2

30

64

Pd–rGO-CNT

5

3x10-4

3x10-2

20

65

Au-mpg C3N4

5

3x10-4

3x10-1

300

62
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MR has poor adsorption on Au-CNx composite at neutral pH. However, the adsorption of
MR over Au-CNx was increased significantly at lower pH (pH 3). The change of UV-Visible
adsorption spectra of MR in presence of Au-CNx catalyst with different time is shown in
Figure 8.9a and the corresponding decay plot (C/C0 vs. t) is also shown in 8.9b. Adsorption
isotherm demonstrated the actual distribution of dye in equilibrium between liquid and solid
adsorbent. The adsorption isotherm model of different dye was established by batch
experiment where a known amount of Au-CNx catalyst was dispersed in different known
concentration of dye in dark with contentious stirring for certain time to establish the
equilibration between adsorbent and adsorbed. The interactive behaviour of dyes and AuCNx was described by the different appropriate adsorption model including Freundlich,
Langmuir and Sips isotherms66, as described below.

Freundlich isotherm

qe = KFCe1/n

Langmuir isotherm

qe = qmbCe/(1+KLCe)

(b)

Sips isotherm

qe=qmbCe1/n/(1+KsCe1/n)

(c)

(a)

Freundlich isotherm model described the ratio of concentration of solute adsorbed on surface
and solute in liquid which is in contact with adsorbent (eqn. (a)). Langmuir model describes
the chemisorptions of solute on the surface of adsorbent and only monolayer of solute was
formed with maximum limit (eqn. (b)). The Sips model is an improved model of Freundlich
and Langmuir. According to sips model solute follow the Freundlich model at lower
concentration and Langmuir model at higher concentration (eqn. (c)). The experimental data
for adsorption of RhB and MB on Au-CNx composite were fitted with different adsorption
isotherm models (Figure 8.8(c, f)).
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Table 8.2. Parameters of different isotherm model of RhB dye.
RhB dye

Isotherm models

Parameter

Freundlich

Langmuir

sips

K(mg/gm)

31

-

-

n

2.5

-

1.63

qmax(mg/gm)

-

250

400

b

-

0.02

0.04

R2

0.966

0.950

0.971

The fitting parameters of RhB, MB and MR are shown in Table 8.2, Table 8.3 and Table
S8.1 respectively. On the basis of R2 value, the experimental data of RhB, MB and MR
follow the sips isotherm suggesting multi-layered adsorption of RhB, MB and MR. The
maximum adsorption capacities for RhB, MB and MR were found to be 400 mg gm-1, 250
mg gm-1 and 130 mg gm-1 respectively.
Table 8.3. Parameters of different isotherm model of MB dye.

MB dye

Isotherm models

Parameter

Freundlich Langmuir sips

K(mg/gm)

20.63

-

-

n

2.72

-

1.30

qmax(mg/gm) -

200

235

b

-

0.01

0.02

R2

0.985

0.993

0.994
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There were few reports on the adsorption of RhB dye in literature67,68. Recently K. S. Kim
reported69 reduced graphene oxide based adsorbent for RhB adsorption with maximum
capacity 30 mg gm-1. But our Au-CNx show comparable adsorption capacity with other
reported value. Generally dye molecules are adsorbed on the adsorbent by two ways a) by
electrostatic interaction between solute and adsorbent and b) π-π interaction of aromatic ring
of dye molecule and the conjugated domain of the adsorbent.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure. 8.8. (a,d) UV-Visible absorption spectra of aqueous solution of RhB and MB
respectively at different time interval in presence of Au-CNx catalyst. (b,e) Plot of C/C0
vs. time for RhB and MB dyes respectively where C0 is initial concentration of dyes (70
ppm) and C is the concentration at different time interval.(c,f) Fitting of different isotherm
model with adsorption of RhB and MB on Au-CNx surfaces respectively. All the
experiment was done with 1 ml of 70 ppm dyes with 1 mg Au-CNx catalyst.
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Figure 8.9. (a) UV-Visible absorption spectra of aqueous solution of MR at different time
interval in presence of Au-CNx catalyst. (b) Plot of C/C0 vs. time for MR dyes respectively
where C0 is initial concentration of dyes (20 ppm) and C is the concentration at different
time interval. (c) Fitting of different isotherm model with adsorption of MR on Au-CNx
surfaces. All the experiment was done with 1 ml of 20 ppm dyes with 1 mg Au-CNx
catalyst

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 8.10. (a,b) Change of Zeta potential of g-CNx and Au- CNx composite with
different pH respectively. (c,d) The adsorption –desorption cycle of RhB and MB
respectively.
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Graphitic carbon nitride doesn’t have good adsorption property where as Au-CNx shows
superior dye adsorption properties. To understand the enhanced adsorption property of AuCNx compared to CNx, zeta potential measurements of aqueous solution of C3N4 and AuCNx were done as a function of pH, shown in Figure 8.10(a) and (b). The average zeta
potential value for CNx sheets was +30mV at neutral pH whereas value for Au-CNx was 45mV. RhB and MB are cationic dye at neutral pH and Au-CNx catalyst has negatively
charged at neutral pH. Therefore, Au-CNx can adsorb RhB and MB at neutral pH due to
electrostatic attraction between dye and the catalyst. But g-C3N4 has positive charge at
neutral pH and these two dyes is also positively charged. The CNx sheets show poor
adsorption due to electrostatic repulsion of same chare. However MR is negatively charged
at neutral pH. Thus Au-CNx doesn’t show any adsorption at neutral pH. But at higher pH
(pH=3) MR gets positive charge and Au-CNx is still negatively charged. So it shows
significant adsorption at pH 3. Hence, here dye adsorption by Au-CNx composite was mainly
monitor by the electrostatic interaction.
8.4.3 Desorption of adsorbed dyes
Recycling of the catalyst is one of the important properties of a good adsorbent in
the economical point of view. In literature, there are several methods are available for
desorption of dyes. Q. Wang and his co-workers70 reported a method for desorption by
annealing the adsorbed dye-BN hallow sphere at 3000C for 2h. Expensive solvent such as
ethylene glycol was used for washing the catalyst to remove the dye by K. S. Kim69 and his
co-workers. Most of the reported desorption process need long time as well as hazardous
materials and methods was also not eco-friendly. Recently H. Schonherr and his co-workers
reported34 an easy method for desorption of dye by changing the pH of the solution. The AuCNx catalyst can be reused after removing adsorbed dye from the catalyst simply by
changing the pH of the solution with a mild sonication.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

RhB

(e)

(d)

(f)

MB

(g)

(i)

(h)

MR

Figure 8.11. Degradation of 30 ppm RhB, 35 ppm MB, and 35 ppm MR dye by Au-CNx
under irradiation of visible light, natural sunlight, and UV light. (a, d, g) The change of
UV-Visible absorption spectra of RhB, MB, MR over Au-CNx catalyst on irradiation of
visible light respectively. (b,e,h) Change of the concentration ( C) of RhB, MB, and MR
relative to their initial values (C0) with time on irradiation of different lights. (c, f, i) The
pseudo first order kinetics plots of RhB, MB, MR degradation under different UV, Visible
and natural sunlight respectively.
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Figure 8.10 (c and d) show the plot of percentage of adsorption-desorption at different cycle
number for RhB and MB respectively. After complete adsorption at pH 6, when pH of the
solution is increased to 12 by adding 1(M) NaOH solution, the adsorbed dye gradually
desorbed and maximum desorption occurred after a mild sonication. The 89% and 87% of
maximum desorption was achieved for RhB and MB at pH 12 in the first cycle. After 4th
consecutive absorption-desorption processes the desorption efficiency of RhB reduced to
81% and the small decrease of desorption efficiency (80%) of MB is also observed after 4th
cycle. The de-adsorption process of dyes at high pH can easily be explained by the zeta
potential of Au-CNx and the charge of the dyes. At pH 12, the Au-CNx surfaces is negatively
charged with zeta potential of -55 mV and at the same time these two dyes has also negative
charge. The electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged dye molecules and
negatively charged Au-CNx surfaces is responsible for superior desorption of the dyes. Thus
it can be concluded that this Au-CNx catalyst has an efficient recycling ability for the
removal of these two cationic dyes.
8.4.4 Photocatalytic degradation of organic dyes
The photo catalytic activity of the Au-CNx catalyst was evaluated by degradation of
Rhodamine B (RhB), Methylene Blue (MB) and Methyl Red (MR) on irradiation of the
visible light, UV light and natural sunlight. In typical photo catalytic reaction catalyst was
dispersed in the dye solution and then kept in dark with continuous stirring for 1.5 hours
before degradation. 130 watt visible light, 84 watt UV light and natural sunlight were used
for degradation of organic dyes. A UV-Visible absorption maximum at 544 nm was monitor
for RhB degradation whereas 644 nm and 591 nm were used for MB and MR degradation.
Since the Au-CNx composite showed good adsorption of dye, all the photo-catalytic dye
degradation experiment was performed after 1.5 hours adsorption of the dyes on Au-CNx
catalyst in dark. Initial concentrations of dyes were 70 ppm. After 1.5 hrs of adsorption, the
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remaining dye in solution was considered as initial concentration (C0) for photocatalysis
degradation. Figure 8.11a shows the change of UV-Visible absorption spectrum of ~30 ppm
RhB under visible light irradiation. The corresponding changes of ratio, C/C0 with time on
irradiation of UV, Visible and natural sunlight are given in Figure 8.11b and the change of
C/C0 in absence of light (control experiment) is also given for comparison. Similar to the
dye degradation the concentration of dye after 1.5h adsorption was taken as C0 for the control
experiment (absence of light). It shows that ~95% of dye was removed in presence of light
in 180 minutes whereas only 15% of dye was removed in absence of light due to adsorption.
It confirms that enhanced dye removal efficiency of Au-CNx composite under light is due to
photo-catalytic degradation of dye. The 98%, 90% and 82% of RhB dye were degraded in
120 minutes under Visible, natural sunlight and UV light. Figure 8.11b also contains the
change of C/C0 of dye under visible light in presence of CNx. This indicates the very good
photo stability of dye and poor degradation ability of CNx.

1 st

2 nd

3rd

4th

Figure 8.12. (a) Reusability of Au-CNx catalyst for degradation of 30 ppm RhB dye where
conditions of each cycle are kept same.
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Figure 8.11 (d and g) shows the change of UV- Visible absorption spectra of 35 ppm MB
and 35 ppm MR under visible light respectively. The C/C0 vs. time plot for under different
conditions for MB and MR are shown in Figure 8.11 (e and h). MB and MR also shows
excellent photo degradation with Au-CNx on light irradiation. The 81%, 96% and 90% of
MB dye were degraded in 120 minutes under UV, Visible and natural sunlight where as
82%, 96% and 92% of MR dye were removed in 150 minutes. The Au-CNx composite with
different amount of gold loading were prepared by ultrasonic treatment of CNx sheets and
different amount of HAuCl4. The maximum loading of gold in CNx sheets we could achieve
is 80 wt%. The catalytic activity of Au-CNx composite is better when gold loading in AuCNx composite is 40-50%. All the measurements were done with 40 wt% Au-CNx
composite.
The rate of the photo oxidative degradation of different dye was measured by the
Langmuir-Hinshelwood model in equation.
𝑑𝐶

k𝐾𝐶

𝑟 = − 𝑑𝑡 = 1+𝐾𝐶

(a)

(b)

CN
CNxx

Figure 8.13. (a) Fluorescence emission spectra of g-CNx and Au-CNx composite
(b) Scavenger effect on rate of 30 ppm RhB dye degradation.
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Where r is reaction rate, K is the absorption coefficient, k is reaction rate constant, and C is
the reactant concentration. If the reactant concentration is low these equation reduced to
ln

C0
C

= kt

Where k is the pseudo-first order rate constant, Co and C are the initial concentration and
concentration after time t respectively.
The plot of ln(C0/C) vs. t for RhB as shown in Figure 8.11c gives a straight line going
through origin with a positive slope (k). The rate constant for degradation of RhB are 0.024,
0.016 and 0.011 min-1 in visible light, natural sunlight and UV light respectively. Figure
8.11 (f and i) shows the plot of ln(C0/C) vs. t for MB and MR dye respectively. The rate
constant for degradation of MB visible light, natural sunlight and UV light are 0.024,
0.017and 0.014 min-1 respectively whereas rate constant for MR dye is 0.02, 0.014 and 0.011
min-1 under natural sunlight, visible light and UV light respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.14. (a) UV-vis absorption spectra for degradation of RhB under irradiation of
visible light. (b) Normalized absorption spectra of different N-de-ethylated intermediate
products taken from Figure 8.14a

The plot of ln(C0/C) vs. t for RhB as shown in Figure 8.11c gives a straight line going
through origin with a positive slope (k). The rate constant for degradation of RhB are 0.024,
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0.016 and 0.011 min-1 in visible light, natural sunlight and UV light respectively. Figure
8.11 (f and i) shows the plot of ln(C0/C) vs. t for MB and MR dye respectively. The rate
constant for degradation of MB visible light, natural sunlight and UV light are 0.024,
0.017and 0.014 min-1 respectively whereas rate constant for MR dye is 0.02, 0.014 and 0.011
min-1 under natural sunlight, visible light and UV light respectively. This confirmed that
Au-CNx is efficient catalyst for degradation of dye under irradiation of visible as well as UV
light. The comparative study for degradation rate of different dye with Au-CNx catalyst with
different reported catalyst is given in Table 8.2. The photocatalytic rate constant of this AuCNx catalyst is comparable to other reported photocatalysts, although high concentration, 30
to 35 ppm of dyes was used in this case. The effect of concentration of dye on degradation
rate constant was also studied. Figure 8.15 display the plot of ln (C0/C) vs. time for different
concentration of RhB. The rate constant for 15, 30 and 45 ppm RhB are 0.036 min-1, 0.024
min-1, and 0.015 min-1. As the concentration of dye increased, rate constant is decreased.
The decreases of the rate constant with concentration is due to the less percentage of light
properly contact with catalyst as because high concentration of dye hindrance the light.

Figure 8.15. ln (C0/C) vs. time plot of different concentration of RhB under visible light
illumination.
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One of the most important properties of the catalyst was the photo stability and reusability
of the catalyst. The reusability of the catalyst for degradation of 30 ppm RhB is shown in
Figure 8.12. The Au-CNx catalyst easily degraded 95% RhB dye in 120 min upto 3rd cycle
but it take little more time after 4th cycle. The catalyst has high photo-stability upto four
cycles with high degradation ability.

Figure 8.16. pH dependent degradation efficency of 70 ppm RhB with Au-CNx catalyst

The recycled catalyst was well characterized by p-XRD. The p-XRD pattern (Figure S8.3)
of recycled Au-CNx catalyst confirms the presence of Au nano-particles on CNx sheets. AuCNx catalyst photo degradation of dyes are highly sensitive to pH. The plot of degradation
percentage vs. pH of 30 ppm RhB has shown in Figure 8.16. But the degradation efficiency
of RhB at lower pH (pH 3) little higher than neutral pH. Au-CNx catalyst shows poor
degradation efficiency in higher pH compared to neutral pH. So all the degradation
experiment was done in acidic pH (pH 3).
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Figure 8.17. (a-e) represent LC-MS mass spectra of different N-alkylated intermediate,
formed during degradation of RhB.
Since the catalyst have significant adsorption we have tested the photo degradation of dye
of very high concentration of 250 ppm RhB after keeping 12 hours in dark for full adsorption
of dye. Figure S8.2 (a and b) (Annexure) shows the change of UV-Visible spectra and
corresponding C/C0 vs. time plot. The Au-CNx showed excellent degradation in much
higher concentration and it can easily degraded 85% within 300 min. Thus, this
photocatalyst is effective for removal of low and very high concentration of organic dye by
using its dual (adsorbent and photocatalyst) properties. The much higher degradation
efficiency of Au-CNx in compared to CNx is probably due the hetero junction, made from
AuNPs and CNx sheets. In order to examine the effect of presence of ultra-small AuNPs on
CNx sheets, fluorescence measurements were done to investigate separation efficiency of
photo-generated electrons and holes. As fluorescence originated from the recombination of
the photo induced electron and hole in valence band, so fluorescence spectra was
investigated to understand the separation efficiency of photo excited charge carriers of the
photocatalyst. The fluorescence spectra of CNx and Au-CNx composite was shown in Figure
8.13a. The highly blue fluorescence of the graphitic carbon nitride was quenched in Au-CNx
due to loading of AuNPs on the graphitic carbon nitride sheets.
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Scheme 8.1. Schematic diagram of de-ethylation process of RhB on the surface of Au-CNx
composite under irradiation of light.

The actual relationship is that higher the fluorescence intensity higher is the recombination
rate of the electron-hole and lower is the efficiency of photo-excited charge separation. The
fluorescence emission spectra of CNx at ~435 nm represent the band gap of emission light
energy equal to the ban gape of pure CNx and this emission was quenched fully after
formation of Au-CNx composite. The less intensity of fluorescence emission spectra of AuCNx confirmed the formation of heterostructure where the photo-excited electron traps by
the AuNPs and stabilized the photo-induced charge separation. To evaluate active species
involved in this photocatalytic dye degradation we are studied the RhB degradation under
visible light irradiation in presence of different scavenger. EDTA-Na complex is known for
hole (h+) scavenger, isopropanol is OH radical (.OH) scavenger and benzoquinone (BQ) is
a superoxide radical scavenger. Figure 8.13b shows the effect of scavenger on the
degradation rate. It can easily be seen that rate of RhB degradations remain unchanged on
addition of the EDTA-Na complex. But the rate of the photo-degradation was decreased on
addition of isopropanol and benzoquinone. It proved that the hydroxyl and superoxide
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radical are the reactive oxygen species (ROS) responsible for the photodegradation of the
dye. Photo-degradation mechanism of RhB dye was studied by UV-Visible spectroscopy
and LC-MS/MS spectroscopy. The photo-degradation of RhB generally occurs by two
ways71 a) the complete cleavage of chromophores, b) N-de-ethylation of N-substituted
groups on chromophores. The change of UV-Visible spectra of RhB under visible light and
their normalized spectra are shown in Figure 8.14 (a, b) respectively. It shows that the
adsorption maxima of RhB showed hyposochromic shift from 544 nm to 499 nm with
increasing the irradiation time. This hyposochromic behavior of absorption maxima is due
to the consequence of N-de-ethylation process72. As shown in Figure 8.14b, the different
adsorption maxima for different de-ethylated intermediates. The 539 nm peak is due to N,
N, N’-tri-ethylated Rhodamine; 522 nm for N, N’-di-ethylated Rhodamine, where as 510
nm and 500 nm are for N-ethylated Rhodamine and Rhodamine respectively. The formation
of different intermediate of the de-ethylated products was also confirmed by LC-MS mass
spectroscopy. Figure 8.17(a-e) show the mass spectra of different intermediates which was
formed during the photo degradation of RhB. Initially RhB shows only one peak at m/z 443
which corresponds to dechlorinated RhB. New peaks were appeared with m/z value at 415,
387, 359, and 331 with increasing the irradiation time. The differences between two
consecutive values are 28 m/z that corresponds to mass of ethylene molecule. Based on the
UV-Vis and mass spectra it can be concluded that degradation of RhB on Au-CNx catalyst
occurred via de-ethylation process. If the conjugate ring structure is not destroyed then fully
de-ethylated RhB should have a maximum at 498 nm with molar extinction co-efficient
(Єmax) 70% of the initial extinction co-efficient (Єmax) of RhB. But intensity of the absorption
peak at 498 nm of 30 ppm RhB after visible light irradiation of 120 minutes is reduced to
5% of the initial intensity of RhB. So it confirms that the degradation of RhB on Au-CNx
occurred via the N-de-ethylation process followed by complete mineralization of the
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chromophores. The schematic diagram of the proposed mechanism for de-ethylation process
is shown in scheme 1. RhB moiety was easily adsorbed on the surfaces of Au-CNx through
the N-alkylated site due to the electrostatic interaction. During the photo irradiation the
surface adsorbed oxygen is reduced to form hydroxyl radicals which can easily take the
aliphatic proton from N-Ethyl to form ethylene and N,N,N’-tri-ethylated Rhodamine. Some
of the N,N,N’-tri-ethylated Rhodamine can desorbed from the catalyst surface and then
again adsorbed on AuNPs surfaces.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.18. A proposed mechanism of photocatalytic degradation of dyes (a) under
sunlight or visible light and (b) under irradiation of UV light in presence of Au-CNx
catalyst.
In next step de-ethylation of N,N,N’-tri-ethylated Rhodamine occurs in the same way by
the hydroxyl radical to form N,N’-di-ethylated Rhodamine and then released in solution. In
the sequential de-ethylation processes Rhodamine B converted to de-ethylated Rhodamine.
Finally, Rhodamine was degraded to form UV inactive products.
Based on the above experimental observations we proposed a mechanism for degradation of
organic dye over Au-CNx catalyst on irradiation of visible light as shown in Figure 8.14a.
The dye was first excited to dye* and then excited electron transfer to conduction band of
CNx to from cationic dye radical. At the same time on irradiation of visible light, CNx also
form exciton i.e. electron excited to conduction band from valence band leading to electron–
hole charge separation. Now, the injected electron from dye and excited electron transport
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to AuNPs by interfacial electron transports. Then, surfaces adsorbed O2 molecule reduced
on the Au surface to form superoxide radicals which can easily reduce to hydroxyl radical
in acidic medium. Finally, hydroxyl radical can easily degrade the dyes easily shown in
Figure 8.18a. It is well know that Au and Ag NPs show considerable absorption of UV light
due to inter band transition (transition of 5d or 4d electrons to 6sp or 5sp band)73. The
degradation of dye over Au-CNx catalyst under UV light irradiation can be explained by the
UV light absorption property of the gold nanoparticles through inter band electron transition.
Recently Zhu and his co-worker established the mechanism of phenol degradation by the
Ag NPs supported on metal oxide under UV light irradiation through 4d to 5sp inter band
transition31 and Wang and his co-workers also established the actual mechanism of UV light
adsorption by the Au NPs supported on the metal oxide via inter band transition of 5d to
6sp74. A proposed mechanism for dye degradation under UV light was depicted in Figure
8.18b. On irradiation of UV light 5d electrons of gold nanoparticles of Au-CNx composite
was excited to 6sp band (inter band transition). Among those excited electrons some of the
electrons are in the higher energy state than the energy (red line) of the reduction potential
for O2/O2-. These electrons can easily able to reduce the adsorbed oxygen molecule into
superoxide radicals which in acidic medium form hydroxyl radicals. The hydroxyl radicals
are then available for degradation of dyes. The slight greater the rate constant value under
visible light may be due to the synergetic effect of electron transport of supported g-carbon
nitride and dye molecule where under UV light only AuNPs responsible for electron
transport. The adsorption and photocatalytic degradation of organic dye (RhB) with other
noble metal-CNx composites such as Ag-CNx were also studied. The Ag-CNx didn’t show
any significant absorption and photocatalytic degradation of RhB. The zeta potential of AgCNx was found to be +31 mV whereas Au-CNx was -25mV at neutral pH. The adsorption
and photo-catalytic behaviour of Ag-CNx composite are similar to pure CNx compound since
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both have positive surface charge. The negative surface charge on the catalyst in solution is
important for strong adsorption and photocatalytic degradation of positively charged organic
dye such as RhB and MB.

Table 8.4. Comparison of rate constant for photocatalytic degradation of different dyes.
Catalyst

Dye

Concentratio
n of Dye

Light source

Rate
constant

Ref.

Graphene- Gold

RhB

2.5 ppm

Visible light

8.3x 10-3

32

PD/MW

RhB

2 ppm

Microwave
light

1.7x10-2

75

RGO-CuNO3

RhB

2.5 ppm

Visible light

1.5x10-2

76

Ag-C3N4

RhB

10 ppm

Visible light

2.53x10-2

77

Au-CNx

RhB

~30 ppm

Visible light

2.4x10-2

This work

Ag/AgCl

MB

20 ppm

Visible light

7.0x10-3

78

Ag/AgCl/g-C3N4

MB

10 ppm

Visible light

7.8x10-2

37

Au+3-TiO2 (0.5%)

MB

12 ppm

Visible light

9.2x10-3

79

Au-CNx

MB

~35 ppm

Visible light

2.4x10-2

This work

TiO2

MR

4 ppm

UV light

1.3x10-2

80

Ag+/TiO2

MR

6 ppm

UV light

5.02x10-3

81

Au-CNx

MR

~35 ppm

Visible light

2.0x10-2

This work

8.5. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a facile synthetic route for the formation and very high
loading of ultra-small gold nano-particles on two dimensional carbon nitride sheets. This
composite was found to be superior catalyst for the reduction of nitro phenol. We have also
showed that the Au-CNx composite has high adsorption capacity for cationic dye (RhB, MB)
in neutral medium and anionic dye (MR) in acidic medium with good reusability and easy
desorption process. The Au-CNx composite is not only good adsorbent but also a very
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efficient heterogeneous photocatalyst towards the degradation of various dyes.

The

degradation of RhB, MB and MR over Au-CNx catalyst was performed on irradiation of
UV/Visible light/natural sunlight. The controlled experiment proves that hydroxyl radical is
main active species towards photocatalytic degradation of organic dye. The catalyst is also
very efficient for removal of high concentration, 250 ppm dye due to its superior photo
catalytic activity. This superior catalytic property of Au-CNx is probably due to naked, ultra
small AuNPs on CNx sheets. Moreover, this Au-CNx composite can be reused several times
for photo-catalytic degradation and as well as for dye adsorption. Thus, this Au-CNx
composite is a suitable catalyst for water cleaning.
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Appendix F

Figure S8.1. AFM images of thin CNx sheets and its height profile shows thickness 2.0 to 2.5 nm.

Table S8.1. Parameters of different isotherm model of MR dye.

MR dye

Isotherm models

Parameter

Freundlich Langmuir sips

K(mg/gm)

30.7

-

-

n

2.7

-

0.54

qmax(mg/gm) -

120

130

b

-

0.05

0.01

R2

0.89

0.948

0.959
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Figure S8.2. Degradation of 250 ppm RhB dye by Au-CNx under visible light after 10
hour adsorption. (a) The change of UV-Visible Spectra at different time intervals, (b) C/C0
vs. time plot

Figure S8.3. pXRD of recycled (after 3rd catalytic cycles) catalyst.
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CHAPTER 9
Summary of the Thesis
This dissertation discussed the synthesis of carbon nitride supported 1-D, 2-D, 3-D
metal/ metal oxide nanostructures and their applications in fuel cell, water electrolyzers,
sensing of hydrogen peroxides, glucose and photocatalysis. The major findings in this thesis
work are summarized below
In chapter 1, the current, future energy demand and then need of renewable energy
conversion and storage techniques to meet our future energy demands was reviewed. The
history and development of fuel cell (FCs) as well as water electrolyzer (Wes) are
highlighted. Different fuel cell reactions such as HOR, ORR and water electrolyzer reaction
namely HER, OER are mainly concentrated and discussed accordingly. The reaction steps,
mechanism and kinetics of those processes and theoretical study to design the best electro
catalysts for different FCs and WEs are also revealed here. We have also discussed necessary
ideas about glucose sensing, H2O2 sensing and environmental pollutant remediation. In the
last part a concise discussion about the various nanostructured materials, their properties and
several strategies of their synthesis have been exposed.
Chapter 2 describes a brief description of various instrumental techniques which
have been exclusively used for this present thesis.
In Chapter 2, we have shown a facile bottom up synthesis of high surface area and
porous, Au aerogel supported on CNx was described. The reduction of HAuCl4 in presence
of CNx nanosheets using NaBH4 and ultrasound treatment produces Au-aerogel-CNx. When
the reduction of HAuCl4 in presence CNx nano sheets was done only with ultrasound, highly
dispersed ultra-small ( ̴ 2 nm) AuNPs on CNx sheets were formed. The Au aerogel supported
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on CNx sheets was well characterized by several techniques. The Au-aerogel-CNx and
AuNPs-CNx composites exhibited superior electro catalytic activity towards oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR) in alkaline and acidic media. The Au-aerogel-CNx composite
shows ORR onset potentials at 0.92 V and 0.43 V (vs RHE) in 0.5 M KOH and H2SO4
solution. The four electron oxygen reduction process occurs at these supported catalysts in
both alkaline and acidic media. In KOH medium the onset potential at Au-aerogel-CNx is
more positive (̴ 30 mV) than that of commercial Pt/C catalyst. The composites display
excellent methanol tolerance and comparable durability with commercial Pt/C. Furthermore,
the Au-aerogel-CNx composites exhibited high catalytic activity for HER with small onset
potential of -30 mV and a Tafel slope of 53 mV dec-1 in acidic medium. At a small Au
loading of 0.130 mg cm-2, this catalyst also exhibit a current density of 10 mA cm-2 at a low
overpotential of -185 mV with an excellent stability. The ORR and HER performances on
porous Au-aerogel-CNx composites is better than that of AuNPs-CNx catalyst and
commercial flat gold electrode. The superior ORR and HER activity at Au-aerogel-CNx
composite are originated from the unique synergistic effects between porous Au network
and CNx support.
The synthesis of Pt nanostructures-N-doped carbon hybrid (Pt-(PtOx)-NSs/C) and its
application towards HER/HOR was demonstrated in chapter 4. The HER activity of this Pt(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst is 4 and 6.5 times better than commercial Pt/C in acid and base. The
catalyst exhibits a current density of 10 mA/cm2 at overpotentials of 5 and 51 mV with Tafel
slopes of 29 and 64 mV/dec in in 0.5 M H2SO4 and 0.5 M KOH. The stability test confirmed
extraordinary HER stability of the Pt-(PtO2)-NWs/C catalyst in both medium. This catalyst
also showed superior HOR activity at all pH values. The HER/HOR activity of Pt-(PtO2)NWs/C and PtOx-free Pt-Nanostructures/C (PtNSs/C) catalysts are comparable in acid with
exchange current (i0) values of 7.2 and 6.1 mA/cm2. The presence of PtOx in Pt-(PtOx)-
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NSs/C makes this Pt-catalyst 5 fold higher HER/HOR active in base media than that of PtOx
free PtNSs/C catalyst although their activity is comparable in acid. Hydrogen binding energy
and oxophilicity are the two equivalent descriptors for HER/HOR in basic media. Here we
propose a bi-functional mechanism for the enhanced alkaline HER/HOR activity of Pt(PtOx)-NSs/C catalyst. In bi-functional Pt-(PtOx)-NWs/C catalyst, PtOx provide an active
site for OH- adsorption to form OHads which reacts with hydrogen intermediate (Hads),
present at neighbouring Pt sites to form H2O leading to enhancement of HOR activity in
basic medium. For HER in the base, PtOx favours the adsorptive dissociation of water to
form Hads on adjacent Pt sites and then recombination of Hads results to the formation of the
hydrogen molecule. This work may provide new opportunity to design and develop bifunctional HER/HOR electro-catalyst for
Chapter 5 describes a facile synthesis method of 3D-hierarchical porous iridium
oxide/N-doped carbon hybrid (3D-IrO2/N@C) was discussed for superior OER and HER
activity in acid. In 0.5 M HClO4, this catalyst exhibited superior activity towards OER with
a low overpotential of 280 mV at 10 mA/cm2, a low Tafel slope of 45 mV/dec and ~98%
faradic efficiency. The mass activity and turnover frequency (TOF) at an overpotential of
350 mV are found to be 833 A/g and 0.432 s–1 which are ~32 times higher that of commercial
IrO2. The HER performance of this 3D-IrO2/N@C is comparable to that of commercial Pt/C
catalyst in acid. This 3D-IrO2/N@C catalyst requires only 35 mV overpotential to reach 10
mA/cm2 current density with Tafel slope of 31 mV/dec in acid. Most importantly, stability
test confirmed superior HER and OER stability of this catalyst in acid. This 3D-IrO2/N@C
catalyst was applied as cathode and anode for over-all water splitting and required only 1.55
V to achieve a current density of 10mA/cm2 in acid. The outstanding activity of the 3DIrO2/N@C catalyst can be attributed to a unique hierarchical porous network, high surface
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area, higher electron and mass transportation, synergistic interaction between IrO2 and
carbon support.
Chapter 5 describes a highly active and durable carbon nitride supported
interconnected silver nano-wires (AgNWs-CNx) electrocatalyst for HER and ORR
applications was demonstrated. This catalyst exhibited superior HER activity that outperforms commercial Pt/C in both acid and base medium. Like Pt/C, on-set potential of this
AgNWs-CNx electro-catalyst is 0 mV in both medium and the Tafel slopes of this catalyst
are 32 mV/dec and 65 mV/dec in acid and base respectively. It requires over-potentials of
25 mV and 85 mV to achieve the current densities of 10 and 50 mA/cm2 respectively in acid
whereas 110 mV and 290 mV needed to attain the same current densities in base. Most
importantly this catalyst showed excellent durability in repeated cycling and long term
chronoamperometric studies that confirmed its extraordinary stability in the acid medium.
Furthermore, this AgNWs-CNx catalyst showed superior activity towards ORR in base
medium as the one-set potential and half wave potential (E1/2) of this Ag catalyst are
comparable to that of Pt/C in base. This catalyst also showed excellent methanol tolerance
and superior durability in ORR. The superior electro-catalytic activity of the interconnected
AgNWs-CNx are likely due to its hierarchical 3D porous morphology, strong catalystsupport interaction, 1-D wires like structure.
Fabrication of ordered assembly of noble metal nanoparticles on a two dimensional
sheets is a very challenging task. We have demonstrated a facile bottom up self-assembly
method for the formation of ordered assembly silver nanoparticles on carbon nitride sheets
in chapter 7. Ultrasound treatment of aqueous graphitic carbon nitride (g-CNx) in presence
of Ag+ ion produces silver-carbon nitride (Ag-CNx) composite. The ordered assemblies of
monodispersed silver nanoparticles on thin carbon nitride sheets are produced by
evaporation of aqueous solution of Ag-CNx composites. On evaporation of this solution,
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first two dimensional sheets are formed on a solid substrate and then silver nanoparticles sit
on the voids of carbon nitrides on drying. The silver nanoparticles carbon nitride sheets
modified glassy carbon electrode can be used as highly sensitive electrochemical non
enzymatic sensors for hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and glucose. The lowest detection limits
achieved by this Ag-CNx electrode for H2O2 and glucose were 0.6 nM and 0.6 M
respectively.
In chapter 8, a facile method for synthesis of ultra-small gold nanoparticles supported
on carbon nitride sheets (Au-CNx) using ultrasound mediated reduction was discussed. TEM
measurements confirm that thin g-CNx sheets provided two dimensional supports to stabilize
1-3 nm sized gold nanoparticles (AuNPs). The Au-CNx composite showed excellent
catalytic activity towards the reduction of 4-Nitrophenol in aqueous medium in presence of
sodium borohydride (NaBH4) with very fast kinetics and good stability. The Au-CNx
catalyst can be used as an absorbent for the removal of organic dye [Rhodamine B (RhB),
methylene blue (MB), and methyl red (MR)] from water. It showed excellent adsorption
capacity for RhB and MB due to electrostatic interaction between anionic catalyst and
cationic organic dye molecules. The catalyst can easily be reused after removing adsorbed
dye from the catalyst simply by changing pH of the solution. In addition, Au-CNx composite
exhibited superior photo catalytic degradation of various dyes (RhB, MB and MR) on
irradiation of UV, Visible light and natural sunlight. Excellent photo degradation rate
constants for RhB (0.024 min-1), MB (0.024 min-1) and MR (0.02 min-1) were observed
although high concentration of dyes were used for degradation. We hope that this Au-CNx
composite will find its application as an effective catalyst for water purification.
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